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1. I N T R O D U C T I O N
1.1. THE PROBLEMS OF INUNDATED SOILS AND THEIR INVESTIGATION BEFORE 1939

Ever since man occupied the low-lying areas in the Netherlands disasters caused
by stormfloods have occurred. Such floods did not only inflict losses on people, cattle
and property, but they also made the soil unsuitable for agriculture for many years.
So the 13th-century chronicle of Bloemhof Abbey records that the floods of 1221
and 1249 were followed by years of failing crops, poverty and famine (KRONIEKEN
van de Abdij Bloemhof). In the 16th century ANDRIES VIERLINGH, who wrote an
excellent treatise on the art of embanking, described how after an inundation of the
polder Nieuw Gastel in 1552 the soil remained barren for 8 or 9 years.
But the first elaborate descriptions of the behaviour of soils flooded with sea water
and thefirstrecommendations for their treatment weregiven about 1800bythe farmer
H E N D R I K PONSE (1808, 1825). Although he did not yet make a clear-cut distinction
between the direct harm to the crops caused by the salinity and the indirect damags
caused by unfavourable soil structure, he gave excellent descriptions of both phenomena. Moreover he gave sound advice for the management of these soils, based upon
his own experiences gathered after the stormflood of 1775.In his publications PONSE
emphatically warned against deep tillage and emphasized the importance of shallow
ploughing and especially of all measures that make soil tillage unnecessary, such as
growing grass or clover.for a couple of years.
During the second half of the 19th and the beginning of the 20th century an,
extensive Dutch literature on these subjects originated, stimulated by several floods
(especially those of 1877, 1906 and 1916) and since 1927 also by the reclamationworksin theZuiderzee area. As thisliterature has already beenreviewed by SEVENSTER
(1937), RUSSCHEN (1945), ROWAAN (1951) and HISSINK (1954), only its main features
will be mentioned here.
From these investigations it soon became clear that two factors are responsible
for the bad results obtained on soils which have been flooded by sea water (VAN
BEMMELEN, 1872). The first of these is the high concentration of soluble salts in the
soil moisture which directly hampers crop growth. But soon it became known that
in the moist Dutch climate - with a mean annual precipitation of about 700 mm most of these salts are washed out from well-drained soilsin one or at most two years
(REINDERS, 1876; SWAVING, 1899; HISSINK, 1907 b; SMEDING, 1921; ZUUR, 1938).
So the excessive salinity could not be the cause of the long-lasting ill effects of an
inundation.
The second harmful factor - the collapse of soil structure - is especially operative
after the bulk of the soluble salts has been removed from the topsoil. This bad
structure may persist for 8 years or even more.
As we know now this deterioration of soil structure is due to a deflocculated state
of the soil colloids caused by the large amounts of exchangeable Na present. This
deflocculation begins as soon as the concentration of the soil solution has fallen
below a certain limit.

Ion exchange in soils was discovered as early as about 1850 (THOMSON, 1850;
1850; DEUEL & HOSTETTLER, 1950) and soon afterwards these investigations
became known in Holland K But although REINDERS had observed in 1876 that ion
exchange occurred in soils which were brought into contact with seawater,itwas not
before the 20th century that its importance for the behaviour of inundated soils was
clearly understood. Moreover colloid chemistry was at first not sufficiently developed
to be of much use for the explanation of the facts observed: it was not before the
20th century that the rules of SCHULZE (1882) and HARDY (1900) for the flocculation
and deflocculation of hydrophobic colloids became generally known.
Therefore the first investigations on the structure of flooded soils had to be
entirely empirical. Observations were made in the field and also the farmers' experiences were recorded (VAN BEMMELEN, 1872; MAYER, 1879a; DIRECTIE VAN DEN
LANDBOUW, 1916; SMEDING, 1921). These observations nearly all confirmed PONSE'S
opinions, though of course they enlarged the knowledge considerably. So- among
other things - it was observed that on old meadows, even if they are broken up after
the inundation, a good soil structure is maintained.
Meanwhile MAYER observed during laboratory tests that after percolation of a
column of clay soil with a NaCl solution the permeability of the soil fell almost to
zero when the salt solution was followed by pure water (MAYER, 1879 b). On the
other hand this large decline of permeability for water did not occur after the soil
had been percolated with lime water instead of NaCl. These results were later explained by EHRENBERG (1909) from the rules of flocculation and deflocculation of
colloids, as formulated by HARDY (1900).
Quite unaware of the work of MAYER and EHRENBERG, HISSINK (1907a), after the
stormflood of 1906, started a series of experiments which closely resembled those of
MAYER. HISSINK percolated columns of clay soil with different salt solutions, which
were followed by distilled water. His results were substantially the same as MAYER'S:
after NaCl the permeability for water fell almost to zero, whereas after CaCl 2 it
remained on a fair level. The experiments of MAYER and HISSINK confirmed the observation that in many cases a breakdown of structure did not occur before the second
year after the inundation, when the soluble salts had been largely removed from the
WAY,

topsoil (MAYER, 1879 a).

The inundations of 1916 renewed HISSINK'S interests in the problem and among
other things he analysed the soils flooded in 1906 on their contents of exchangeable
cations. From these analyses it appeared that these soils- especially those with a
poor structure - still contained considerable amounts of exchangeable sodium which
brought about a deflocculated state of the soil colloids (HISSINK, 1918).
The soils in question had a high natural content of calcium carbonate, but obviously this calcium compound could not bring about a rapid replacement of exchangeable sodium by calcium. This conclusion was confirmed by earlier observations that
the ordinary forms of lime dressing such as calcium carbonate or hydroxide - of
1
According to WIKLANDER (1946) ion exchange in soils being in touch with sea water was first
mentioned by the Danish investigator FORCHHAMMER in 1850.

which the latter quickly passes into the carbonate - did not improve the structure
of flooded soils. So HISSINK concluded that a more soluble calcium compound - e.g.
gypsum- hadtobeused. This hetried in 1918onanexperimental field inthepolder
Anna Paulowna, which had been flooded twoyears earlier. In this field experiment
calcium carbonate and hydroxide did not give any improvement, whereas the plots
which had received gypsum werecharacterized byabetter structure (HISSINK, 1922 a).
Nevertheless different circumstances - not least the high price of gypsum shortly
after World WarI- prevented itsuseon a large scale.
The results of HISSINK'S field experiments were in accordance with an earlier
observation made by MAYER (1879a)that in calcareous flooded soils sulphuric acid
isabletoincrease crop yieldsin thesecondyear after an inundation. MAYER, however,
failed torecognize theconnection ofthis observation with hislaboratory experiments
(MAYER, 1879 b).

After HISSINK'S observations only oneproblem remained unsolved, viz.the fact
that newly reclaimed Dutch saline soils seldom show adecline ofsoil structure. These
soils are either consisting of bare or almost bare mud (slik soils) or of saline outmarshes already overgrown with a vegetation of halophytes (schor soils). The slik
soils are in an almost completely reduced state at the moment of their drainage.
HISSINK (1924) recognized that after drainage of such soils oxidation of ferrous
sulphides, rendering sulphuric acid, will ultimately produce gypsum by subsequent
reaction with calcium carbonate. Remarkably enough theimportance ofthis process
for soil structure wasnot clearly understood before 1936(ZUUR & BARKER, 1936;
ZUUR, 1952).

In the schor soils, which are embanked from marine outmarshes the topsoil is
usually already oxidized. Consequently itscontent ofreadily oxidizable sulphides is
usually much lower than in the slik soils (c.f. HARMSEN, 1954). Therefore further
oxidation can only result in the formation of small amounts of gypsum, which are
insufficient tosecure agood soil structure. That alsointhese schor soils a breakdown
of soil structure seldom occurs must be attributed to the preserving action of the
remnants of the vegetation, present atthemoment of embanking. Just asin flooded
old meadow soils, the organic matter of these remnants will protect soil structure
even after thesoilisbroken up. Breakdown ofsoil structure mayoccur insuch newly
embanked schor soils only if layers less rich in plant residues and organic material
are brought tothesurface bytoodeep tillage. Thedanger involved in deep tillage of
these soils was already known to VIERLINGH.
Whilst these facts became known in Holland, investigations abroad - especially
concerning alkali soils in Hungary, Russia and in U.S.A.- led to similar results
(HILGARD, 1906; 'SIGMOND, 1927; GEDROIZ, 1929; 'SIGMOND & ARANY, 1929; KELLEY,

1933, 1951).Also onthese soils application ofgypsum orother substances which turn
into gypsum inthesoil metwith good results; in Hungary gypsum hadbeen tried as
early as 1893 ('SIGMOND, 1927) andin U.S.A. itsbeneficial effects were described by
HILGARD (1906).

In Great-Britain anelaborate description ofthe agricultural behaviour of flooded

soils was published in 1899 (DYMOND & HUGHES, 1899)and after an inundation near
the Humber estuary in 1921 further studies were made by PAGE & WILLIAMS (1926).
Though the results of these British investigations were generally in accordance with
the Dutch, there were some remarkable differences; thus DYMOND & HUGHES recorded that the best results were obtained after fallowing and repeated ploughing,
whereas all Dutch authors stress the necessity of reducing tillage to the utmost.
Further the experiments of PAGE & WILLIAMS with gypsum on a heavy clay soil were
not successful, though this might have been due to the relatively small amounts used
in their trial.
In the past 30 years also the analytical methods for the determination of exchangeable cations were greatly improved. At first such determinations were only
possible in soils which did not contain appreciable amounts of either calcium carbonate, gypsum or soluble salts. But in 1920 HISSINK published a method for taking
account of the presence of calcium carbonate, which was later simplified by TIURIN
(HISSINK, 1920, 1922b; TIURIN, 1927; JARUSSOV, 1933). The presence of soluble salts
remained a problem until ZUUR (1938) developed a method for taking them into
account by putting the soil under high pressure and analysing the expressed fluid
obtained for cations and for CI. It was assumed that the ratios of these cations to CI
found in the expressed fluid are the same as those in the entire soil solution. By
determining the total amount of CI ions present in the soil the amounts of cations
in the soil solution could be calculated and accounted for.
Thus by 1939 the following knowledge had been gained:
I. Soil salinity is one of the causes of the bad agricultural results on soils flooded
with sea water, but on well-drained Dutch soils its effects are limited to one or
at most two years after the inundation.
II. Bad soil structure, mainly occurring after most of the soluble salts had been
washed out, may hamper agriculture for several years. It originates from a high
percentage of sodium among the exchangeable cations of the soil, which causes
, a deflocculated state of the soil colloids. Calcium carbonate, generally present
in Dutch polder soils, cannot bring about a quick replacement of this sodium by
calcium. On former meadows, however, a good soilstructure ismaintained, even
if they are broken up after the inundation.
III. Application of more soluble calcium compounds - e.g. gypsum - may improve
soil conditions. However, the amounts to be given and the best ways of application were still unknown.
r

IV. Newly embanked Dutch saline soils, though also containing much exchangeable
sodium, do not suffer from a decline of structure. In the slik soils consisting of
bare mud, oxidation of ferrous sulphides in the presence of calcium carbonate
leads to a large production of gypsum which causes a rapid exchange of sodium
against calcium. On newly embanked schor soils, where this proces is less im-

portant, soilstructureispreserved bythelargeamounts oforganicmatteroriginating from the outmarsh vegetation.
V. Analytical methods were so far developed that alsoin soilscontainingcalcium
carbonate, gypsum and solublesaltsthe amounts ofexchangeablecationscould
bereliably estimated.
1.2. THE INUNDATIONS DURING THE PERIOD 1939-1953 AND THEIR INVESTIGATION
DuringWorldWarIIandagainin 1953 largeareasintheS.W.oftheNetherlands
were inundated with salt or brackish water. After the war their reconstruction was
one of the major problems of Dutch agriculture.
In the period mentioned the following inundations occurred in the S.W. of the country:
1. The inundation of nearly 3000 ha with salt water by the Dutch army in 1939and early 1940.
These areas fell dry again in the early summer of 1940.After these floodings, gypsum supplied
by the government was used for the first time on a large scale (RAPPORT, 1945; VAN VLIET,
1945).
2. The flooding of a part of the polder Wilhelmina (530 ha) with salt water after a so-called
"dijkval" ' in 1943. After a few days the greater part of this polder could be protected by an
emergency dike, but the remainder was flooded for about four months.
3. The inundation of about 50,000 ha with salt or brackish water by the German army in spring
1944. This area was divided by the front line during the winter 1944-1945. South of this line
the flooded polders were made dry again in autumn 1944,whereas in the North they remained
inundated till early summer 1945 (WESTERHOF, 1947).
4. The flooding of the island of Walcheren (14,500 ha) after an Allied bombardment of itsdikes.
The greater part of the island was reclaimed in autumn 1945,though a smallpart remained
flooded till spring 1946 (WESTERHOF, 1947).
5. The flooding of the small polder "Oost-Beveland" (90 ha) with salt water after a "dijkval"
in 1945. For about 16 months this polder was flooded at each high tide and ran dry again
at low tide.
6. Thefloodingofabout 107,000ha bysalt and brackish water during thestormflood of February
1st, 1953.Most of the areas involved were drained within a period varying between a few days
and two months, though some parts, totalling about 12,500 ha were not re-embanked before
late summer or even autumn 1953.

Ageneralreviewoftheareasinvolved intheseinundationsisgiveninfig.1.
All these inundations were followed by a study of the flooded soils, especially
regarding their salinity, the changes in their exchangeablecations,the deterioration
of their structure, their agricultural behaviour and the effects of gypsum. The areas
floodedin 1939/40 and 1943were investigated by the "Directie van de Wieringermeer",agovernmentservicewiththetaskofcarryingouttheagriculturalreclamation
of the newlygained poldersin the Zuiderzee area (RAPPORT, 1945; VOORDRACHTEN,
1946). During this work its research department had gained much experience with
salinesoils.
1

Some estuaries in the S.W. of the Netherlands locally possess steep banks, which are attacked
by tidal currents. At low tide such a slope may become unstable so that a landslide occurs. Often
a part of a polder dike is also lost ("dijkval"), after which the polder concerned is flooded at the
next high tide.

Flooded with saltwater
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2. Flooded after a "dijkval" in
1943
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B. 1944-1946
3. Flooded by the German army
4. Flooded by Allied bombardment of dikes in 1944
5. Flooded after a "dijkval" in
1945

Ci-,/")
C. 1953
6. Flooded during the stormflood
of Febr. 1st., 1953

FIG. 1. Areas flooded in the S.W. of the Netherlands during the period 1939-1953

After thewarsuchextensiveproblems had to besolvedthat aspecialgovernment
service, the "Rijksdienst voor Landbouwherstel" was created, charged with the task
of restoring Dutch agriculture, including the repair of the flooded areas. Though
"Landbouwherstel" itself only carried out part of the investigations, it acted also
as a sponsor and co-ordinator for other research institutes and for the regional
advisory services ("Rijkslandbouwconsulentschappen").
By combined effort an extensive research programme was set up, which started
immediately after the war. As part of this programme a number of trial fields were
laid outonwhichobservationsweremadeonexchangeablecations,soilstructure and
crop response. After thefloodingsof 1953a similar programme wasstarted, though
on a somewhat smaller scale.
The experimental fields laid out in 1945/46 belonged to 4 different types, viz.:
1. G.T.-fields on which different amounts of gypsum were compared, usually in the ratio
0 : 1 : 2 : 3.Most of thesefieldsweresingleones, but someof them werelaid out in duplicate.
On non-calcareous soils gypsum was sometimes combined with lime.
2. A.G.-fields, on which gypsum was applied at different times. On these fields four different
amountsofgypsum(0,3,6,12tons/ha)weregivenonfour different occasions(e.g.autumn 1945,
spring 1946, spring 1947 and spring 1948). These A.G.-fields were usually laid out with five
replications.
3. S.M.-fields, on which different agents, usually in varying quantities, were compared (gypsum,
sulphur, calcium chloride, hydroxide and carbonate, and sometimes other chemicals as well).
4. G.V.-fields, on which the effects of grass, lucerne and red clover, either with or without
gypsum, were tested.
These experimental fields were laid out in autumn 1945 and spring 1946 by the regional
advisory services in co-operation with the farmers. Except for the G.V.-series they shared in the
crop rotation and the management of thefieldon which they weresituated, though of course they
were harvested separately. The observations were continued until the differences between the
treatments had disappeared or until the farmer, tired of the bad spots in his field caused by the
controls, refused further co-operation.

Somediagrams ofsuchexperimentalfieldsarerepresented infig.2.Table 1gives
areviewofthenumbersoftrialfieldsinvestigatedforexchangeablesodiumin different
years.
>
TABLE 1. Numbers of experimental fields (series 1945/46) investigated for exchangeable sodium.
Year

G.T.-fields

1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954

14
40
28
21
13
7
6
5
—
3

A.G.-fields

14
15
11
8
4
2
1
1
—
~—

S.M.-fields

_
6
8
5
7
4
1
3
—
1

G.V.-fields

7
8
3
1
1
—
—
—
¥—

season of application

limet/ha
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In additiontotheseinvestigationsasmallnumberoffixedsamplingspotssituated
in ordinaryfieldswereperiodically examined for exchangeable cations.
This large programme involved numerous analyses, which were all carried out
inthelaboratoryofthe"DirectieWieringermeer"atKampen.Theanalyticalmethods
for determining the exchangeable cations in these saline, generally calcareous and
often gypsum-containing soils were greatly improved by DOMINGO. SOthe laborious
"expressed fluid" method mentioned in section 1.1.wasreplaced bywashing out the
soluble salts with alcohol. The tedious chemical determinations of Na and K were
avoided by using a flame-photometer and recently complexometric titrations for
Mg and Ca were substituted for the classical chemical procedures. All these new
methodsyielded thesameresultsastheoldones,but generallytheexperimental error
wasreduced and muchlabour saved. More detailedinformation about the analytical
methodsusedisgivenintheAppendix.In table2areviewisgiven ofthenumbersof
samples analysed after the different inundation-periods.
TABLE 2. Numbers of samples analysed for exchangeable cations after the inundations of 1939/
1940, 1943 and 1944/1945.
Exchangeable Na only
Inundation period

1939/1940
1943
1944/1945

"Expressed
fluid" method

Alcohol method

83
19•

4394'

Exchangeable Na, K, Mg and Ca
"Expressed
fluid" method
57
46 •
46*

Alcohol method

45 »
589'

1

For comparison 45 samples were analysed by both methods.
' For comparison 16samples were analysed by both methods.
* For comparison 46 samples were analysed by both methods.

For thegreaterparttheanalysesmentioned intable2werecompleted bydeterminationsofsoiltexture,salinityandpH.Inaddition totheseanalysesthesoilstructure
on different objects of the trial fields was visually observed and described. Finally
the crop response to different treatments wasinvestigated, i.a. by determinations of
cropyields.
1.3. SCOPE OFTHIS TREATISE

In this treatise only the results of the investigations on exchangeable cations in
flooded soilswillbe discussed. This discussion willbe mainly limited to the analyses
made after the inundations of 1944/45, though sometimes older results (from the
inundations of 1939/40and 1943)orrecentexperiences gathered after the stormflood
of 1953 will be taken into consideration. Some reference will be made to similar
investigations on soils in the newly drained Zuiderzee polders.
The results of the investigations on the salinity of thefloodedsoils and on crop
response to salinity have already been published (VERHOEVEN, 1952; VAN DENBERG,
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1950, 1952; DORSMAN &WATTEL, 1951).The results of the observations concerning
soil structure and crop response to this factor are to be published by WESTERHOF.
In this treatise the treatment of the subject-matter is mainly deductive in nature.
Therefore thegeneraltheoreticalprinciplesinvolved inionexchangewillbereviewed
first.Inthefollowingchapter adescriptionwillbegivenofthesoilsintheinvestigated
areas and their main properties, especially with regard to their exchange characteristics. After that the changes brought about byfloodingwith salt or brackish water
and the natural regeneration occurring after drainage willbe described, followed by
a reviewof the waysin which this regeneration may bepromoted bydifferent treatments. In an appendix the analytical methods used willbe shortly described.
Readerswhoareonlyinterested in thepractical aspectsof theproblem may omit
the entire chapter 2 and most of chapter 3 with the exception of the sections 3.1,
3,7 and 3.8.

2. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS
Thephenomena involved inion exchange in soilsmay beconsidered from different
points of view.The first ofthese is the equilibrium between the adsorbed ions and the
ionsinsolution. As however the soilmoisture is moving, the kineticsofion exchange
and the fact that the soil will behave asanion exchange column must also betaken
into account. Recent reviews of the subjects mentioned have been given by W I K LANDER (1946), KELLEY (1948), NACHOD (1949), KUNIN & MYERS(1950), SAMUELSON
(1952), LEDERER &LEDERER (1953), WIKLANDER (1955).
2.1. IONEXCHANGE EQUILIBRIA; ADSORPTION ISOTHERMS

The equilibria between adsorbed ions and ions insolution are often ofa complicated nature. Inthe simple case that only two kinds of ions are involved, their mutual
relations may beexpressed inthe following way: the fraction oftotal adsorbed ions
formed by onetype of ions is plotted against thecorresponding ionic fraction in
solution. The curve thus obtained isknown as an adsorption isotherm; some examples
may befound in figs. 13, 15and17 (section 3.5).
The exchange equilibria, especially ifobtained with complex exchangers like soils,
are so complicated, that no adequate theoretical description of the experimental
evidence isyet available. Among the many attempts made tosolve this problem two
main ways of theoretical approach may be distinguished, one ofwhich is based upon
thermodynamic principles, whereas the other makes useof model considerations.
As however neither isquite satisfactory the exchange phenomena observed inspecial
cases must often bedescribed by more orless empirical equations.
2.11. Thermodynamic^ considerations; the DONNAN equilibrium
From a thermodynamic point ofview thesoil may beassumed tobe equivalent
with a DONNAN system, which inits simplest form consists of two phases, I andII,
separated byamembrane (fig. 3).One of these
M
•
phases contains large ions - e.g. the anions
M : membrane
1
II
R" ; large anion
R~ - which cannot pass through the memATr; pressure difference
brane,
though thelatter is permeable to the
R"
solvent (water) andto an added electrolyte,
Na+
Na +
Alii: potential difference
cr
cr
e.g. NaCl.
H20
H2O
In such asystem anequilibrium issetup,
'
AI|I
'
which
ischaracterized byan unequal distribuFIG. 3. DONNAN equilibrium
tion of the ions of the electrolyte, by an
osmotic pressure difference A ^ and byan electric potential difference A W- By
making two assumptions, viz. that the compressibility of the solution maybe
neglected and that the pressure difference A n isnot too large,the following relation
is obtained for the distribution of a monovalent electrolyte over both phases:
a' + a'_ = a \ a ' _

(2.01)
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in.which a+ and a_ denote the activities of cation and anion respectively, whereas '
and * refer to the phases I and II (DONNAN & GUGGENHEIM, 1932; KLAARENBEEK,
1946).x
Thepressure difference A t may beexpressed by.

A„= „' _ n' = -51inl*£.
"H.O

(2.02)
a H,o

whereas the potential difference A y> appears to be:
RT a' + RT

a'_

in which: R: Gas constant
T: Absolute temperature
v H Q : Partial molal volume of water in the solution
a
Ho>a*Ho ' Activities of water in both phases
F : The Fa'raday

In general, for ions with arbitrary valency z, equation (2.03) may be written as:
RT

a'i

In general more than one electrolyte is present in ion exchange reactions. Thus
in equilibria with sea water the ions Na, K, Mg, Ca, CI and S0 4 are taking part.
The fact that the potential difference A Vhas a constant value for any given system
willlead to the following relation:
a^ra = ajc = l/a*Mg = j/a'ca s=*a
aJ

N
Naa

aa

K
K

a
Mg
' ' a Mg

a
Ca
' 'a Ca

a

=

]/a'so.

a
CI"ci " a 'SO,

=X

(2.05)

in which X is the DONNAN distribution coefficient.
The ionic activities mentioned above in equations (2.01)-(2.05) arerunning more
orlessparalleltotheconcentrations,but differ from thembytheactivitycoefficient f.
Therefore wemay put:
a+ = f+m+ and a_ = f_m_
(2.06)
wheref+,f_ denote the activity coefficients of cation and anion respectively and m+,
m_ their concentrations, expressed as molalities (mols per 1000 g. of solvent).
Hence, equation (2.01) may be written as:
f'+f'_m'+m'_ = fV'-m'+m'_
(2.07)
Bydefinition themeanactivitycoefficient f± ofamonovalentelectrolyteisequalto:
f± = Vfjl

(2.08)

Hence, (2.07) may also bewritten as:
f 2 ' ± m' + m'_ = f2"±m"+m"_
1

cf. KORTUM & BOCKRIS, 1951, II, 368.

(2.09)
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Assuming themean activity coefficients f± tobeequal inboth phases, equation
(2.09) changes into the"classical" form ofthe DONNAN equilibrium:
(2.10)
m+m_ = m +m_
But theassumption thatf'± andf" ± areequal isnotjustified for equilibriain
which colloids take part, sothat equation (2.10) may notbe usedforsuch systems.
From the work of DAVIS(1942)onclay suspensions and of KLAARENBEEK (1946)on
a Na-arabinate solitbecameclearthat especiallyforequilibria withdilute electrolyte
solutionsf'± isconsiderably smaller than F ± .
In thecolloid-free phase IIthemean activity coefficient f*± may be determined,
e.g. byvapour-pressure or freezing-point measurements. Moreover extensive tables
are available for the mean activity coefficients of many electrolytes in aqueous
solution (HARNED &OWEN, 1950; KORTUM &BOCKRIS, 1951;CONWAY, 1952). But
for thephase containing thecolloid,f±isunknown and may only beevaluated from
equation (2.09). Consequently aprediction oftheionicdistribution becomesvirtually
impossible.
Another method ofevaluating the ionic activities inphaseI isthe measurement ofthe potential
difference A Vbetween both phases. Butin fact this potential difference cannot bemeasured by
purely thermodynamic methods, and the reliability of measurements of AVwith the help of
KC1 salt bridges is still uncertain (cf. COLEMAN et al., 1950; PEECH & SCOTT, 1950; PEECH, OLSEN
& B O L T , 1953; BLOKSMA, 1955).

Asthe membrane forms no essentialpart ofa DONNANsystem,the same conclusions may beapplied toanysystem in which onecharged component isnot freely
movable. Consequently, in considering theequilibrium between a layer adjacent to
asoilparticle(phaseI)andthebulkofthe soilsolution(phaseII),thesamereasoning
may be followed (fig.4). In fact a third phase
la
(IA) - e.g.a transition layer - maybe present
between thephases I andII, butas this third
©
©
phasewillbeinequilibriumwithboth, itwill not
disturb their mutual relations.
0
©
Inthederivationofequation (2.01),however,
©
©
itissupposedthattheosmoticpressure difference
between the twophases examined is only small.
©
0
As appears from equation (2.02)this condition
0
©
implies that theactivity of thesolvent in both
phasesisapproximately thesame.This assump©
©
tion is probably notjustified in soils, wherein
adjacent transition bulk ofsoil
thevicinityofthesoilparticlesthewateris known
layer
layer
solution
tobesubjectedtoastrongfieldofforce(EDLEFSEN
FIG. 4. Equilibrium in the vicinity
& ANDERSON, 1943). This force field will subof a soil particle
stantially decrease its activity so that eventhe
validity of the equations (2.01),(2.03),(2.04)and (2.05) may be questioned.
With alltheseuncertainties involved,thedirectutilityofthe DONNANequilibrium
for thecalculation ofionexchangeequilibria insoilsissmall.Neverthelessits formu-
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lae,and especiallyequation (2.05), maybeusedasabasefrom which otherrelations
may be derived byintroducing some more or less plausible assumptions.
2.12. Equationsfor ion exchange derivedfrom theDONNAN equilibrium
In theexchange phenomena occurring infloodedsoils only thecations Na,K,
Mgand Caplayaprominentpart,whereasCIistheleadinganion.Accordingtothe
theory of the DONNAN equilibrium their mutual relations may be described by
equation (2.05),from whichitfollows that:
f

it

it

fn

it

Mg • m

Na • m Na _ * K - m K
f Na • m N a
f K• m K

f

.m

Mg

Mg

\

Ca • m Ca

f,Ca

Mg

m Ca

\ _ f'ci • rn'ci
ci•mci

(2.11)

Hence, after multiplication by ^7 a
1 ci

f

fit

n

it

. I c i - m Na
f Na • f CI • m
Na
N a

fit
l

^.it

pit

f*Mg•f2*ci•ni*Mg

K-1 C l - m K
f ' K . f ' CI ,m.

f"ca-f 2 *Cl-m"ca \

\

m' C i

2

I Mg • I CI • 1Mg

m ci

f Ca • f C1•m'ca

(2.12)
Furthermore, themean activity coefficients f± aredefinedby:
f± = Vf~L fora 1-1electrolyte (e.g.NaCl)
f± =|/ / f + .f 2 _ fora2-1 electrolyte (e.g.CaCl2)

(2.13)

Denotingboth phasesbythesubscriptsIandIIinstead ofby' and* itis found
that fortheNa-K equilibrium:
f 2 ± NaCl • m N a

f 2 ± NaCl • m N a

f2±KCl

p ± KCI

-

m

K

•

m

(2.14)

K

Furthermore, theequilibrium Na-Ca isfound from equations (2.12) and (2.13)
tobe:
ff 2 ±. N a C l
f^iCaCV ^

mNa
m

C

f

2

±NaCl

f3/2
a

mNa

(2.15)

±CaCl,"«

Finally,fortheequilibrium Mg-Ca
1
3

± MgCl, • m M g
m

/ ±CaCl, - Ca

f 3 ± MgCl, • m M g

f3±CaCl, .nica

(2.16)

As thecolloid-free phase TIconsists ofa mixed solution oftwo ormore electrolytes themean
activity coefficients aregenerally notknown. Butthey may befairly accurately estimated, because
the activity coefficient ofa given electrolyte ina mixture, isknown tobeapproximately thesame
asinapure solution ofthe sameelectrolyte possessing thesame ionic strength. This ionic strength
is defined by:
I=i2,z2Imi
(2.17)
in which the summation must be carried outfor all ions present. Except for very concentrated
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solutions the molalities mi may be replaced by the concentrations Ct. Expressing the latter as
milli-equivalents per litre their mutual relation is found to be:
Ci<a 1000zi mi

(2.18)

Hence,
(2.19)
If the mixed solution contains only two electrolytes with a common anion (e.g. NaCl and
CaCl2) the mean activity coefficients of both may be still more accurately estimated from an
equation given by GLUECKAUF (1949 a). For mixed solutions of the chlorides of two cations
possessing the same valency this theory leads to simple equations. Thus, for solutions containing
NaCl + KCl:
ft

'Na

±NaCl
±KC1

'±NaCl

(2.20)

f

. ±KCIJs

and for solutions containing CaCls + MgCla
'Mg

fCa

f3/2

±MgCl,
:

±MgCI,
f3/2 ± CaCl,

± CaCl,

(2.21)

in which the index m refers to mixed solutions and the index s to single salt solutions of the same
ionic strength.
For the chlorides of cations of unequal valency no such simple relationship is obtained. In
that case the original, rather complicated equation has to be used.

On the other hand the activity coefficients in the phase influenced by the colloid
anion (phase I) are unknown, and even their approximate evaluation is impossible.
So the only way of evaluating the laws of ionic distribution will be the introduction
of hypotheses for the quotient of the mean activity coefficients involved.
As may be easily shown some simple assumptions for thisquotient willlead to the
most commonly used equations for ion exchange (cf. KRISNAMOORTHY & OVERSTREET, 1949). So it may be supposed that the quotient of the activity coefficients is a
constant or, in other words, that the activities of the ions in the adsorbed state are
proportional to their molalities. In that case the equations (2.14), (2.15) and (2.16)
will turn into:
rrru.
Tf2f 2 ± N a C lm- m. .N1a
m Na1
=K 2
(2.22)
mK i
/ ± KCI •m K . II
mNa

V'mc,

=K
i

f

m Mg
mCa.

f 2 ± NaCl •

=K
i

3,2

m

Na

(2.23)

± CaC.,-Vmca

f 3 ±MgCl, ' m M g

f3 ± CaCl,•mca

(2.24)
II

Obviously the constants K are reciprocal to the ratios of the mean activity
coefficients in phase I.
The equations mentioned above are generally named after KERR.
Thesameequations may beeasilyderived from the Lawof MassAction.Thus,for the reaction
(Na)»d. + i Ca-- Z£. Na- + i(Ca)»<i.
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this law may be written as:

Vii

Ca

=K

(2.2S)

m Na-Vm'ca
m Na
=K
Vtn CaJI

"Na

(2.26)

Vn Ca

Thisequation wasfirstused by KERR (1928).After introducing activity coefficients in phase II
equation (2.23) will be obtained. As however in dilute solutions the difference between concentration ratios and activity ratios is small, (2.23)may be considered as a slightly improved modification of (2.26). The same reasoning may be applied to (2.22) and (2.24).

In the following sections of this treatise the ionic concentrations in solutionwill
usually be expressed as milli-equivalents per litre, whereas the adsorbed ions will
be expressed as milli-equivalents per 100 g of exchanger. Denoting both by Ciit
follows from equation (2.18)that the equations (2.22), (2.23)and (2.24)remain
unchanged after replacing mi by Ciand become equal to:
c

Na

cK
c

Na

Mg

=K

f 2 ± NaCI

-f

3/a

•

c

Na

(2.28)

± CaC.,.Vc ; Ca

f 3 ± MgCl, • c M g

=K

Cca. i

(2.27)

/2±KC1 -CK JH

I

.v'cTal i
C

I ± NaCl • c N a

=K

/

3

± CaCI, • c C a

(2.29)
II

In theapplication oftheseequations tosoilsusemay bemadeof theexperimentally established
fact that for a given soil the sum of adsorbed metal cations is only slightly dependent upon the
kind of ions present and upon the concentration in the equilibrium solution, provided that the
soil pH remains unchanged. Denoting this constant sum by S»this condition may be written as:
Z c'i = S„
(2.30)
metal
cations
Moreover in soils with a pH above 7, as is the case in the presence of free CaCO s , this sum
is approximately equal to the exchange capacity Us of the soil, so that:
2 c'i = S, Sfl U.
(pH ^ 7)
(2.31)
metal
cations
in which S8 and U, are expressed as mval per 100 g of soil (dry matter).

As several assumptions have been used in the derivation of the KERR equations
itisnotsurprisingthatsometimeslargedeviationsintheconstancyofKareobserved.
An alternative assumptionfor theionic activitiesin the adsorbed state,mightbe
that theyareproportionalto theirmolarfractions Niinstead ofproportionaltotheir
molalities mi (VANSELOW, 1932).
These molar fractions are defined by:
Ni =

mi
m

l+

m

2 +

nit

+ mi +

2m

(2.32)
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By applying this assumption to the basal equations (2.14), (2.15) and (2.16) the
latter will turn into:
N N a1

Tfa8

PNL.

=K
i

NNa'

IVNJ i
NMg"

N C aJ i

=K
=K

rv, _ 1

f ± NaCI • m N a

f2± KCI

(2.33)

• mK

f ±NaCl •

II
m

Na

(2.34)

f^iCacu-VmcJ
f 3 ± MgCl, • niMg
/ 3 ± CaCI, • m C a

(2.35)
II

N Na m N a c N a
, NMg
= — - the equations (2.33) and
NK
mK
CK
NCa
m Ca c Ca
(2.35) are obviously identical with the KERR equations (2.22), (2.27) and (2.24), (2.29)
respectively. Thus for exchange between ions of equal valency the molar fraction
hypothesis will give the same results as the earlier assumption based on molalities.
On the other hand, a different result is obtained for the exchange between ions
of unequal valency. So it follows from (2.32) and (2.34) that for the Na-Ca exchange:
As however

mNa

V.m Ca

Im

=K

±NaCI

mNa

(2.36)

f3/2
"± CaCI,..Vt
• v HlCa

If Na and Ca are the only ions present, (2.36) may be written as:
m Na
V m Ca(m Na + m Ca )

=K

HlNa

jrNaCl

f^iCaC-^mcJlI

(2.37)

After replacing the molalities mi by the concentrations Ci (expressed as milliequivalents per litre) and after making an appropriate change in the numerical value
of K, equation (2.37) will become:
c

Na

=K

Vc C a (cNa + 0.5 CCa)

fa ± N a C l
f3/2

c

± CaCI,

Na

.V,CCa

(2.38)

The equations (2.36), (2.37) and (2.38) were first used by VANSELOW (1932).
A third assumption might be that the activities of the adsorbed ions are proportional to their equivalent fractions instead ofproportional to their molar fractions.
For homovalent exchange this will make no difference, but in the case of heterovalent exchange - e.g. the exchange Na-Ca - this assumption will lead to:
c

Na

V c C a . 2ci

=K

r*.± N a C l
f3/

c

Na

± CaCI, • "V C Q J

As however, according to equation (2.30) 2ci = S s , (2.39) is only a modification

(2.39)
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of the KERR equation (2.28), the only difference being the numerical value of the
constant K. If Na and Ca are the only ions present (2.39) may be written as:
c

Na

Vcca (CNa + CCa).

=K

f2 ± N a C l
f

3 / 8
±

c

Na

(2.40)

CaCI,.^C.

Recently, KRISNAMOORTHY, DAVIS & OVERSTREET (1948) drew attention to the
fact that two Na ions may occupy any two available positions on an exchanging
surface, whereas one Ca ion always must take up two neighbouring exchange
positions.Taking account of theserestrictions KRISNAMOORTHY, DAVIS & OVERSTREET
obtained a new equation for heterovalent exchange. After making some assumptions
for the pattern of exchange positions KRISNAMOORTHY & OVERSTREET (1949, 1950a)
found for the exchange Na-Ca:
mNa

V m C a ( m N a + 1.5mCa)

=K

f2 ± N a C l

l"Na

(2.41)

f3/2 ± CaCI,• V ' l l O

Hence, after introduction of the concentrations Ci and making an appropriate
adjustment of the constant K:
c

Na

Vc C a(c N a + 0.75c Ca ).

K

f2 ± N a C l
f3/i

(2.42)

± CaCI, •

As may be seen by comparison of (2.42) with (2.38) and (2.40), this equation of
KRISNAMOORTHY & OVERSTREET takes up an intermediate position between those of
KERR (2.40) and VANSELOW (2.38)._

Thus three groups of equations'have been derived from the DONNAN equilibrium
of from the Law of Mass Action. For homovalent exchange they all give the same
results, viz. the equations (2.22), (2.24), (2.27) and (2.29) which are generally known
as KERR'S. For heterovalent exchange however three different types of equations are
obtained, viz. those of KERR: (2.23), (2.28), (2.39), (2.40), VANSELOW: (2.36), (2.37),
(2.38) and KRISNAMOORTHY & OVERSTREET: (2.41), (2.42).
2.13. Model considerations; the electric double layer
The problem of ion exchange may also be studied by analysing the conditions in
the vicinity of a soilparticle. As such a particle carries negative charges, it will attract
cations and repulse anions by electrostatic forces. Thus, in the immediate vicinity
of a soil particle, a large excess of cations will be found, which, together with the
negatively charged particle-wall will form an electric double layer. Recently, the
fundamental properties of such double layers have been extensively reviewed by
OVERBEEK (1952).
As a first approximation the double layer may be regarded as a charged plate
condensor in which one plate is formed by the particle itself, the other by the counter
ions (HELMHOLZ double layer). As, however, the ions are subjected to thermal
motion they will rather be arranged in a more diffuse way, forming a kind of atmos-
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phere around the charged particles. In this diffuse double layer an equilibrium is set
up between the electrostatic force field and the thermal kinetic forces in the solution
(GOUY-CHAPMAN double layer).
By assuming that only electrostatical and thermal kinetic forces are present,
that the ionic dimensions may be neglected, and that the dielectric constant in the
double layer is the same as in pure water, this equilibrium may be.calculated. From
such calculations it appears that the electricpotential - and together with it the excess
of cations over anions - falls approximately exponentially with increasing distance
to the charged particle. This potential drop islocated in a layer possessing a thickness
of a few times the parameter —, which for aqueous solutions at room temperature
may be evaluated from:
i = 3.0}/|

(A.U.)

(2.43)

in which I denotes the ionic strength of the solution and A.U. the Angstrom unit,
whereas —is generally known as the "thickness" of the double layer.
x
In applying the GOUY-CHAPMAN theory to DONNAN equilibria on a Na-arabinate
sol KLAARENBEEK (1946) could achieve a satisfactory explanation of the observed
ionic distributions. More recently the same theory has also been applied to the
conditions in soil-water systems (ERIKSSON, 1952; BOLT & PEECH, 1953). In these
systems however the specific properties of the ions may certainly not be neglected, as
it is well-known that soils show different affinities for different kinds of ions, even if
the ions are of the same valencies. This preference is often, but not always, in accordance with the lyotropic series (SCHACHTSCHABEL, 1940; WIKLANDER, 1946).
That this GOUY-CHAPMAN theory, at least for equilibria with rather concentrated
solutions, is inadequate, can be seen from equation (2.43). In solutions where I is
near unity (e.g. 1normal solutions of monovalent electrolytes) the thickness of the
double layer will be of the same order as the ionic dimensions in aqueous solutions,
viz. a few A.U. In that case nearly all adsorbed ions will be located in the immediate
vicinity of the soil particles, so that their own dimensions may certainly not be
neglected. Further it is doubtful whether in this layer the dielectric constant of the
solvent is still approximately the same as in the pure solution. Finally other attractive
forces, such as LONDON-VAN DER WAALS forces and forces due to ionic polarization,
may come into play.
Making allowance for the ionic dimensions, STERN (1924) assumed that adjacent
to the negatively charged particle a monolayer of cations is adsorbed, whereas at a
greater distance a diffuse equilibrium is set up. Therefore in this picture of the double
layer two different sections may be distinguished, an interior or HELMHOLZ section
in the vicinity of the particle and an exterior or GOUY section at a greater distance
(fig. 5). In the HELMHOLZ section the ionic dimensions will determine the distance of
closest approach to the particle. Besides the electrostatic forces other attractive forces
may be present in this section. This combined force-field is characterized by a single
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FIG. 5. Diagrams of the electric double layer according to different theories
potential, the STERN adsorption potential <p. As the specific properties of the ions
- such as their dimensions and polarizability - will cause differences in their adsorption potentials, the theory gives an adequate explanation for specific adsorption
phenomena.
In the limiting case that all adsorbed ions are monovalent and located in the HELMHOLZ
section of the double layer, the following relation exists between the exchange constant K and
their adsorption potentials:
K = exp

<Pi — <Pt

kT

(2.44)

in which fi and <Pt denote the STERN potentials of the ions involved, k BOLZMANN'S constant
and Ttheabsolute temperature (VERWEY, 1934).
As may be seen from equation (2.43) the HELMHOLZ section of the double layer
will be most important in equilibria with concentrated solutions, whereas with
increasing dilution of the equilibrium solution the GOUY section willgain importance.
In this GOUY section the ionic dimensions may be neglected, whereas it may be
assumed that the non-specific electrostatic forces will strongly dominate. Therefore
it may be expected from the STERN theory that specific effects in ion exchange will
be most pronounced in equilibria with rather concentrated solutions, whereas with
more dilute solutions the specific differences between the ions will become less
important. In other words, the exchange constant K for homovalent exchange
(equations 2.22 and 2.24) must depend on the concentration of the equilibrium
solution and will approach unity at increasing dilution of the latter.
There is, however, little experimental evidence for this phenomenon. A slight
tendency in this direction may be observed in SCHACHTSCHABEL'S measurements on
the equilibria Li-NH 4 and K-NH 4 on montmorillonite (SCHACHTSCHABEL, 1940).
Also in our own measurements of the equilibria K-Na and Ca-Mg on Dutch clay
soils the exchange constant K was approaching unity at increasing dilution of the
equilibrium solution (sections 3.51 and 3.53). On the other hand, however, WIKLANDER (1946) observed no effects of this kind in the exchange K-NH 4 on a synthetic
exchange resin.
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The order of affinity of thesoilfor different cations isusually in accordance with
thelyotropic series.This sequence may beexplained from thedecreasing radii of the
hydrated ions and from the increasing ionic polarizability in this series. The decreasing radii will cause an increased effect of all attractive forces present in the
HELMHOLZ section of the double layer, whereas the increasing polarizability will
cause an extra increase in the polarization forces.
There are, however, some marked exceptions to the rule mentioned above: the
hydronium ion (H 3 0) is more vigourously adsorbed than would follow from its
dimensions,whereas in soils containing minerals of the mica type also a preferential
adsorption of potassium occurs (SCHACHTSCHABEL, 1940).
The abnormal behaviour of these ions may be readily explained from their
ability to enter into special types of bonding with soil constituents. Sothe H 3 0 ion
iscapable offorming covalent bondswithactivegroups ofsoilparticles.Infact these
particles may be regarded as macro-anions with the character of weak polybasic
acids. Asa consequence of this covalent bonding H 3 0 ions are not onlyadsorbed in
preference to metal cations, but their adsorption is also more complicated. So it
appears impossible to describe ion exchange equilibria in which these ions are involved with the equations treated in section 2.12 (KRISNAMOORTHY &OVERSTREET,
1950 b).
It may be assumed as afirstapproximation that, at a given pH, the total exchange capacity U,
corresponding with the total number of acidic groups present, will be partially occupied by a
definite amount of H 3 0 ions. The remaining exchange capacity S than represents the number
of exchange positions available to metal cations (c.f. equation 2.30)*
The majority of the flooded Dutch soils investigated possess a pH well above 7; in that case
the acid groups are so largely dissociated that the difference between S and U is small (c.f.
equation 2.31).

The large affinity of clay minerals of the mica type for K ions may be explained
from the fact that these minerals contain K as a lattice constituent. In some illitic
soils this affinity is so pronounced, that adsorbed K ions willreadily pass into nonexchangeable form by uptake into the mineral lattices.
The soils occurring in the investigated areas, though largely illitic in nature, are
not known to possess Kfixingproperties.Nevertheless these soils showsuch a large
preference for K over Na that lattice affinity probably plays a part in K adsorption.
2.14. Equationsfor ion exchange derivedfrom modelconsiderations
Thus far no quantitative evaluation of ion exchange, based upon the STERN
picture ofthedoublelayer, hasbeengiven,though other modelshavebeenused asa
base for deriving exchange equations. So GAPON(1933) used the replacement of an
adsorbedliquidbyanotherliquidasamodelfor ionexchange.Indoingso,hearrived
at an equation for heterovalent exchange which, after introducing activities in the
solution, may be written as:
ITlNa

mca

=K
i

± NaCl •
f3/S

± CaCl,•

m

Na

{2.45)
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By replacing molalities by concentrations (expressed as milli-equivalents) and
after making an appropriate change in the numerical value of the constant K this
equation changes into:
c

Na

f2

=K

CO

f

c

±NaC!

3/8

Na

/

(2.46)

±CaCl I .V C C a

As has been shown by KELLEY(1948) the same reasoning, applied to exchange
between monovalent ion pairs will again lead to KERR'S equation (2.22).
Making allowance for the attractive and thermal kinetic forces acting upon an
adsorbed ion, JENNY (1936) ascribed to such an ion a definite sphere of oscillation.
Exchange can only follow if a second ion enters this oscillation sphere and places
itself closer to the attractive spot than the ion originally present. Working out this
modelandintroducing thelaws ofprobability JENNY arrived at arather complicated
equation for homovalent exchange.After introducing a few simplifying assumptions
thisequation became identical with KERR'S (2.22). In JENNY'Sequation the exchange
constant K denotes the ratio of the oscillation spheres of thetwo ionsinvolved. For
heterovalent exchange the same theory has been worked out by DAVIS (1945b). It
than leads to an equation which, after some simplifications approaches GAPON'S
(2.45).This oscillation-sphere theory bears a certain relation to the STERN theory
of thedouble layer.According to thelatter theoscillation sphereswillbeconfined to
the HELMHOLZ section of the double layer in equilibria with concentrated solutions,
whereas with more dilute solutions these volumes will be much larger and also
include the GOUY section.
Finally also the adsorption isotherm derived by LANGMUIR (1917)for adsorption
of gas molecules at asurface, maybeusedasabasefor derivingexchange equations.
A modification of this LANGMUIR adsorption isotherm has been applied to ion
exchange by VAGELER & WOLTERSDORFF (1930). For exchange between ion pairs of
equalvalencythisequation maybeeasilyshowntobeidentical with KERR'S, whereas
for heterovalent exchange,after introducing a few simplifying assumptions, thesame
result may be obtained (BOYD et al,1947).
2.15. Empiricalequations
As neither of the equations described in the preceding sections is quite satisfactory (DAVIS, 1945 a), frequent use is made of empirical relations. One of the best
knownequationsofthisgrouphasbeenproposedby ROTHMUND &KORNFELD (1918).
For homovalent exchange this equation may be written as:
HlNa

(2.47)
= K mNa
mK
mR
which, after replacing molalities by concentrations and introducing activity coefficients in the solution, becomes:
c

Na

CK I

K

* ± NaCl• CNa '
[f 2 ±KCl -CK J]

(2.48)
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For heterovalent exchange this equation may bewritten as:
c

Na

V,Cca

K

± NaCl •

f

3/2

c

Na

± Caa,.V Cca .

(2.49)

In the corresponding KERR 'equations (2.27) and (2.28) the coefficient p is
obviously unity, whereas in theROTHMUND-KORNFELD equations (2.48) snd(2.49)p
may take any arbitrary value.The ROTHMUND-KORNFELD equations aretherefore of a
more general nature; often they give a fair description of the observed equilibria
(WALTON, 1941).
As a matter offact also other empirical relations may be used. Soinsection3.7
a quadratic empirical equation forthebehaviour of exchangeable Nain inundated
soils will be introduced.
2.16. Comparison of ion exchange equations
As appears from theforegoing alltheoretical considerations concerning homovalent exchange lead to KERR'S equations (2.27, 2.29). In practice, however, it is
sometimes necessary to employ the more general empirical equation ofROTHMUND&
KORNFELD (2.48).
For heterovalent exchange different equations have been proposed, viz. those
named after KERR (2.28), KRISNAMOORTHY & OVERSTREET (2.42), VANSELOW (2.38),
GAPON (2.46), ROTHMUND &ICORNFELD (2.49). The first three of this group are
closely related, with thesecond occupying an intermediate position. Theequation
of ROTHMUND &KORNFELD forheterovalent exchange may be considered as a more
general form ofKERR'S equation, whereas the equation, proposed by GAPON occupies
a rather isolated position.
All equations mentioned above have been tested fortwo characteristic soils from
the investigated area. The results ofthis comparison will be discussed inthe sections
3.51, 3.52, and 3.53.
2.2. IONEXCHANGE KINETICS

In soils in which the soil moisture is moving not only the laws of exchange
equilibria are ofinterest, but alsothevelocityatwhich theseequilibria are established.
If the velocity ofthe reaction istoo low, equilibrium with the moving soil moisture
will notbereached. Under normal conditions however, itishighly improbable that
non-equilibrium will occur inDutch soils.
The first systematic investigations onionexchange in soils already revealed that this phenomenon is proceeding rapidly (WAY, 1850) andthis observation hasbeen confirmed by later
investigations (c.f. HISSINK, 1925; BORLAND & REITEMEIER, 1950). Recently KRISNAMOORTHY &

DESAI(1953)observed that the exchange velocityis mainly controlled by the rate ofionic diffusion
through a water film surrounding theparticles.
In Dutch soilsnatural percolation isaslow process. During the winter months, when drainage
is greatest, percolation only averages about 0.3 cm s /cm , -24 hrs, and even the highest values reach
only fewcm'/cm*-24 hrs. Therefore it may reasonably beassumed that equilibrium conditions
are present. An exception must possibly bemade forsoils which are suddenly flooded, e.g. after
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a dikeburst, though even in that case the limited permeability of the soil will set limits to the
infiltration rate.
The assumption that the reaction velocity is high enough to obtain equilibrium conditions in
soils under natural conditions is supported by observations on synthetic exchange resin columns
made by EKEDAHL et al (1950). In these experiments deviations due to limited reaction velocity
did not occur before the streaming velocity surpassed the order of one cm3/cma-min. This critical
streaming velocity is much higher than that occurring in Dutch soils. As the exchange resins as
wellasthesoilsarereacting quickly such deviations may neither beexpected insoilsunder natural
conditions.
On the other hand streaming irregularities may play a more prominent part, especially in
heavy soils where fissures are present. Part of the percolating water will rapidly move through
thesefissures,without reachingequilibrium withthe bypassed layers.Thisprocesscauses deviations
from ideal column behaviour, especially in heavy soils (VAN DER MOLEN, 1956;c.f. also fig. 32B,
section 4.4).
At the slow flow rates occurring in soils another kinetic process will become important, viz.
lateral diffusion in the soil solution. This diffusion will attempt to level out all differences in
composition of the soil solution and consequently also all differences in the exchangeable cations
of the soil. From theory (MAZURE, 1940; KIRKHAM & FENG, 1949) as well as from experiment
(VERHOEVEN, 1950) this process appears to be very active over short distances. So in watersaturated soils, concentration differences in the soil moisture occurring at a mutual distance of
1 cm will bealmost completely levelled out in 24 hrs, unless subsequent supply from other sources
occurs.Overlarger distances,however, theefficiency of this processdecreases rapidly: theoretically
the time needed to obtain a certain degree of equalization will be proportional to the square of
the distance.

Theconsequencesoflateraldiffusion for ion exchangein columnswill be further
discussedin thenextsection.
2.3. ION EXCHANGEINCOLUMNS

In chemistry, ion exchange in columns has become an important tool for ionic
separations (NACHOD, 1949; DAVIES, 1950; SAMUELSON, 1952).As this utilization of
ionexchangecloselyresemblestheuseofadsorption inchromatography,itisusually
denoted as ion exchange chromatography. As a rule synthetic exchange resins are
employedfor the separationsmentioned above.Thelawsfound for thisprocessmay
immediatelybeappliedtoexchangereactionsinsoilprofiles (RIBBLE&DAVIS,1955).
Let usconsider, asasimplecase,acolumn ofexchanger saturated with onekind
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of cations (1). If this column is eluted with a solution containing a second ionic
species (2),the ions 2present in the influent solution will gradually replace the ions
originally present in the column (fig. 6). As this percolation will cause a repeated
adsorption and desorption ofionsthe replacement of 1 by2willproceedfrom top to
bottom.Thus,after theprocess hasb;en operative for sometime,thefollowing three
zones may bedistinguished:
I. Azonewhere allions 1have been replaced by2.
II. A transition zone where theions 1and 2 occur together and where the relative
amount of 1 isincreasing with depth.
III. A zone where still only ions 1are present. A large part of these ions however
are originating from ion exchange reactions higher in the column.
As long as the exchanger still contains all three zones only ions 1 will be found
in the effluent. After a certain volume of solution has passed, zone I will reach the
bottom ofthe column and ions2will appear in the effluent, or, as is generally said,
the ions 2 will break through. ]fpercolation is continued the proportion of ions 2
in the effluent willincrease until the entire column has becomecompletely saturated
with ions 2 and the composition of the effluent has become equal to that of the
influent.
The changesin the adsorbed cations may begraphically represented in twoways
(SAMUELSON, 1952), viz.:
1. Byisochrones, givingthe change in adsorbed cations with depth at a given time.
Isochrones referring to theionsbeing displaced from thecolumn (ions 1 infig.6)
are known as rear boundaries, whereas those referring to the influent ions (2 in
fig.6)are denoted asfront boundaries.
2. Byisoplanes givingthechange in adsorbed cationswith eluate volume (or,in the
case of steadyflow,with time) at a given depth.
In the same way thevariations in solution composition may berepresented. The
isoplaneofthesolution,correspondingwiththebottomofthecolumn,givesapicture
ofthechangesinthecomposition oftheeffluent; ifthisisoplanerefers to the influent
ion, it is generally known as the break-through curve. Finally the relation between
adsorbed ionsandionsinsolutionmayberepresentedintheusualwayby adsorption
isotherms.
2.31. Theories of column operation
The theoretical investigations on ion exchange chromatography may be divided
into two groups, viz. theories based on discontinuous variables on the one hand
and those based on continuous variables on the other.
In the early work of MARTIN & SYNGE (1941) on partition chromatography discontinuous variables wereused. In thiskind of chromatography oneor more solutes
are divided between two immiscible solvents. One of these liquids is kept in a fixed
position by adsorption on a column of a carrier substance, whereas the other is
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percolating through the column. The solutes are supposed to obey the NERNST
partition law:
c' = a.c'
(2.50)
inwhicharepresentsthe NERNSTpartitioncoefficient andc'andc*the concentrations
of the solute in both solvents.
MARTIN & SYNGE recognized the analogy of this process to column-distillation.
Such a distillation column may be considered as being composed of a series of
independent plates of equal height, at each of which an equilibrium is established
between vapour and liquid. In applying this plate concept to partition chromatography MARTIN & SYNGE showed that the distribution of a solute obeys the laws
of probability. In cases, that a substance, originally present only at the top of the
column (fig. 7, I) is eluted, the binomial or BERNOULLI probability distribution is
obtained (fig.7,II).After alargeamount ofliquid haspassed and after thesubstance
hastravelled through alargenumber oftheoreticalplatesthis BERNOULLIdistribution
willapproach thenormalcurveoferror(fig.7,III).Thetopofthiscurvewillmoveat
arate proportional to theeluatevolume,thoughitsstandard deviation willgradually
increase. As a consequence the band formed by the solute is travelling downward,
becoming more diffuse at the sametime.
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If initially thecolumn wasevenlyloaded withsolute(fig. 8),theseparate termsof
the BERNOULLIdistribution should besummated; when a large number of plates has
beenpassed, theerror curveshouldbeintegrated into theerror function. Inthiscase,
the point at which the concentration has decreased to half its original value, is
travelling downward with constant speed, whereas at the same time the boundary
isgradually broadening.
These theories will beimmediately applicable to ion exchange for cases in which
a linear adsorption isotherm is present.
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The cations are held by the exchanger, partially in the adsorbed state, and partially in the
solution occurring in the pore spaces. When the adsorption isotherm is linear the amount of
adsorbed ions may be represented by:
f*(ci) = a* .ci
(2.51)
in which f* (ci) denotes the amount of exchangeable cations i and ci their concentration in the
equilibrium solution (expressed as milli-equivalents per g. of exchanger and per ml of solution
respectively). If a represents the amount of liquid present in the pore space (in ml per g. of exchanger) the amount of ions i held in the solution is obviously equal to a . ci.
Consequently the total amount of ions i held per g. of exchanger, f(ci), is equal to:
f (ci) = f*(ci) + a .ci = (a* + oc)ci = a .ci

(2.52)

This total amount f(ci) is obviously also proportional to the concentration, so that equation
(2.52)is completely analogous to the NERNST distribution law (2.50). Consequently, also the laws
for column behaviour will be the same in both cases.

The drawbacksofthis platetheory are: that the discontinuous BERNOULLIdistribution function is rather cumbersome to handle, that the theoretical plate concept
issomewhatartificialforcontinuouscolumns,and thatextensionofthetheorytononlinear adsorption isothermswillbe difficult.
WorkingwithcontinuousvariablesWILSON(1940)andDEVAULT(1943)developed
atheoryforionexchangechromatographyinidealcolumns,inwhichthethicknessof
the theoreticalplates wasassumed to be infinitesimal.
For a given volume of exchanger, the Law of Mass Conservation requires that
the amount ofionsi entering, lessthe amount leavingthisvolume, must correspond
to the changesin the amount present.
For the case of zero plate thickness this condition, applied to an infinitesimal
layer, leadsto the differential equation:

af(c)
dv
CV

J xX

+

rid
8ci

dx

0

(2.53)

I t/AJv

in which:
f(ci)
Ci
v
x

total a m o u n t of ioni held by theexchanger (pore space included), (mval/g)
concentration of ion i in solution (mval/ml)
volume of influent passed through thecolumn (ml/cm 8 )
depth (expressed as g/cm* of exchanger).
T h e points at which f(ci) a n dCi * remain constant will move downward through the column
at a rate, which m a ybe calculated from:

[exjc

^-f'(0

(2-54)

or, after differentiation with respect to c:o c:

-!™-f'(c)
Sc •
dc
As appears from (2.55) the shape of the boundary depends on the shape of the adsorption
isotherm. If the ions originally present in the column (ions 1in fig. 6) posses a linear adsorption
In the following equations Ciis simplified to c.

(2.55)
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isotherm, f"(c) will be zero. Hence the velocity of zones of constant concentration will be independent of the concentration itself. For the rear boundary this concentration increases with
depth; therefore the velocity at which the rear boundary moves down the column will be the
same for all its points. As a consequence - at least for this ideal case- the shape of the boundary
will remain constant.
In the case of a concave isotherm f*(c) will be positive. Hence, according to equation (2.54),
•Ia~)

w

" ' increase at increasing concentration. On the other hand the travelling rate I j - 1

will decrease at increasing concentration or, which comes to the same for a rear boundary, with
depth. Thus the most forward points of such a boundary will move slower than points more
backward or, in other words, the boundary will possess a self-sharpening tendency.
For a convex isotherm thereverseistrue and the boundarywill bebroadening at itsdownward
movement.

The differential equation (2.53) may be solved after inserting proper boundary
conditions. For arear boundary theseconditions are:
v = 0 x 4= 0 c = c0 f(c) = f0 )
(2.56)
v=j=0 x = 0 c = 0

f(c)=0)

Forthelimitingcaseofidealbehaviour(infinitesimal platethickness)thefollowing
curves are obtained for the isochrones and for the break-through curves:
1. For a linear adsorption isotherm: a sharp rear boundary, leading to a sudden
breakthrough of theinfluent ions.
2. For a concave adsorption isoterm: a sharp rear boundary, leading to a sudden
breakthrough of theinfluent ions.
3. For a convex adsorption isotherm: a diffuse, broadening boundary, leading to a
slowbreakthrough of theinfluent ions.
This theory of WILSON (1940) and DE VAULT (1943) has-recently been applied
to ionic exchange in soil profiles by RIBBLE AND DAVIS (1955).
Inpractice,however,notonlytheconvexisotherms,butalsothelinearandconcave
ones will give rise to more or less diffuse boundaries. Apparently the ideal case of
infiniteplatethicknessisnotfulfilled inactualcolumnsinwhichdisturbingfactorsare
operative,suchasfinitegrain size,diffusion in thesolution,andnon-equilibrium.
These disturbing factors may be accounted for by introducing a finite plate
thickness (MARTIN & SYNGE), but also by introducing appropriate corrections into
the differential equation (2.53).
Forcaseswherefinitegrainsizeordiffusion act as disturbingfactors GLUECKAUF
(1949) derived the differential equation:
i8f(Cy

+
X

8c

—k
V

&>c'
=0
ax 2

(2.57)

In this equation k represents half the thickness (in g/cm2) of the theoretical unit
from the plate theory. For non-equilibrium cases another differential equation was
obtained. In the foregoing section it has been argued that in soils non-equilibrium
conditions may be neglected, whereas diffusion will be one of the major causes for
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deviationsfrom idealbehaviour.Therefore equation (2.57)willprobably applyto the
conditions in soils.
Inthecaseofalinearadsorptionisotherm(equation2.52)thedifferential equation
(2.57) willchange into:
d„c
=o
ax2

—k

+

(2.58)

For a front boundary this differential equation has been integrated by TAIT
1949) after introducing the boundary conditions:

(GLUECKAUF,

v=0
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x= 0
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(2.59)

c= c 0 )

It wasfound that:
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For the rear boundary the conditions are given by equation (2.56).Though not
given in the original paper, the equation for this case may be found by analogy to
(2.60) as:
v + ax"I/ v
•ax l /
(2.62)
erfc
erfc
c=
2v ) ak
2v r ak
Introducing the number of theoretical plates above depth x:
N

(2.63)

'2k

and putting:
(2.64)

v = ax
equation (2.62) changes into:
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V i
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(2.65)

For largevalues of N the second term may beneglected, so that
c = —erfc — 7 =
2
2Vvv

2N

2 fa
Values for the error integral —r=J\ e-n*dn may be found in mathematical handbooks e.g.

JAHNKE & EMDE (1938).

Vn 0

(2.66)
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Theequations(2.65)and(2.66)predictaboundary, whichisgradually broadening
during its downward movement through the column and which finally approaches
the symmetrical shape of the integrated normal curve of error:
Co

v—v

,—

c=-^erfc^r—V2N
2
2v
In the equations (2.66)and (2.67)c = —for v

(2.67)
v = ax. Therefore the points

at which the original concentration has been reduced by half willmove through the
column at a rate proportional to the effluent volume. At a given depth, v obviously
representsthevolume ofeffluent needed for thisreduction, sothat it maybe denoted
as half-concentration volume.
At low values of N, near the top of the column, however, the influence of the second term in
equation (2.65)causes the concentration c = -^to be reached already before v = v, or, in other
v
words,already a t - < 1. As may be seen from table 3, these deviations are less than 20% for
N ^2.
TABLE 3. Half-concentration volumes at low values of N.
- at which c = -^
v
2
N

0.5
1.0
2.0
4.5

Deviation
Exact
equation (2.65)

Approximate
equation (2.66)

0.55
0.69
0.80
0.90

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

0.45
0.31
0.20
0.10

In thetheorymentioned abovethebehaviour of thecolumn isdetermined bytwo
parameters viz.a and k. Ofthese, amaybederived from the adsorption isotherm or
calculated from equation (2.52).The constant k, however, must be evaluated by
analysing the column performance, for which either the isochrones or the isoplanes
may beused.
Fromtheisochrones thevalueof kmaybedetermined byestimatingtheslope—
c0
ofthecurveatthedepthXwherec = —.Asmaybeshown by differentiating equation
(2.67),thenumberoftheoreticalplatesabovethishalf-concentration depthisequalto:
X

N = 2TI — . ^
Co

(2.68)

8c
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Fromtheisoplanesthe slope—may beestimated at thevolumevwherec =—.
In that caseN maybeevaluated from:
v 8c
N=2TT
av

Co

c0

(2.69)

In flooded soils the CI ions form an ideal object for testing the theory. As these ions are not
adsorbed by the soil particles, but are only retained in the solution occurring in the pore spaces,
the value of a* (equation 2.52) is obviously zero. Hence:
f(c) = (a* + a)c = ac

(2.70)

Some examples in which this theory is applied to the desalinization of flooded soils and in
which the value of k is evaluated from equations (2.68)and (2.69) have been published elsewhere
(VAN DER MOLEN, 1956). As appears from these investigations the theory gives a fair description
of the phenomena observed, especially in light-textured soils. The value of the theoretical plate
thickness - 2k- is of the order of 7g/cm8, corresponding with a height of the theoretical plate of
approximately 5cm.
On the other hand also the penetration of sea water into the soil,occurring during an inundation, may be described by the theory. Some aspects of this penetration process, which will lead
to the formation of a front boundary of CI ions, will be treated in section 4.4.

For non-linear adsorption isotherms a general solution of the basic differential
equation(2.57)isnotyetavailable.However,intheimportantcasethattheadsorption
isotherm of the ions originally present in the column is concave, a steady state will
bereached.Inthissteadystatetheself-sharpening tendencyoftheboundary and the
diffusing effects willbalance each other. According to GLUECKAUF, BARKER & KITT
(1949)this equilibrium state ischaracterizedby aboundary movingwith unchanged
form, at a rate:
fo
whereasthe differential equation (2.57) changes into:

(2.71)

k.i
(2.72)
Co

e

Thecasementionedaboveoccursifinasoilprofileexchangeableionsarereplaced
byotherions,comingfrom aboveandpossessingagreateradsorption affinity. Sofor
the replacement of Na by CainfloodedDutch soils the adsorption isotherm of the
Na ionsis approximately quadratic (section 3.7).
f(c) = b.c2
Forthisquadraticadsorptionisotherm GLUECKAUF(1954)hasgiventhefollowing
solution of the differential equations (2.71) and (2.72) for the case that the steady
state has beenestablished:
fo
V =

x+ kIn-

(2.73)

(2.74)
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or:

— = y j = 1 + exp— ^ -

(2.75)

Due to the self-sharpening tendency of the boundary its gradient will be steeper
than in thecaseof alinearadsorption isotherm; otherwiseit has a similar shape.
Thevolumevatwhichtheconcentration inthesolution becomesequaltohalf its
originalvalueis obviously:
v=-x

(2.76)

On the other hand, due to the quadratic adsorption isotherm, the amount of
c0
adsorbed ions f will already be reduced by half at c =—7=.The volume v required
V2
for this halving of the adsorbed ions may therefore be calculated from:

Jo- [x + kIn (—1 + V2)] = ^ fx—0.882 k]
c,

(2.77)

For x>k, or in general for large values of x, this half-concentration volume v
will approach:
v^v=-.x

(2.78)

Co

This expression (2.75) is analogous to equation (2.64)f° r a linear adsorption
f
isotherm, in which a alsorepresents—.
c0
Asinthe soilsstudied afull development of the Ca/Na boundary isprevented by
disturbingfactors - i.a.bysoiltillage- astringentfieldtestofthetheoryisimpossible.
Nevertheless it has been found in a few cases that the rear boundary of the Na ions
has a steeper gradient with depth than the corresponding boundary of the CI ions
(c.f.fig.42,section 5.2).
Thus, theoretical considerations about exchange equilibria may either be based
upon the DONNAN equilibrium or upon molecular models.For homovalent exchange
all considerations lead to the same result: the KERR equation, but for heterovalent
exchangedifferent equationsareobtained. Besides,empiricalrelationsare in frequent
use.A summary of allthese equations wasgiven in section 2.16.In the next chapter
they will be applied to exchange equilibria observed on soils from the investigated
region. Moreover itwillbetriedto extendtheiruseto equilibria involvingmore than
two different kinds ofions.
In nature exchange reactions are accompanied by movements of soil moisture,
and the soil will behave like an exchange column. Therefore the theory of column
operation hasbeen dealtwith.Its application to the phenomena observed in flooded
soils willbe given in the chapters 4, 5and 6.

3. THE SOILS AND THEIR PROPERTIES
Inthischapterthesoilsoccurringintheinvestigatedareawillbeconsideredmainly
with regard to their exchange properties. Prior to this, a short description of the
landscape and its soils willbegiven,involving their origin, history and morphology.
The principal exchange characteristics of the soils involve adsorptive capacity,
total amount of exchangeable metal cations, equilibria with salt solutions, and the
ionic composition of unflooded soils. Among the equilibria with salt solutions those
withsea-and brackish water are ofspecialpractical interest, aswellas the equilibria
occurring in soils after an inundation. For a better understanding of these rather
complicated equilibria, their treatment will be preceded by a study of the equilibria
with binary salt solutions.
3.1. GEOGENESIS ANDPEDOMORPHOLOGY

Theinvestigatedareaconsistsforthegreaterpartofanumberofislands,separated
intheNorthbytidalriversandintheSouthbywideestuaries.Ataboutthebeginning
ofthe Christian era the entireregion wasmainly covered with peat and lyingbehind
aridgeofdunes.Fromthat time,however,theinfluence oftheseaincreased:insome
districts the peat was covered by the Young Sea Clay, in others it was completely
destroyed.Initiallythissedimentationanderosionoccurredduringafewtransgression
periods; later, after about 1100 A.D., embankments succeeded in preserving some
areasfrom further changes,thoughin others manhasnot been ableto withstand the
inroads of the sea. Thus large parts of the original landscape were lost; elsewhere
however new accretions were formed, which were usually embanked and drained as
soon as they had grown high enough. The embanked regions- old as well as new
ones- are known aspolders.
From the extensive soil surveysx made after 1945the different phases of these
Young Sea Clay sediments and their properties have become well-known (KUIPERS,
1948;EDELMAN, 1950;DE BARKER, 1950;BENNEMA& VAN DERMEER, 1952).According to these investigations, the sediments may be divided into three groups, viz.:
1. Old-land sediments
2. Middle-land sediments
3. New-land sediments

During theformation oftheold-and middle-land, creekswerescoured outin the
peat landscape. Heavy marine sediments covered the remaining peat areas, whereas
in a later stage the creeks themselves were filled up, at first with sand,finallywith
sandy clay.
After the land had been embanked the peat areas subsided, whereas the creek
soilsretained their original altitude.Thisprocess hasledto an inversion oftheland1

These surveys were made by "Stichting voor Bodemkartering" (Soil Mapping Institute) at
request of "Landbouwherstel".
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scape,bywhichtheformer creeksweretransformed intoridges.Moreover,duringthe
late Middle-Agesman dug out huge amounts of peat from under the claycover for
fuel andfor salt-making\ sothat thenaturaldifferences inaltitudewereaccentuated.
The creek-ridge soils generally consist of sandy clay, gradually changing into
sand at somedepth.Themost ancient onesare more or lessdecalcified, whereasthe
younger creek ridges,belonging to the middle-land, still contain calciumcarbonate,
at least immediately below the ploughed layer. Most creek ridges are well-drained
and in use as arable land, and in some localities the best of them are used for fruit
growing (DE BARKER,1950).
The lowlying clay-on-peat soils are known as "poor-soils. Thenon-calcareous,
often acid andsometimespermanently salinepoolsoilsofthe old-land, are in useas
rather badpastures.Thecorrespondingmiddle-land poolsoils,beingofasomewhat
better quality due to the presence of small amounts of calcium carbonate and a
somewhat higher altitude, are in favourable cases used as arable land of moderate
quality.
Thenew-landsedimentswereformedafter theembankmentoftheold-andmiddleland as accretionsalong the coast or even as newly-formed islands.In thisnew-land
the peat is either lacking or compressed by a thick layer of younger sediments.
Consequently no inversion of the landscapefollowed after the embankment, so that
the former creeks in the new-land are still forming the lowestplaces.Exceptfor the
low-lyingsoils alongthesecreeks,the well-drainedandcalcareousnew-landsoilsare
almost exclusivelyused as arable land, whichisveryproductive in favourable cases.
Their texture may vary widely and range from sand to heavy clay. As a rule these
soils become more sandy with depth.
In the north-eastern part of the area the new-land soils have originated from
brackish water instead of under pure marine conditions.This difference, due to the
influence of the rivers,revealsitself in a more brownish colour and in certain small
deviations in texture, which will be discussed in the next section. These brackishwater soils aregenerallyknown asestuary soils.
Outside the present dikes two main groups of soils may be distinguished, viz. "schor" soils
and "slik" soils. The schor soils consist of outmarshes silted up above normal high tide level,
which are only submerged during spring-tides and stormfloods, whereas the slik soils are either
permanently submerged or only falling dry at low tide. In the marine region the outmarshes are
covered with a vegetation of halophytes, whereas in the brackish-water regions this halophytic
character is less pronounced. These outmarshes are oxidized in their topsoil; consequently their
content of readily oxidizable ferrous sulphides islow.Therefore, after their embankment, gypsumformation is negligible.
Theslik soils,consisting of almost baremud, arenearlycompletely reduced,with the exception
of a few mm near their surface. Their content of readily oxidizable sulphides is high,so that they
will form large amounts of gypsum after their embankment and subsequent drainage. The soils,
found in the Zuiderzee-polders, which will be mentioned a few times, may be reckoned among
this group of slik soils.

The investigations carried out after the inundations have been mainly restricted
to the creek ridge and new-land soils, as the pool soils, due to their high content
1
For this purpose saline peat was burnt, after which common salt was extracted from the
ashes.
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of organicmatter, showed no signs of structural decay.On the pool soils,therefore,
observations were restricted to a few fixed sampling spots, which were regularly
investigated for exchangeable cations. Occasionally data obtained from schor or
slik soils,willbeusedfor comparison.

3.2. MECHANICALCOMPOSITION;CLAY MINERALS

For a few typical cases the soil texture is given in table 4. This table of selected
data illustrates a number of soil characteristics,found by different investigators.
The following characteristics are illustrated by table 4:
1. Calcium carbonate is present in appreciable amounts in new-land soils and also, though in
smaller amounts, in the creek ridges of the old- and middle-land, especially in the latter.
Usually this compound increases with depth, as weathering or - as it is generally called ageing of the sediment under the influence of a humid climate has deprived the top-layers
of a considerable part of their calcium carbonate. As this process of dissolution of calcium
carbonate isof fundamental importance for theregeneration offlooded soils,itwillbediscussed
in more detail in the next section. In addition to the calcium carbonate, also small amounts
of calcium-magnesium carbonate (dolomite) are present in these soils (BRUIN, 1938; VAN DER
MAREL, 1950). The pool soils are essentially non-calcareous, though the younger ones may
contain small amounts of CaCOa in their subsoils.
2. Organicmatter islow if the soil has been in use as arable land for a long time. Except for the
light soils, where it is higher, the content of organic matter in the ploughed layer ofsuch soils
may be roughly estimated at 1/10 of the clay content (particles < 2//), whereas in deeper
layers it is still less.
On the other hand the pool soils, after having been covered with grass for centuries, have
obtained a higher organic matter content in their topsoil.
3. Clay content may be expressed in different ways; it is usually defined either as the percentage
of particles below 2/< or as particles below 16/*. In the Netherlands the ratio between these
two clay fractions is known to vary with the salt content of the water from which sedimentation occurred.
As has been shown by ZUUR (1954) different chemical and physical properties of soils are
more closely related to their content of particles below 2fi than to particles below 16ft;
therefore in this treatise the clay content will be expressed as the amount of particles smaller
than 2fi, in accordance with international standards.
As appears from table 4, clay content is low in the creek ridges and higher in the pool soils,
whereas for the new-land soils no general rules may be given. According to BENNEMA &
VAN DER MEER (1952) the old soils show signs of transport of clay particles from the topsoil
to deeper layers. Evidence of this transport is given by a higher clay content and a higher
ratio0-2n to0-16ftimmediately belowthe ploughed layer(c.f. thedata for StW 13 intable4).
Even in new-land soils these phenomena are frequently met. The influence of sedimentary
conditions on the ratio of the clay fractions is demonstrated bytheexamples of new-land soils
in table4.Whereas for pure marine new-land soilsthis ratioaveragesto about 0.70 and seldom
falls below 0.65, for typical estuary soils its value is much smaller, being nearly always
below 0.65.

TheclaymineralsofDutchsea-claysoilshavebeeninvestigatedby FAVEJEE(1939)
and by VAN DER MAREL (1950). From these investigations it appeared that these
minerals are mainly illitic in nature, with kaolinite and montmorillonite as minor
constituents. In the S.W. of the Netherlands the proportion of montmorillonite is
slightly higher than in the north, causing the exchange capacity of the clay fraction
to besomewhathigher.Thisexchangecapacity willbefurther treatedin section 3.4.
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3.3. RATE OFDECALCIFICATION

In the moist Dutch climate the soils will loose CaCOs by dissolution into the
percolating rain water. For the area considered the CaC03-losses from the topsoil
have been estimated by EDELMAN (1950) at 1% in 75 years. As will be published
elsewhere,ourobservationssuggestanaveragerateofdecalcification of 1%oftopsoil
weight per 80years.
If the annual water passage is known, the rate of decalcification may beused for
estimating the average solubility of calcium carbonate in the soilsolution, as itmay
be assumed, that all compounds in solution will be virtually washed out from the
topsoil in the course of the year (c.f. the observations of the rate of desalinization
mentioned in section 1.1). According to VERHOEVEN (1952) water passage in creek
ridgeand new-land soils averages about 200 mm a year. From this and from a loss
of calcium carbonate from the topsoil of 1%in 80years, the concentration of this
compound inthesoilsolutionmaybeestimated at 3.5mval/1.Thus,allsoilscontainingappreciableamountsofcalciumcarbonatewillbepercolatedwithadilutesolution
ofthiscompound. Asaconsequence, otherexchangeable ionswillbeslowlyreplaced
by Ca, a process which causes a slow natural regeneration of flooded soils. This
reaction will betreated in more detail in chapter 5.
3.4. EXCHANGE CAPACITYAND SUMOFEXCHANGEABLEMETALCATIONS

The adsorptive properties of the soil are due to clay minerals and to organic
matter.Perunitweighttheorganicmatterpossessesanexchangecapacityofapproximately three timesthat of theclayfraction (RAPPORT, 1945).Therefore it isusual to
correlatetheadsorptivepropertiesofthesoilwithitscontent ofactivematter, defined
by:
active matter = clay ( < 2//) + 3xorganic matter
(3.01)
Forthetopsoiltheactivematterdefinedinthiswaypossessesanexchangecapacity
Ua of about 68 mval per 100 g for Ca-ions at pH 8.0 (fig. 9). There is, however,
a slight tendency it to be somewhat higher for light soils than for heavy ones. The
frequency distribution for U a given in fig. 11 shows that for the topsoil of arable
landitsvaluerangesbetween 65and 75mvalper 100gin thegreatmajority ofcases.
mval Us

FIG. 9. Relation between content of active matter and
exchange capacity U« of the soil at pH 8.0
(mval per 100 g of dry matter). Topsoils of
arable land on creek ridge and new-land soils
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As for arable land humus and clay content are closely correlated, these soils are
not well suited for testing the active matter concept expressed by equation (3.01).
Butoldpastures,inwhichorganiccontentissomuchhigherthatitforms theprincipal
exchanger, prove to bealsoin accordance with thegeneralizations formulated above
(fig. 10).
mval Us
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FIG. 10. Relation between content of active matter and
exchange capacity U s of the soil at pH 8.0
(mval per 100 g of dry matter). Topsoils of
old pastures on pool soils

•••• : arable land (fig. 9)

Forthesubsoil U a is usually higher than for the topsoil, even in cases that their
mechanical composition issimilar (table 5).This difference may either be due to the
clay fraction or to the organic matter. As it does not disappear after oxidation
(table 5), it must arise from differences in the adsorptive properties of the clay
fraction.
In newly drained polder soils,embanked from saline outmarshes, U a isthe same
throughout the profile. But already in polders 150years old (like St 68 and 69 in
table 5)U a ismarkedly increasing with depth (c.f. also table 6).It isnot impossible
that these changes are caused by soil-forming processes leading to alterations in the
clayminerals;this questionwillneedfurther investigation.
TABLE 5. Adsorptive capacity of the active matter in topsoils and subsoils of similar mechanical
composition.

Sampling
spot

Depth
cm

Organic matter
%

GT55
GT57
St 69

10-20
10-20
60-80

2.2
2.1
2.0

St 13
GT56
St 69

5-20
10-20
40-60

GT63
St 37
St 68

10-20
5-20
60-80

, Clay
( < 2 mu)
%

Adsorptive capacity
of active matter at
pH8.0; mval/lOOg
Before
oxidation

After
oxidation

16.2
16.4
16.0

63.2
69.6
87.5

72.8
77.4
85.6

2.5
2.0
2.3

22.3
22.7
22.3

65.1
69.7
73.6

66.8
70.5
80.3

2.6
2.9
2.9

25.0
25.6
25.1

68.3
65.0
76.9

76.0
66.8
80.9
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The adsorptive capacity of the soil may be considered as a measure for the
number of exchange positions present on the surfaces of the clay minerals and the
organic matter. Theseexchange positions willbepartially occupied by metal cations
- among which Na, K, Mg and Ca are the principal ones*- and partially by H 3 0
ions *.
Incalcareoussoilsthesumoftheprincipalexchangeablemetalcations,defined by:
S = sum of exchangeable Na, K, Mg and Ca

(3.02)

closely resembles the exchange capacity U. In acid soils however a large difference
between Sand Uis observed (table6).
TABLE 6. Sum of exchangeable Na, K, Mgand Ca (S)and exchange capacity (U) in two different
soils.
Sampling spot

Depth
cm

pH
(H,0)

CaCO,
%

S.1

Ua1

St 69
(new-land soil)

0- 5
5-20
20-40
40-60
60-80

8.2
8.1
8.2
8.1
8.3

7.9
7.9
8.7
8.9
7.7

65.7
66.1
64.9
75.8
89.2

66.6
66.4
65.2
73.6
87.5

0-10

4.4

0.0

28.9

54.0

PP 1
(old pool soil)
1

mval per 100 g of active matter

Forcalcareous soilsthe close relation between Sand U causes the laws for both
quantities'to be very similar. Thus the average value for Sain these soilsis approximately 65mval per 100g of active matter, whereas for U a the corresponding value
was about 68mval.Also thefrequency distributions for Saand Ua bear closeresemblance, though for Sa it is slightly shifted to lower values (fig. 11), with most cases
ranging from 60 to 70.Moreover Sashows the sameparticulars as U a : it isslightly
higher for light soils than for heavy ones and also increases with depth (c.f. St 69in
table6).
frequency
_Ua
so 60 70 somval
n-49

SO 60 70 80 90 IT) V a l
tl-87

U»:exchange capacity at pH 8.0 (mval per 100 g of active
matter). Topsoils of arable land (inundations 19S3).
S a : sum of metal cations (mval per 100g of activematter).
Topsoils of arable land; CaCO,2: 1.0% (inundations
1944/45).
n: number ofobservations.

FIG. 11. Frequency distributions of U» and S,
1

In the soils examined the amounts of exchangeable NH 4 may be neglected.
* Some observations indicate that in acid clays also exchangeable Al ions play a prominent part

(HARWARD & COLEMAN, 1954).
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mval Sa
M

pH

For non-calcareous soils is is well-known that
Sa greatly depends on soil pH (fig. 12).But in the
non-calcareous soils observedit maybeconsidered
approximatelyasconstantduringtheexchangeprocesses occurring after an inundation: whereas the
individual amounts of Na, K, Mg and Ca may
undergogreat changes,their totalremainsapproximately at the same level(c.f. table 34,section 5.2).

Fio. 12. Relation between pH and
sum of metal cations S»
(mval per 100 g of active
matter) in soils with less
than l % C a C O a

3.5. EXCHANGE CHARACTERISTICS;
EQUILIBRIA WITH BINARY SALT SOLUTIONS

In order to study the exchange characteristics
of the soils and especially to test the exchange
equations mentioned in section2.1someobservationshavebeenmadeonexchanges
involving the ion pairs Na-K, Na-Ca and Ca-Mg. These experiments were carried
outwithtwosoilsfrom theinvestigatedarea.Each of them represents a commonly
occurring soil series viz. the pool soils and the heavynewland soils,which largely
differ in age, origin and agriculturalvalue.
Further data concerning these two soils may be found in table 7.
TABLE 7. Characteristics of the soils used in testing the laws of ion exchange.
Soil

Sampling
spot

Depth
cm

Soil
series

Year of
embankment

Land-use

Agricultural
quality

A
B

St 71
St 68

0-20
0-20

Pool soil
Newland soil
(Heavy clay)

before 1200
1808

Pasture
Young orchard
on former
arable land

Moderate
Excellent

Soil

A
B

pH
(HsO)

CaC0 3

5.8
7.7

0.1
7.0

la

Organic
matter
/o

Clay
(<2fi)
%

8.1
3.6

27.4
38.9

U (Ca ions at pH 8.0)

Active
matter
%

mval/100 g of
soil

mval/100 g of
active matter

51.7
49.7

34.9
30.9

67.5
62.2

Of these soils 10 g, mixed with 70 g of quartz sand were leached in a percolation tube with
excess of a mixed solution containing the chlorides of the ions to be studied. During this process
equilibrium was established between the exchanging components of the soil and the leaching
solution. Afterwards the column was rinsed with alcohol (96%) to remove the solution from the
pore spaces. Finally the exchangeable cations were determined by leaching with a suitable
solution (1 n NaCl or NH4C1) and analysis of the leacheate. In all cases where Ca ions were to
be determined a correction was made for dissolved calcium carbonate by TIULIN'S method; as a
matter of fact this correction was very small for soil A and much larger for the calcareous soilB.
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In general the exchange characteristics of the two soilsproved to bevery similar,
indicating that no fundamental difference existed in their exchanging components
(clay minerals and organic matter). The results of these investigations were studied
in the following ways:
1. Adsorption isotherms were obtained by plotting the fraction of one of the components in the solution against the corresponding fraction on the exchanger.
2. The exchange equations mentioned in section 2.1 were tested by comparing the
activity ratios in the solutions with the amounts of exchangeable cations.
For calculating the activities in mixed solutions use has been made of GLUECKAUF'S equation
(GLUECKAUF, 1949a), which for solutions containing ions of equal valency reduces to equations
(2.20)and (2.21),treated in section 2.12. The mean activity coefficients in single salt solutions of
the same ionic strength needed for this calculation have been obtained from HARNED & OWEN
(1950) and KORTUM & BOCKRIS (1951),using graphical interpolation if necessary.

3.51. Na-Kequilibria

,

Theseequilibria havebeenstudied byleachingthesoilswithsolutionsofNaCl +
KC1 varyinginionicstrength andincomposition (table 8).Theequilibrium amounts
of exchangeable Na and K are represented in tables 9and 10.
TABLE 8. Solutions of NaCl + KC1used for investigating the Na-K equilibria.
Solution
no.

c

Na

C

K

c

total

mval/1

mval/1

mval/1

1
2
3
• 4

187
480
842
885

799
488
105
48

986
968
947
933

5
6
7

94
240
418

392
243
50

486
. 483
468

8
9
10

17
49
84

79
50
10

96
99
94

Ionic
strength
I1

K

Volume used
for 10g of
soil ml

1.08
1.08
1.08
1.08

0.253
1.062
8.64
19.9

250
250
250
250

0.194
0.497
0.893

1.04
1.04
1.04

0.250
1.026
8.70

500
500
500

0.177
0.496
0.894

1.01
1.01
1.01

0.217
0.991
8.50

2500
2500
2500

c

c

Na
c

J

Na

Na+ K

TK

mi.o
mi.o

0.190
0.496
0.889
0.949

fe2 0.5
i2 0.5
SS0.5
iS 0.1
^0.1
i2 0.1

52 1.0
Sfi 1.0

a

Na

a

1

c.f. equation (2.17)
* Calculated from equation (2.20)

The sumofexchangeable alkalimetalcations (cNa + cK)given in tables 9and 10
obeys the following rules:
1. Comparing the sum cNa + cK with the adsorptive capacities of the soils used
(34.9and 30.9mval/100grespectively)itappearsthat for soilAalarge difference
exists between these two. Obviously the neutral salt solutions have not been
able to remove the bulk of the H 3 0 ionsfrom this acid soil. For the calcareous
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.TABLE 9. Exchangeable Na and K after leaching soil A (pool soil) with the solutions mentioned
in table 8.
c

mval/100 g

Na+ CK
mval/100 g

1
2
3
4

1.2
3.4
13.1
16.5

21.9
19.7
9.4
5.8

23.1
23.1
22.5
22.3

0.052
0.147
0.582
0.740

0.055
0.173
1.39
2.84

5
6
7

1.5
4.8
14.3

21.1
18.0
8.4

22.6
22.8
22.7

0.066
0.210
0.630

0.071
0.266
1.70

8
9
10

2.5
5.7
13.8

18.6
15.2
6.9

21.1
20.9
20.7

0.118
0.273
0.666

0.134
0.375
2.00

c

C

c

mval/100 g

Solution
no.

Na

c

Na
C

Na
C

Na+ K

K

TABLE 10. Exchangeable Na and K after leaching soil B (heavy new-land soil) with the solutions
mentioned in table 8.
c

c

mval/100 g

mval/100 g

c
Na + CK
mval/100 g

4

1.4
4.0
15.4
20.3

29.9
27.0
13.5
9.0

31.3
31.0
28.9
29.3

0.045
0.129
0.533
0.693

0.047
0.148
1.14
2.26

5
6
7

2.0
5.4
17.2

27.7
25.2
12.4

29.7
30.6
29.6

0.067
0.177
0.581

0.072
0.214
1.39

8
9
10

2.4
5.5
14.7

24.5
20.4
10.3

26.9
25.9
25.0

0.089
0.212
0.588

0.098
0.27
1.43

Solution
no.
1
2
•3

c

Na

C

K

c

Na
C

Na

C

Na + K

soil B the difference with the adsorptive capacity is only small and for thefirst
two solutions even negligible.
The replacing power of the solution decreases at increasing dilution. For soil A
thereplacement of H 3 0 ionsbymetalcations isobviously lower at high dilution.
For thecalcareous soilBthesumcNa + cKisinfluenced byCaionsfrom CaC0 3
dissolved in the percolating liquid; this influence will increase with dilution.
3. At equalionic strength solutions containing a high proportion of K (e.g. 1,5,8)

posses a slightly stronger replacing power than solutions in which Na predominates (e.g. 3,7, 10).

K
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Ionicstrength
I: I 12 1.0
11:1*2 0.5
III: I m 0.1
A: Soil A, pool soil
B: Soil B, new-land soil
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FIG. 13. Adsorption isotherms for the equilibrium Na-K
c

The adsorptionisotherms obtained by plotting the fraction
c

Na

Na +

C

in the
K

solutionagainstthecorrespondingfraction ontheexchangerarerepresentedinfig. 13.
For the two soils investigated these isotherms are very similar; they give a picture
of the following exchange characteristics of the two soils studied:
1. Both soils show a marked preference for K over Na, in accordance with the
lyotropic series and with the well-known preferential adsorption of K in illitic
soils.
2. This preference diminishes at decreasing ionic strength, in accordance with the
STERN theory mentioned in section2.13.
In the adsorption isotherms the increasing affinity for Na at increasing dilution is slightly
exaggerated by the diminishing value of c N a + c K . But this is not the major cause of the dilution
effect as may be seen by comparing the values for exchangeable Na at equilibrium with solutions
of equal Na/K. ratio, listed in tables 9 and 10. These values for c N a generally also increase at
increasing dilution (c.f. thevalues for c N a in equilibrium with the solution series 1-5-8,2-6-9 and
3-7-10 of which only solution 10 forms an exception).

The exchange equations to betested are those of KERR (eq.2.27) andROTHMUND
& KORNFELD (eq. 2.48).Both may be written logarithmically as:
C

log

N«

log K + plog

CK

f2 ± N a d • c N a
f2 ± KC1 • C K .

(3.03)

inwhich the subscript I refers to the exchanger and II to thesolution.Obviouslythe
KERR equation isonly satisfied if p = 1.
c

Byplotting log

Na

CK

against log

f ± NaCl • c N a
± KC1 • C K

fig.14isobtained, from

whichitisevident that:
1. At equal ionic strength the linear relationship demanded by equation (3.03) is
satisfied.
2. Thecondition for the KERR equation, p = 1,is obviously not fulfilled. Thus the
results of the experiments may only be described by the ROTHMUND-KORNFELD
equation.
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I: Theoretical slope of
KERR'Sequation
II: I a 1.0
111:1 a 0.5
IV: I ie 0.1
A: Soil A, pool soil
B: Soil B, new-land soil
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FIG. 14. Tests of theoretical equations for the equilibrium Na-K

3. The values of K and p are dependent upon the ionic strength of the solution.
Fromtheexperimentallyobtainedvaluesfortheseconstantsmentionedintable 11,
it appears that K approaches unity at increasing dilution, though this is not the
case for p.
TABLE 11. Values for the exchange constants K and p in the ROTHMUND-KORNFELD equation
describing the Na-K equilibria:
= K

f*± N a d • cNa
± KCI • *-K

Soil A

SoilB

I
0.1
0.5
1.0

K

P

K

P

0.40
0.25
0.18

0.76
0.88
0.92

0.28
0.22
0.16

0.76
0.82
0.89

For the range of I studied these values may be calculated from the following
empirical equations:
Soil A (pool soil)
K = 0.18—0.22logI
p = 0.93 + 0.16 log I
SoilB (new-land soil)
K = 0.17— 0.11log I
p = 0.87+ 0.11log I

O . K I < 1.0
>»

O . K I < 1.0
J>

(3.04)
(3.05)

(3.06)
(3.07)
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3.52. Na-Ca equilibria
Theseequilibria havebeen studied byleachingthesoilswithsolutions ofNaCl +
CaCl2varyingin ionic strength and in composition. Analogous to the investigations
of the Na-K equilibria the sum of exchangeable Na and Ca was studied, adsorption
isothermswereconstructedandtheequationsforionexchangetested(tables12and13).
TABLE 12.

Exchangeable Na and Ca after leaching soil A (pool soil) with mixed solutions of
NaCl + CaCU.
Solution

Soil

mval/1

mval/1

Ionic
strength
I

50
294
848
1395

1013
827
416
101

42 1.5
m 1.5
42 1.5
42 1.5

0.047
0.26
0.67
0.93

0.7
0.9
8.0
17.7

24.2
24.2
18.4
9.3

' 24.9
25.1
26.4
27.0

0.028
• 0.036
0.30
0.66

121
364
478

336
166
84

£2 0.6
42 0.6
42 0.6

0.26
0.69
0.85

1.0
7.0
12.0

23.9
19.0
13.9

24.9
26.0
25.9

0.040
0.27
0.46

60
174
242

167
83
42

42 0.3
42 0.3
42 0.3

0.26
0.68
0.85

1.1
6.2
10.6

24.0
20.0
15.2

25.1
26.2
25.8

0.044
0.24
0.41

91

42

42 0.15

0.68

5.3

20.3

25.6

0.21

c

Na

TABLE 13.

c

Ca

c

c

Na
c

Na + Ca

c

Na

mval/100 g

Exchangeable Na and Ca after leaching soil
solutions of NaCl + CaCl,.

c

Ca

mval/100 g

Na

c

Ca

Ionic
strength
I

c

c

Na

Na + c Ca

B (heavy new-land soil) with mixed

Solution
C

c
Na + c Ca
mval/100 g

Soil
c

Na

c

Na

c

Ca

c
Na + c Ca
mval/100 g

c

Na

mval/1

mval/1

60
301
870
338

957
820
401
99

42 1.5
42 1.5
42 1.5
42 1.5

0.059
0.27
0.68
0.93

0.4
2.2
10.2
18.8

30.4
28.8
20.0
10.0

30.8
31.0
30.2
28.8

0.013
0.071
0.34
0.65

120
348
535

328
160
40

42 0.6
42 0.6
42 0.6

0.27
0.68
0.93

1.4
7.3
16.6

29.3
22.9
12.3

30.7
30.2
28.9

0.046
0.24
0.58

60
174
268

164
80
20

42 0.3
42 0.3
42 0.3

0.27
0.68
0.93

1.2
6.1
14.2

29.3
24.5
14.5

30.5
30.6
28.7

0.039
0.20
0.49

87

40

42 0.15

0.68

4.4

26.1

30.5

0.145

c

c

Na + Ca

mval/100 g

mval/100 g

c

Na + CCa
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The sumofexchangeable metalcations(cNa + cCa)isnearly independent of ionic
strengthovertherangestudied(0.15< I < 1.5),whereasalsothecomposition ofthe
solution has little influence. For the non-calcareous, acid soil A this sum, though
beingslightlyhigherthanthesumcNa + c Ktreatedinsection3.51 isstillconsiderably
below the exchange capacity: the average value of cNa + cCa is 25.7 mval/100 g,
whereastheexchange capacity of thissoil,Us,is34.9mval/100g. For the calcareous
soil Bthe sumcNa + cCa appears to be nearly equal to the exchange capacity (30.9
mval/100g), exceptfor equilibria withsolutionsrichin Na, whereitisslightlylower.
Ionic strength
I: I tt 1.5
II: I tf 0.6
III: I 4B0.3
IV: I 42 0.15
A: Soil A, pool soil
B: Soil B, new-land soil

10

00

FIG. 15. Adsorption isotherms for the equilibrium Na-Ca

The adsorption isotherms represented in fig. 15 were obtained by plotting the
c

fraction

c

Na

Na+ cCa

-inthesolutionagainstthecorrespondingfraction ontheexchanger.

Again both soils showa quite similarbehaviour, from whichthefollowing exchange
characteristics may be derived:
1. Intherangeofconcentrationsstudied(0.15< I < 1.5) both soilspossesamarked
preference of Ca over Na, in accordance with the general rule that at ordinary
concentrations bivalent ions are more strongly adsorbed than monovalent ones.
2. This preference for Ca is increasing at increasing dilution. This effect must be
ascribedtotheinfluence ofthe valency,predicted byallequationsfor heterovalent
exchange,treated in chapter 2.
Theexchange equations to betested arethose of KERR (2.28), KRISNAMOORTHY&
OVERSTREET (2.42),VANSELOW (2.38), GAPON (2.46)and ROTHMUND & KORNFELD
(2.49).
All these equations may bewritten as:
F (Na, Ca)!= K

f t ±NaCI
f

3/2

c

Na

(3.08)

±CaC.,.^CCa

or, logarithmically as:
log F (Na,Ca), = logK + plog

P ±NaCl

c

Na

± CaCl ,-Vcc,

(3.09)
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in which F (Na, Ca)i denotes a function of the adsorbed cations. The coefficient p
should be unity except for the ROTHMUND & KORNFELD equation. For the equations
mentioned above F (Na, Ca)i may be written as:
c

Fxerr =

Na

(3.10)

;P = I
'CCa
c

FK.&O. —

FVans.

Na

CN?

=

"v/cCa(cNa + 0.5cCa)

(3.11)

;P = I

v'cc.(c N . + 0.75cc<)

(3.12)

;P = I

T7
— ^f!—1
**Gapon — _ > P — *
CCa

(3.13)

TR.&K = 7 7 = 5 P =f *

(3.14)

Vcc,

As an illustration the tests of these formulae for soil B are shown in fig. 16. It
appears that the equations of KERR, KRISNAMOORTHY & OVERSTREET and VANSELOW
&
/ f NaVNa\
^
f
\y Ca?Ca)soIution^
U

10JO SO 100 20,»#%'100

f

NafNa\
Ca>Ca/solution

y,miin,r

I: Theoretical slope
II: I se 1.5
III: I i e 0 . 6
IV: I seO.3
V : I SfiO.15
A: KERR (equation3.10)

tO

B: KRISNAMOORTHY & OVER-

/ fNa^Na)

/ f Na. c Na|

(VfcalCalsolutip/

WfCa.CCa| solution*

2.0 JO 50 100 20 30 SO

20ao SO WO 20JO 50 100,+X

STREET (equation3.11)
C: VANSELOW (equation3.12)
D : GAPON (equation3.13)

J*"/

FvANS
FIG. 16. Tests of theoretical equations for the equilibrium Na-Ca. Soil B, new-land soil
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allgivestraight lineswith a slope of 1: 1.Consequently theseequations are suitable
for describingtheobservedequilibria.Astheirmutualdifferences areslightcompared
to the experimental errors it is impossible to make a choice from the available
experimentalevidence.Inthesecircumstances KERR'Sequation(2.28)istobepreferred
for its simplicity. For the GAPON equation the coefficient p markedly differs from
unity; therefore this equation is obviously inadequate.
It also appears from fig. 16that the value of the exchange constant K. distinctly
depends upon the ionic strength of the solution. Thus, after eliminating the valency
effect, the preference for Ca over Na is highest in equilibria with the most concentrated solutions, resulting in a lower value of the exchange constant K (table 14).
Possiblythiseffect isanalogoustothedilutioneffect intheNa-Kequilibria mentioned
in section 3.51,which was ascribed to diminishing specific influences at lower ionic
strength, as predicted by the STERN theory. Although this effect counteracts the
valency effect - by which Ca will be held more strongly at low concentrations- the
latterapparentlypredominates,asmaybeseenfromtheadsorptionisotherms(fig.15).
For the non-calcareous pool soil (soil A) similar results were obtained.
TABLE 14. Values for the exchange constant K in the KERR equation describing the Na-Ca
equilibria:
u

Na

Vi Ca

=K

f«±NaCI
f,/,

±CaCV ^ Ca
K

I

0.15
0.3
0.6
1.5

'"Na
c

Soil A

SoilB

0.067
0.050
0.036
0.030

0.050
0.044
0.038
0.031

For soil B and for the range of I studied the following empirical relationship
between K and I may be employed:
SoilB (new-land soil)
KKerr = 0.034 — 0.0195 log I

For soil A no such simple relationship could be formulated; moreover, due to
experimentalerrors,thedatafor Karelessreliableinthiscase.Ifnecessary,graphical
interpolation between the values given in table 14may be used.
3.53. Mg-Ca equilibria
Values for these equilibria studied by the same methods as the foregoing ones,
are given by tables 15and 16.

(3.15)
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TABLE 15. Exchangeable Mg and Ca after leaching soil A (pool soil) with mixed solutions of
MgCl, + CaCl,.
Solution
C

Mg

Ionic
strength
I

Soil
c

Ca

C

Mg

c

Ca

c

c

M g + c Ca

Ca

mval/1

mval/1

193
509
821
913

803
500
199
105

m l.s
m 1.5
42 1.5
42 1.5

0.81
0.50
0.20
0.103

2.8"
6.2
12.0
15.2

20.3
16.3
10.4
6.9

23.1
22.5
22.4
22.1

0.88
0.72
0.46
0.31

101
259
410
458

404
257
100
53

420.75
42 0.75
420.75
420.75

0.80
0.50
0.20
0.103

3.1
6.9
12.7
15.8

19.9
15.9
9.4
6.2 '

23.0
22.8
22.1
22.0

• 0.87
0.70
0.42
0.28

20
51
80
91

80
50
21
10.5

520.15
420.15
420.15
^ 0.15

0.80
0.50
0.20
0.104

3.2
7.3
13.5
16.2

19.5
15.1
8.5
5.5

22.7
22.4
22.0
21.7

0.86
0.68
0.39
0.25

c

c

Mg + Ca

mval/lOOg mval/lOOg mval/100g

1

c

M g + c Ca

TABLE 16. Exchangeable Mg and Ca after leaching soil B (heavy new-land soil) with mixed
solutions of MgCla + CaCl2.
Solution

Soil

mval/1

mval/1

Ionic
strength
I

193
509
821
913

803
500
199
105

42 1.5
42 1.5
42 1.5
42 1.5

0.81
0.50
0.20
0.103

5.2
10.3
17.6
21.1

24.3
18.8
10.8
7.2

29.5
29. r
28.4
28.3

0.82
0.65
0.38
0.25

101
259
410
458

404
257
100
53

420.75
42 0.75
42 0.75
420.75

0.80
0.50
0.20
0.103

4.7
10.5
18.0
21.7

24.8
18.5
10.1
6.5

29.5
29.0
28.1
28.2

0.84
0.64
0.36
0.23

42 0.15
<^0.I5
420.15
420.15

0.80
0.50
0.20
0.104

4.6
10.9
18.9
22.7

24.8
18.0
9.9
5.6

29.4
28.9
28.8
28.3

0.84
0.62
0.34
0.198

C

Mg

20
51
80
91

c

Ca

80
50
21
10.5

C
c

Ca
c

Mg + Ca

C

Mg

mval/100g

c

Ca

c

c

M g + c Ca

mval/100g mval/100g

C

Ca

Mg + c C a

The sum of exchangeable cations, cMg + cCa, is only slightly dependent on the
ionic strenth and composition of the equilibrium solution and obeys the same rules
as in the case of the Na-Ca exchange equilibria treated in the foregoing section.
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Ionic strength
I: l i s l.S
11:1 scO.6
111: I la 0.3
A: Soil A, pool soil
B: Soil B; new-land soil

FIG. 17. Adsorption isotherms for the equilibrium Mg-Ca

The adsorption isothermsrepresented in fig. 17show that both soils studied have
a slight preference for Ca over Mg, in accordance with the lyotropic series. The
curvature oftheisothermsisgreater for soilA,whichwillbeprobably causedbythe
high organic content, which is known for its specific affinity for Ca (c.f. SCHACHTSCHABEL,1940).Justlikein thehomovalentNa-Kexchangethispreference diminishes
at decreasing ionic strength, which is in accordance with the STERN double layer
theory.
The exchange equations to be tested arethoseof KERR(eq.2.29) and ROTHMUNDKORNFELD (eq. 2.48).Both of these may be written logarithmically as:
log

*-Mg

Ccall

f

:lOgK + PlOg

3

± MgCI, • c M g

P± CaCl, •cCa

(3.16)

in which onlyp = 1 satisfies the KERR equation.
Asmaybeseenfromfig.18 thiscondition isobviouslynotfulfilled: aspdistinctly
differs from unity only the ROTHMUND-KORNFELD equation gives an adequate description of the equilibria observed.

'Ca /exchanger

I: I SO 1.5
11:1 £ 0 . 7 6
111:1 £ 0 . 1 5
IV: Theoretical slope of KERR'S
equation
A: Soil A, pool soil
B: Soil B, new-land soil

J£—<£

.s^r

FIG. 18. Tests fo theoretical equations for the equilibrium Mg-Ca
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The exchange constants K and p occurring in this equation arelisted in table 17.
As may be derived from these figures both K and p decrease at increasing ionic
strength.
TABLE 17. Values for the exchange constants K and p in the ROTHMUND-KORNFELD equation
describing the Mg-Ca equilibria:
'Mg

{

.

"Ca

f3

± CaCl, • c Ca

Soil A

I

0.15
0.76
1.52

'± MgCl, • c Mg

K

SoilB

K

P

K

P

0.47
0.40
0.34

0.80
0.78
0.75

0.58
0.55
0.51

0.86
0.78
0.71

The differences between the values given in table 13 are rather small. Hence it
seems hardly justified to derive empirical relations from these data.
Thus, the following generalizations may be made:
1. Thebehaviour of thetwosoilstested (poolsoiland new-land soil)isverysimilar.
2. The homovalent exchange equilibria Na-K and Mg-Ca may be described by
equations of the ROTHMUND-KORNFELDtype.
3. Theheterovalent exchange equilibrium Na-Ca maybedescribed bythe equations
of KERR, KRISNAMOORTHY & OVERSTREET, and VANSELOW.

4. The parameters in the exchange equations are slightly dependent upon the ionic
strength of the equilibrium solution. This is probably due to the STERN effect
which tends to reduce the individual differences between different kinds of ions
at increasing dilution.
3.6. EQUILIBRIA WITH SEAWATERAND BRACKISH WATER

Theexchangeequilibria treatedintheforegoing sections areonlyoflimitedvalue
for the study of inundated soils, as in these soils four ions, viz. Na, K, Mg and Ca
are involved in the equilibria. Of the numerous variations possible in such a system
two are of practical importance, viz. equilibria with sea- or brackish water and
equilibria occurring in inundated soils during the regeneration period.
Theequilibriawithsea-andbrackishwaterareofspecialinterestastheyrepresent
the conditions occurring after a long inundation. They have been studied byinvestigatingthe exchange equilibria of the same soils asused in the previous experiments,
obtained after leaching with excess amounts of the solutions mentioned in table 18.
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TABLE 18. Solutions used for investigating the equilibria with sea water and brackish water.
Solution
no.

Composition

1
2
3
4
5
6

Sea water (North Sea)
Sea water + distilled water
Sea water + distilled water
Sea water + distilled water
Sea water + distilled water
Sea water + distilled water

7
8

Brackish water (Volkerak)
Brackish water (Hollands Diep)

Ratio

Salinity
C1

I

2: 1
1 :1
1 :2
1 :5
1 :9

29.5
19.8
15.0
9.8
5.0
3.0

0.64
0.43
0.32
0.21
0.11
0.06

~~*

8.4
5.2

0.19
0.12

Content of CI ions, calculated as NaCl (g/1).
TABLE 19. Ionic composition of the solutions mentioned in table 18.
Solution
no.

Percentage of cations

Composition

1-6
7
8

Sea water (diluted)
Brackish water (C = 8.4)
Brackish water (C = 5.2)

Na

K

77.2
76.4
75.4

1.8
1.7
1.6

|

Mg

Ca

17.6
16.5
16.6

3.4
5.4
6.4

TABLE 20. Ionic composition of soils in equilibrium with the solutions mentioned in table 18.
Percentage of exchangeable metal
cations

Soil
Composition

No.

Salinity
C

Na

K

Mg

Ca

A1

1
3
5

Sea water
Sea water (diluted)
Sea water (diluted)

29.5
15.0
5.0

41.0
34.3
25.1

9.3
8.1
5.8

33.7
40.4
48.9

16.0
17.2
20.2

B2

1
2
3
4
5
6

Sea water
Sea water (diluted)
Sea water (diluted)
Sea water (diluted)
Sea water (diluted)
Sea water (diluted)

29.5
19.8
15.0
9.8
5.0
3.0

40.8
34.3
30.3
27.2
21.6
17.8

11.8
10.6
10.2
9.3
7.8
7.2

34.9
38.5
41.4
44.7
50.9
54.1

12.5
16.6
18.1
18.8
19.7
20.9

B*

7
8

Brackish water
Brackish water

8.4
5.2

25.1
20.9

8.8
8.0

41.5
42.1

24.6
29.0

1
Pool soi
* Heavy n ew-land soil.
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sea
water

BA

M

I.I

none2:1
295

id

3.61. Generalaspects of the equilibria
Thepercentagesofthefourmaincations
in these solutions and the corresponding
equilibrium percentages of the exchangeable cations are represented in tables 19
and 20, and infigs.19and 20.As appears
from these data the equilibria show the
following characteristics:

exchangeable cations
BA B

191

ISO

B

BA

12
9.1

15
50

soil
sample

i:»
3.0

1. Thebehaviour ofthetwosoilsAandB
(table 7)is almost identical.
2. Of the ions present in sea water K is
preferentially adsorbed: among the
exchangeable cations of soils in equilibrium with seawater thepercentageof
Kis about 6timesashighasinthesea
extent for Caand Mg,whereas for Na the
circumstances the adsorption increases in

dilution
salinity C

FIG. 19. Ionic composition of
sea water and of soils
in equilibrium with
sea water at different
dilutions

water itself. The same holds to a less
reverse istrue. Obviously under these
the order: Na < Mg < Ca < K.

3. At increasing dilution of the sea water the percentages of adsorbed bivalent ions
increaseattheexpenseofthemonovalentones.Thisvalencyeffect isinaccordance
withtheory andwiththeresultsfor theNa-Caequilibrium treated insection 3.52.
% exchangeable
cations

brakish sea
water water

diluted sea water
brakish water

• Na

03 K

-

Ca
i».ssalinity Co

u

is

salinity C
g/1

FIG. 20. Ionic composition
of brackish water
and sea water and
percentages of exchangeable cations
in soils in equilibrium with diluted
seawater or brackish water

Brackish water contains a higher proportion of Ca ions than pure sea water.
Consequently soils, brought into equilibrium with brackish water, contain a
relatively higher proportion of exchangeable Ca (fig. 20).
3.62. Theoreticalaspects of the equilibria
TheoreticallytheseequilibriamustobeytheDONNANdistribution,givenbyequation
(2.05).If it is assumed that in the adsorbed state the activities of the cations are
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proportional to their equivalent fractions, the following extended KERR equation
is obtained:
[KJCN,,:K2cK :K3Vc Mg :K4VcCa]i = [fNac N a :fKcK :VfMg•cMg :VfCa.cCa]u

(3.17)

in which Kls K2, K3 and K4 denote constants, oneof which maybechosen arbitrarily.
Inserting the mean activity coefficients instead of theunknown individual ionic
activity coefficients andconsidering CI asthe leading anion, this equation changes
into:
[KxcNa : K2cK :K3Vc Mg :K4VcCa][ —
rp ±NaCl •cNa : f

2

± K ci-c K

3/2

7

: f ±Mgci,•" v ^ : f

3/2

(3.18)
/

±Caci,.'V c^a]1i

The mean activity coefficients mentioned above maybecalculated according to
theionicstrengthprinciple.Inthesecomplicatedsolutionsarefinement ofthismethod
byemploying GLUECKAUF'Sequation isnotpossible,butitmaybeexpected thatthe
errors willnotbetoolarge.
As one of the exchange constants K maybe chosen at will, Kj, has been put
equal to 100.In this waythevaluesfor K2, K3andK4listed intable 21, have been
obtained from theavailable data.
TABLE 21. Relative values for the exchange constante K1( K2, K s and K4 in the extended KERR
equation (3.18) describing the equilibria of soil B with diluted sea water.
Exchange constants
Solution
no.

1
2
3
4
5
6

Dilution
ratio

none
2:1
1: 1
1 :2
1 :5
1 :9

Average
1

I

0.64
0.43
0.32
0.21
0.11
0.06

Kt1

(Na)

K,
(K)

K,
(Mg)

K4
(Ca)

100
100
100
100
100
100

7.2
7.0
6.4
6.4
6.3
5.7

7.7
7,4
7.2
7.7
8.2
8.4

5.0
4.5
4.3
4.9
5.6
5.8

100

6.5

7.8

5.0

Arbitrary value.

It is clear from this table that the value of the exchange constants K is little
affected bydilutionofthesolution.Reciprocallytheiraveragevaluemaybeemployed
for predicting the equilibria with other solutions of similar composition e.g. for
equilibria with brackish water.
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For the calculation of equilibria from known values of the constants K, equation (3.18) may
be written as:
f8

[ C NJI = P
f

[cCa]l = P8

= kx.p

K,

M i "P
[cMgli - P8

±NaCl- c Na

*± KC1 • C K

K,
f

= k, . p
II

' ± MgCl, • C Mg

K,»
± CaCl, •'-Ca

K4»

(3.19)
= k,.p«

= kt.p«

in which p is an arbitrary constant.
'
On the other hand the condition required by equation (3.02) must be fulfilled, viz.
[CNa+ CK+ cMg+ cCa]l - S»
Hence:

(3.20)

(k, + k4) p»+ (k t + k8) p—S8 = 0
from which p and consequently also c N a , c K , c M and c ^ may be calculated.

As a matter of fact the equilibria with diluted sea water, calculated from the
averagevaluesoftheconstantsKandtheobservedvaluesofSs,closelyapproachthe
observed values. But also for the equilibria with brackish water fair results were
obtained, though the calculated values for Ca are slightly too high (table22).
TABLE 22. Calculated and observed equilibria of soil B (new-land soil) with brackish water.
Solution

Exchangeable cations
mval/100 g of soil

Salinity
C
Na

K

Mg

Ca
8.8
7.8 •

7

8.4

calculated*
observed

7.9
7.9

2.5
2.8

12.4
13.1

8

5.2

calculated*
observed

6.1
6.7

2.0
2.5

12.8
13.4

10.9
9.2

1

c.f. table 18.
Calculated from the average values of the exchange constants obtained from the sea water
dilution experiments (table 21).
1

On the other hand, as will be shown in the next section, it appears that this
method is inadequate for solutions differing greatly from sea water in ioniccomposition. This inconsistency must be ascribed to mutual interference of the cations
involved.

S,
31.6
31.8
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This mutual disturbance may be demonstrated in still another way. If the ratios of the
exchangeable cations in the sea water dilution experiment are more closely examined, it appears
that - atleast for soilB- theNa/K ratios decreaseatincreasing dilution (table23).This behaviour
is just opposite to that observed in the pure Na-K equilibria treated in section 3.51. Hence it
may be concluded, that the foreign ions 1 Mg and Ca will disturb the Na-K equilibrium: at
increasing dilution their replacing power increases, obviously chiefly at the cost of the weakly
bound Na ions. Further evidence of this influence of the foreign ions becomes apparent if the
ionic ratios c Na /c K are calculated from the equations for exchange equilibria with binary salt
solutions given in section 3.5. By comparing these calculated c N a /c K ratios with the observed
values it appears that the calculated ratios are too high (table 23).
This confirms the specific influence of the foreign ions - Mg and C a - o n the equilibria;
obviously these foreign ions reduce the amounts of exchangeable Na more than the amounts
of exchangeable K. On theother hand thec M /c C a ratios arefound to beascalculated; apparently
this equilibrium is only slightly influenced by the presence of Na and K ions.
TABLE 23. Calculated and observed ionic ratios in soil Bafter equilibrium with diluted sea water.

1
1

Solution
no.

Dilution
ratio

1
5

none
1 :5

1
4

none
1:2

Ratios of exchangeable cations
Ratio

calculated

observed

Na/cK

5.1 x
5.0 1

3.5
2.8

2.5 »
2.6'

2.8
2.4

c
c

C

Na/ K

C

Mg/ c Ca

C

Mg/ c Ca

Calculated from equations (3.03),(3.06) and (3.07).
Calculated from equation (3.16) and table 17.

Thesemutualeffects extensivelystudiedby WIKLANDER(1946),makeitextremely
difficult to predict the exchange equilibria with solutions containing severalelectrolytes. Onlyfor a group of solutionswith kindred ioniccomposition,is a calculation
based on empirically established constants possible (c.f. the calculation of brackish
water equilibriafrom equilibria withdiluted seawater, givenin table22).
3.63. Equilibria with limitedamounts ofsea water
In flooded soils full equilibrium with sea or brackish water, as described in the
preceding section, is seldom reached. Only after very prolonged inundations or in
caseswherefloodedsoilsarefalling dryat eachlowtideand arefloodedagainatthe
next high tide, is this full equilibrium approached. In all other cases where limited
amounts offloodwater penetrate,theioniccomposition of thispenetratingwateris
considerably altered by ion exchange with the active matter of the soil.
1

Ions interfering with equilibria between two cationic species will be denoted as foreign ions,
whereas all ions which interfere with the adsorption of one particular ionic species will be called
complementary ions.
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Theequilibria withlimited amounts of seawater, being ofconsiderablepractical
importance, have been studied both empirically and theoretically.
In the experiments usually 140 g of dry soil, corresponding with approximately 100 cm* in
its natural position, has been thoroughly mixed with 100or 200 cm*of sea water. These amounts
correspond to amounts of sea water of 100 and 200 mm respectively, coming into equilibrium
with the upper 10cm of a flooded soil. After standing for 24 hrs.and removal of the supernatant
liquid the soil was washed out with alcohol (96%) and investigated for exchangeable cations.
In some experiments this procedure was repeated once or twice.

I
Original
Equilibriawithlimited full
soil
amounts of sea water equilibrium
0
100 2 0 0 2 x 1 0 0 3 x 1 0 0
Sea wateraddedto 140g of soil (ml)

• Na E 3 K
FIG. 21.

IMg

Ca

Ionic composition of soil
B equilibrated with limited amounts of sea water

In theseequilibria theionsoriginallypresent
inthesoilaswellastheionsadded with thesea
watertakepart.Inotherwords,thetotalamounts
ofcationsofdifferent kindspresentinthesystem
areredistributedbetweenthesoilandthesolution.
Asin the new-land soilused in the experiments
(soil B) the Caion isstrongly predominant,the
solution is enriched with Ca, whereas the soil
itself isenriched with Na, K and Mgions(table
24;fig.21).Thesechanges,thoughconsiderable,
arelessthan thosebroughtaboutbypercolation
with excess amounts of sea water.
Theoretically theequilibriafor this soil may
be calculated from the extended KERRequation
(3.18), using the empirical exchange constants
derived from the diluted sea water experiments
(table21).

TABLE 24. Ionic composition of soil B equilibrated with limited amounts of sea water.
Experiment
no.

Soil
g

Sea water
ml

Na

K

Mg

Ca

0.2

5.3

8.3

86.2

100
200
2x100
3x100

14.5
20.9
20.6
22.1

6.4
7.1
7.9
8.9

17.9
21.2
25.8
33.0

61.2
50.8
45.7
36.0

excess

40.8

11.8

34.9

12.5

11
2
3
4
5
6*
1
8

140
140
140
140

Percentages of exchangeable metal cations

Original soil.
Full equilibrium after percolation with excess sea water (table 20).

This calculation may be carried out in the following way. Suppose that P grammes of soil are
equilibrated with Qlitresofseawater.Theamountsofcationspresent inthesystem maybe denoted
as in table 25.
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TABLE 25. Amounts of cations present in theequilibrium of P grams of soil with Q litres ofsea
water.
After equilibrium

Before equilibrium
Ion

Na
K
Mg
Ca

Soil
(Pg.)
mval

Solution
(Ql.)
mval

Total
mval

Soil
(Pg.)
mval

Solution
(Ql.)
mval

ai

b,

ti

Xl

ti-Xi

b,

at
a.

b,
b.

a4

t.

t.-x,

x3

t 4 -x 4

x4

U

(c>)
' solution
mval/1

100 x,
P
100 x,
P
100 x,
P
100x4
P

t,-x,

Xj

U

(Cl)

exchanger
mval/100g

ti-x,

Q
tj-X,

Q
t S -Xj
Q
t4—x4
Q

Utilizing equation (3.18) gives, after some rearrangements:
1

±NaCl

100 K,
f 3

^ M ^ - . l / | . l / * - 110 K,
\ Q )l xa
Finally, according toequation (3.02)

t8

±KC1

-1

100K, ' Q ' x,
f8,

' * C » C 1 - . ]/l . l / l ' - 1
10K4
|'Q |x,

(3.21)

x t + x, + x, + x4 = Zx = — . S.

(3.22)

The four unknowns xt .... x, may be easily found by inserting different values for X!into
(3.21), calculating thecorresponding values of x,
x4 and selecting thesetof values obeying
equation (3.22)bygraphical interpolation. Anexample ofthis procedure may befound intable26.
TABLE 26. Calculation of theequilibrium of 140gof soil Bwith 100cm*ofsea water.

Trial values for x t•

xa bygraphical interpolation

Xi

Xl

x»

x4

Ix
observed

6.0
8.0
10.0
12.0

1.6
1.8
1.9
1.9

2.2
3.8
5.5
7.2

11.1
17.2
22.6
27.0

20.9
30.8
40.0
48.1

10.5

1.9

6.0

23.8

42.2

Zx
required

The ionic distributions calculated in this wayarealso indicated infig.21.Itis
clearthatforthesecasestheobservedioniccompositionsdiffer from thosecalculated:
the calculated amounts of Na arefar too high, whereas Mgand Ca aretoolow.
Asthe ioniccomposition oftheequilibrium solutions differs greatly from that ofsea
wateritisnotastonishing that foreign ioneffects willinterfere withthe calculations.

42.0
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3.7. EMPIRICALADSORPTIONISOTHERMSIN FLOODED SOILS

Due to the disturbing effects mentioned in the foregoing section, the calculation
ofthecomplicatedfour-ion equilibriaprovesto behardlypossible.Theonlyremaining way of predicting such equilibria will be the formulation of empirical rules for
thebehaviour of different ionsin soilsfloodedwithseawater.
Until about 1946 all samples investigated for exchangeable cations were analysed by the
"expressed fluid" method, outlined in section 1.1 and described in more detail in the Appendix.
In this method the exchangeable cations of the soil are determined with the help of an analysis
of the soil moisture, squeezed out at a pressure of several hundreds of atmospheres. These data
allow the investigation of equilibria between the adsorbed ions and the ions in solution.
Since 1946, however, nearly all samples have been investigated by the alcohol method, by
which the ionic composition of the soil moisture cannot be determined. Therefore the empirically
established relations between adsorbed ions and ions in solution are based mainly upon the data
gathered after theinundation periods 1939/40 and 1943.
Nevertheless the cases available are numerous enough
0.4 fraction Na
to draw conclusions about the relations between the
on exchanger
adsorbed ionsand the ionsin thesoil solution inflooded
03
soils shortly after the inundation and during the regene02
ration period. In the following discussions these confraction Na
clusions will be presented in the form of empirical
ai
adsorption isotherms.
nsolution-V

0.4

OJ
<U
0.1

00

00
0.4,

OS

1"

u

•J

03

D

02

0.1
00

^ '

V
09

U>

A:Ic
<20mval/l
B: 27c - 40-60 mval/1
C: 27c - 100-200 mval/1
D : 27c - 4 0 0 - 6 5 0 mval/1

FIG. 22. Empirical Na adsorption isotherms in soils flooded with
sea water

As will be shown in another treatise to be
published by WESTERHOFthephysicalproperties
of flooded soils are mainly determined by the
amounts of exchangeable Na, as the otherions
present in excess (Mg and, to a less extent, K)
cause much less deterioration of soil structure.
Consequently the behaviour of the Naionsmay
be considered asthemostimportant. Moreover,
aswillbeshowninchapter 5, the only reaction
occurringwithnoticeablespeedduringtheregeneration of flooded soils, is the replacement of
exchangeable Na by Ca; the replacement of
excessKandMgisextremelyslow.Inthisrespect
alsothe behaviour of the Na ions deservesmost
attention.
The Na adsorption isotherms offloodedsoils
arereproducedinfigs.22and23.Asappearsfrom
thesediagramstheisothermsareconcave,witha
curvature depending on the total concentration
of the solution. This concentration-dependence
isduetothevalencyeffect, asthereplacingpower
of the principal complementary1 ions- Mgand
Ca - increases with dilution. In fig. 22 a few
examples of the Na adsorption isotherms are
1

C.f. footnoteonpage 56.
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fraction Na
on exchanger

A
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^^vfrac^-"tionNa
"in solution-V

<H>
OO
j
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A

I: 27c - 400-650
II: 27c - 200-400
III: 27c - 100-200
IV: 27c = 40-100
V: 27c = 20-40
VI: 27c < 20
C

I: 27c - 500
II: 27c = 300
III: 27c - 150
IV: 27c - 70
V: 27c = 30
VI: 2 7 c - 15

I: 27c - 500
II: 27c - 150
III: 27c = 70
IV: 27c - 15

A: Observed
B: Calculated from eq. (3.23)
C: Calculated from the Na-Ca equilibria of soil B
(eq. 3.08, 3.10 and 3.15).

Q5

P

C

0.4
03
0.2
0.1

to
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FIG. 23. Comparison oftheobserved Na adsorption
isotherms with the empirical relation (3.23)
and withtheadsorption isotherms calculated from the Na-Ca equilibria of soil B
(equations 3.08, 3JO and 5.75)
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given,andfig.23givesa synopsis of all observations. Within the range studied the
empirical isotherms, pictured in fig. 23 obey the following quadratic expression
(c.f. equation2.73):
[i= 0.22v2 log Zc
(3.23)
in which fi = — represents the fraction of Na among the exchangeable cations
whereas v = •— is the corresponding fraction in the solution, Z c being the total
concentration of the latter in mval/1.
The expression (3.23) has been tested for the range:
10< 27c< 650; v < 0.80
The empirical isotherms approximate closely to those calculated from (3.23)
(fig. 23 A, B). Nevertheless this equation is theoretically inadequate as it does not
for allvalues of 2*cfulfill the condition:
ft = 1.00 at v = 1.00
(3.24)
As, however, in all cases observed v = -~ < 0.80 the relation may be assumed
applicable for describing the conditions prevailing in inundated soils.
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In flooded soils the complementary ions K, Mg and Ca all possess a stronger replacing power
than the Na ion. The K ion is quantitatively unimportant. Between Mg and Ca there is no large
difference in replacing power, both ions being more strongly adsorbed than is Na.
Thus the relative amounts of complementary ions present do not exert great influence upon
the Na adsorption isotherms.
If the Na adsorption isotherms described by equation (3.23) are compared with the pure
Na-Ca equilibria treated in section 3.52 and represented by equations (3.08), (3.10) and (3.15),
a difference is observed (fig. 27, B, C). Although the isotherms are similar in shape, less Na is
adsorbed inpure Na-Ca equilibria on soil B. This difference may be explained from the fact that
in flooded soilsalso Mgplays a prominent part; in many casesthesoil solution contains more Mg
than Ca, so that its replacing power for Na is lower than in pure Na-Ca equilibria.
As the quadratic relation (3.23) has been derived directly from analyses of flooded soils this
relation isto bepreferred. Moreover it iseasier to handlein the mathematical treatment of column
behaviour (c.f. section 2.31).
I: 27c = 200-650 mval/l
II: 27c - 60-200 mval/l
HI: 2 7 c - 40- 60 mval/l
IV: 27c - 20- 40 mval/l
V:27c
< 20 mval/l

FIG. 24. Empirical Ca adsorption isotherms insoilsflooded
with sea water
_—_ observed isotherms
_ - — no observations available

The Caadsorption isotherms show a behaviour just opposite to that of the Na
isotherms, being strongly convex (fig. 24). Due to the valency effect their curvature
increases with dilution. As Ca is more strongly adsorbed than all other ions taking
part in the equilibrium- with theexception of the quantitatively unimportant Kion
in concentrated solutions- the relative amounts of these complementary ions will
not greatlyinterfere withtheshapeoftheCaisotherms.Therefore, likethosefor Na,
the Ca adsorption isotherms show a simple conduct, their shape being dependent
only on the total ionic concentration of the solution L c.
TheKadsorption isothermsaremorecomplicated. TheKionpossessesastronger
replacing power than Na, but on the other hand is itself replaced by Mg and Ca,
atleastin equilibria with dilutesolutions.Thustwoeffects maybeexpected to determine the shape of the isotherms, viz.:
1. The valency effect: adsorption of the monovalent K ions will increase with concentration.
2. Complementary ion effects: K willbe strongly adsorbed from solutions in which
Na is the predominating complementary ion, but much less if Mg and Ca are
present in large amounts.
It is, however, not easy to trace these effects from the available data.
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Among the cations present - either as exchangeable cations or as ions in solution-K is
always a minor constituent, which only seldom makes up more than 10% of the total. The
analyses of the expressed fluid for K 1 were very inaccurate at low concentrations, and from the
data it appears that trustworthy results have been obtained only for 2c> 100 mval/1. At
lower values for £ c theexperimental errors aresolarge that the points indicating the relationship
between adsorbed K and K in solution are widelyscattered. Asa consequence it ishardly possible
to draw the adsorption isotherms at low concentrations.

Nevertheless, the isotherms are markedly dependent upon concentration, in
accordance with the valency effect mentioned under (1) (fig. 25).It mustbe keptin
mind, however, that for 2"c< 100 the isotherms are uncertain and are therefore
shown in fig.25bydottedlines.
The effects of the complementary ions are difficult to assess, because noticeable
variations in their proportions occurred only at low concentrations, at whichlevels
chemical analyseswereinaccurate.
The Mg adsorption isotherms are influenced by the valency effect as wellasby
the relative amounts of complementary ions present.
1. The valency effect will cause a diminishing Mgadsorption at increasingconcentration of the equilibrium solution. This tendency may be expected to be most
pronouncedinsolutionscontainingahighproportionofthemonovalentNaions.
2. Complementary ion effects willcause a strong adsorption of Mgfrom solutions
- especially diluted ones- in which the weakly adsorbed Na ions predominate,
whereasin equilibriawithsolutionsrichin Cathereversewillbetrue.Neglecting
K it may be supposed that the slope of the Mg isotherm will depend on the
Na/Ca ratio in the equilibrium solution.
As Mgis present in larger quantities than is K, the errors in analyses are less *.
Both effects mentioned above are apparent from the empirical adsorption isotherms,reproducedinfigs.26and 27.Fromfig.26thegreatinfluence of the Na/Ca
ratio is manifest, and for solutions rich in Na the valency effect also is operative
(fig.27).
3.8. EXCHANGEABLECATIONSIN UNFLOODED SOILS

In the area involved, dikebursts have occurred so frequently in historical times
that,exceptfor theyoungestpolders,itisvirtuallyimpossibletofindsoilswhichhave
not been flooded after their embankment.
Nevertheless it may be expected that the changes, brought about by such inundations arewiped out in thecourse of time and that for thetopsoilthisprocesswill
bealmostcompletedinaboutonecentury.Thusinsoilswhichhavenotbeen flooded
sincethebeginningofthe 19thcentury,theexchangeablecationswillbesubjectonly
toverygradualchanges.
1
The analyses of the expressed fluid were carried out before the introduction of theflamephotometer in our laboratory. K was determined gravimetrically as K-cobalt-nitrite in these analyses.
* Mg was estimated by gravimetric determination as Mg pyrophosphate.
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FIG. 25. Empirical K adsorption isotherms in caseswhere Na
is the predominating complementary ion in the soil
solution
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FIG. 26. Empirical Mg adsorption isotherms in soils flooded with sea water
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I: 27c = 400-650 mval/1
II: 27c - 200-400 mval/1
III: 27c = 20- 60 mval/1
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FIG. 27. Empirical Mg adsorption isotherms in soils where Na is the
predominating complementary ion in the soil solution
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A . - D N l New-land, age 190years
B: Ni 1 New-land,age 300years
C: SM 11 Middle-landcreek ridge,ageover6S0years
D : Kl 1 Middle-landpool soil, ageover 650years
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FIG. 28. Exchangeable cations in unflooded soils.
Different sampling spots; 0-20 cm depth

Of such "unflooded" soils a few analyses have been made. In these soils Ca
appears tobetheprincipalmetalcation,followed byMgand K, whereasonlytraces
of exchangeable Na are present (fig. 28; fig. 30A). Except for K, which becomes
concentrated in the topsoil, the exchangeable cations show no systematic variation
withdepth(fig.30A,section 4.3). ThisconcentrationofKinthetopsoilisattributed
to the uptake of K ions by plants from the entire soil profile, but only the topsoil
receives K suppliesfrom plant residues and manuring (MASCHHAUPT, 1936).
From theinvestigations of unflooded soilsit is also obvious that the amounts of
exchangeable Mg increase at the cost of Ca as the soils grow older (fig. 28) (c.f.
HISSINK, 1935). The cause of this phenomenon is still unknown, though several
possibilitieshavebeenproposed.
For the gradual increase in Mg the following explanations may be given:
1. Mg is slowly liberated by weathering of clay minerals (HISSINK, 1935).
2. Mg is slowly liberated by dissolution of dolomite in the percolating rain water. As long as
calcite is present this compound, which has a higher solubility than dolomite, will keep up a
high proportion of Ca among the ions present in the soil solution. But if calcite becomes
exhausted by the process of decalcification, Mg will become a relatively more important
constituent. This higher proportion of Mg in the soil solution will also cause an increase
in exchangeable Mg (BRUIN, 1938).
3. The excess Mg ions present in old soils are remnants from former inundations with sea or
brackish water. In calcareous soils these excess ions will be gradually, though slowly, replaced
by Ca originating from the dissolution of calcium carbonate. But in soils poor in lime this
process may be too slow to bring about noticeable changes. Such a preservation of Mg is the
more likely as the low permeability and bad drainage of these soils greatly reduce waterpassage, without which no substantial changes in ioniccomposition will occur (c.f. chapter 5).
4. The excess Mg ions present in old soils are remnants from the exchangeable cations present
at the time of sedimentation (VEENENBOS & VAN SCHUYLENBORGH, 1951).If this sedimentation
has occurred from sea water and still the more so if the soil has been settled from brackish
water, theoriginal Mgcontent must have been high (MULLER, 1955).If, moreover, the original
sediment was already non-calcareous (e.g. by decalcification during the sedimentationperiod), and water-passage is low, it may be assumed that at least part of the exchangeable
cations originally present, have been preserved ever since.

Additionalresearch willbe needed to distinguish between thesepossibilities. For
our purpose, however,the picture of the exchangeablecations in unflooded soils,as
given byfig.28 andfig.30A, is sufficiently accurate to describe the situation prior
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to the inundations. An exception to this general picture is found in most pool soils
belongingtotheold-land.Thesesoilsnearlyalwayshaveasalinesubsoil,andinsome
casessalinityevenreachesthetopsoil.Insuchcasesmuchlargercontentsofexchangeable Na and Mgmay be expected than in normal soils.Though no analyses of "unflooded"soils of this kind wereavailable,thelargeamountsof exchangeable Naand
soluble saltsfound in their subsoils after aninundation clearlyprovethepresenceof
permanent salinity prior to thefloodings(c.f. fig. 35E, section 4.5).
Thus, the main properties of the soils occurring in the investigated areas have
been dealt with, especially with regard to ion exchange. Whereas in simple cases,
like equilibria with binary salt solutions, ion exchange may be described by the
theoretical equations mentioned in chapter 2, these equations fail in describing the
behaviour of more complicated systems, like flooded soils. Their inadequacy must
be ascribed to mutual interference of different ionicspecies.
For flooded soils, however, empirical rules may be derived from experimental
evidence. These rules, especially those found for the exchange of Na ions, will be
frequently usedinthefollowing chapters,whichwilldealwithion-exchangeprocesses
occurring during and after an inundation with sea- or brackish water.
For estimating the magnitude of the changes brought about by an inundation,
theioniccomposition ofsoilsshould becompared before and afterflooding.For this
comparison, a review has been given of the ionic composition of unflooded soils.
In the next chapter the changes caused byfloodingwill be considered.

4. CHANGES O C C U R R I N G D U R I N G
INUNDATION
If a polder isfloodedwith seawaterpart ofthiswaterwillpenetrate intothesoil,
causing considerable changes in the composition of the soil moisture and consequently also in the distribution of the exchangeable cations. These processes will
enrich the soil with CI, Na, K and Mg ions. As column effects are operative, the
changes will be usually largest in the topsoil. The correlation between exchangeable
Na and CI, found in the topsoil after drainage, is of considerable practical interest
for the estimation of gypsum requirements.
In this chapter the changes caused byfloodingwill be treated both from a theoretical and an empirical point of view. As their magnitude depends on the amounts
of penetrating water, this subject will be reviewed first.
4.1. AMOUNTS OFPENETRATINGWATER

The amounts of penetrating water are dependent upon several factors, like pore
space, moisture content and height of the ground-water table at the moment of
flooding. Moreover, for inundations of short duration (less than a few weeks) the
condition of the soil surface also plays a prominent-part: freshly ploughed land
appearsto takeup muchlargeramounts ofwaterthan land possessingamoreclosed
surface, like unploughed arable land or pasture.
After the changes brought about by this penetration, further alterations may be
caused only by diffusion, which is a rather slow process. Consequently in the soils
floodedduring the inundation period 1944-'45,which for the greater part remained
under water for more than one year, only limited amounts of salt water could enter.
Usually these amounts were of the order of 200-300 mm.
For inundations of a few weeks' duration, as werecommon after the stormflood
of 1953, the amounts of penetrating water are still lower, and usually range from
100-200 mm, depending on the condition of the soil surface and the duration of
flooding.
If, however, soils arefloodedat each high tide and are drained at each lowtide,
much larger amounts of water will enter. Such soils were found in 1945-46 in the
polder Oost Beveland, where a large dike breach occurred. At low tide these soils,
falling dry, could discharge their excesswater through the existing tile drains. These
soilsweretherefore submitted to an intense natural percolation with almost pure sea
water for about 16months.
4.2. THEORETICALCONSIDERATIONS

Soils subjected to natural percolation will soon reach complete equilibrium with
theinundating water. Therefore the distribution of the exchangeable cationsin such
soilswillreadilyapproach thevaluesfound inthepercolation experiments mentioned
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in section 3.61 (figs. 19 and 20). This complete equilibrium will not only be set up
in the topsoil, but also in all deeper layers which are reached by the percolating
water. In the polder Oost Beveland this has been the case in all layers sampled.
Throughout theprofile, upto adepth of 80cm,theionicdistribution found after the
inundation closely resembled that observed in laboratory percolation experiments
with seawater (fig.29).
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A. Laboratory percolation experiment with a heavy new-land soil (table 20,
section 3.6).
B. Sampling spot OB 13, polder Oost Beveland, after natural percolation for
about 16months.
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FIG. 29. Ionic composition of soils after artificial and natural
percolation with sea water

In the laboratory experiments, the amounts of exchangeable Na are slightly higher and those
of exchangeable Ca slightly lower than in the polder Oost Beveland; this difference may be caused
by a difference in flow rate. In the laboratory experiments this flow rate ishigh compared with the
streaming velocity under natural conditions. Consequently, in these calcareous soils, dissolution
of CaCO s in the percolating sea water might play a more prominent part in nature, increasing
the content of exchangeable Ca at the expense of Na. As the dissolution of CaCO, increases with
depth it may be expected that the deviations from the laboratory experiments will also increase
with depth. Another explanation might be that even in the polder Oost Beveland full equilibrium
with sea water was not yet entirely reached.

Apart from this simple, though exceptional case of natural percolation the theoreticaltreatment of theexchange processesduring aninundation isverycomplicated,
even virtually impossible. This is due to several complications viz.:
1. Even in the top layers the penetrating amounts of sea water areinsufficient to
establish full equilibrium. Consequently equilibria of this kind may only be described by empirical rules, like those formulated in section 3.7.
2. During the penetration of the water, column effects will be operative. But the
high flow rate occurring during the penetration of the flooding water may be
expected to cause considerable streaming irregularities, which will prevent a
normal column performance. Especially in heavy soils part of the penetrating
water may rapidly pass downward through existing fissures, without reaching
equilibrium with the soil moisture in the bypassed layersx.
3. During the process strongly adsorbed Ca ions will be replaced by less strongly
1
A typical example of this effect was observed by WESTERHOF immediately after an inundation
of short duration in 1953: the groundwater which accumulated in a newly dug-out hole was
found to possess a higher salt concentration than the moisture in the surrounding soil.
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adsorbed Naand Mgions.Inthiscasetherear boundary ofCa,and consequently
alsothefront boundaries ofNa and Mg,willbecomediffuse, evenintheidealcase
of zero theoretical plate thickness (section 2.31). This diffuse character will be
accentuated by the streaming irregulaties mentioned under (2) and by lateral
diffusion inthesoilsolution.Thusfarnotheoretical description of thephenomena
occurring under these circumstances is available.
In viewof the above complications, a rigid theoretical treatment of the exchange
processes occurring during an inundation is virtually impossible, but some general
rulesmaybederivedfrom thefieldobservations.Inthenextsectiontheseobservations
willbeshortlyreviewed,after whichthebehaviour oftheNaandCIionswillbemore
closely examinated, both from an experimental and a semitheoretical point of view.
4.3. EXCHANGEABLE CATIONSAFTER AN INUNDATION; GENERALASPECTS

Immediatelyafter thefloodingsof 1943,1944-'45and 1953somesoilprofileswere
sampled and analysed for exchangeable cations.As theionic composition of normal
soilsiswellknown (section 3.8) the changes brought about bythe penetration of the
inundating water could be derived from these investigations.
depth,
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A. Sampling spot WP 17a; polder Wilhelmina, not inundated
B. Sampling spot WP 29, polder Wilhelmina, after an inundation of short duration
(about 2 weeks)
C. Sampling spot J 1, polder Jonge, after prolonged inundation (about 1year)
D. Sampling spotOB 13,polderOost Beveland, afternatural percolation withsea water
for about 16 months

FIG. 30. Ionic composition of new-land soils before and after inundation with sea water

Some examples of ionic distributions in soils sampled immediately after being
floodedwith sea water, are given in fig. 30. For comparison the ionic composition
of a comparable unflooded soil has been included (fig. 30, A). As appears from
fig. 30theamountsofexchangeable Na, K, and Mghavebeenconsiderably increased
during the inundation, at the cost of the exchangeable Ca. The magnitude of these
changes depends on the duration of thefloodingsor- which for this case comes to
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the same- on the amounts of sea water penetrated into the soil (fig. 30, B, C).
Moreover, in these cases, the changes are greatest in the topsoil and gradually decrease with depth. This indicates that column effects play a prominent part during
the penetration of the sea water.
Finally, in the limiting case of natural percolation with sea water, in which very
large amounts of sea water have entered into the soil, the ionic composition of all
layerssampledhasbecomeuniform again(fig.30,D)andwillapproach full equilibrium with sea water (c.f. fig. 29, section 4.2). Moreover in this case the changes are
much larger than in normal inundations, even if the latter have extended for over
a year.
Ifthesoilshavebeenflooded withbrackishwaterinstead ofseawater,thechanges
intheirioniccomposition may beexpectedto beless.For Na and Kthiswillalready
bethe case if the soil reaches full equilibrium with the inundating water, but on the
other hand a higher proportion of exchangeable Mg may be expected in brackish
water equilibria (c.f. the laboratory experiments described in section 3.61).
Such full equilibria with brackish water however were not established during the inundations
investigated, asa brackish-water equivalent of the polder Oost Beveland waslacking. Nevertheless
these full equilibria may bestudied by analysis of soils from outmarshes or from estuary bottoms
in brackish-water regions. The few available analyses from these soils have been mentioned in
table 28.
TABLE 28. Ionic composition of soils being in natural equilibrium with sea water and brackish
water (soils of outmarshes and estuary bottoms).
Sampling locality

Brakman
Ooltgensplaat
Hellegat
Zuiderzee-bottom
Hellegat

Salinity of
the water
C1
^25

san

'•£ 6

co 4

m3

'

Exchangeable cations

%
Na

K

Mg

Ca

31.7
25.2
18.2
13.8
14.5

7.7
6.5
5.4
6.6
4.4

36.0
37.8
29.6
42.8
29.4

24.6
30.5
46.8
36.8
51.7

Content of CI ions, calculated as NaCl (g/1)From this table the same general trends may be observed as those appearing from the laboratory experiments mentioned in section 3.61, viz.:
1. The percentages of exchangeable Na and K decrease at decreasing salinity of the water.
2. At least in some cases the percentages of exchangeable Mg have the tendency to increase with
decreasing salinity. Other cases, however, are not in accordance with this generalization.
3. The percentages of exchangeable Ca show a marked increase at decreasing salinity. This
effect is due not only to the bivalent character of this ion, but also to the relatively higher Ca
content of brackish water as compared with sea water (c.f. fig. 20, section 3.61).

In most inundations with brackish water only limited amounts, and of low ionic
concentration,penetratethesoil,sothattheamount ofexchangeableNafound inthe
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soil is lower than that found after sea water inundations. Likewise for Mg, the
amount ofions entering the soil isnot enough to reach the high values ofexchangeable Mg found in soils in full equilibrium with brackish water. Consequently
differences in ionic composition between flooded and unflooded soils will become
lessand less marked as the salinity of thefloodwater decreases (table29).
TABLE 29. Ionic composition of soils inundated for about a year with water of different salinity.
Sampling
spot

Depth
cm

Jl
AG 7
OT2
GT33
AG 11
DNl

0-20
0-20
0-20
0-20
0-20
0-20

Salinity of
flooding
water
C>
ifi25
42 25
42 22
4211
42 7
</? 0 *

Exchangeable cations

°/

/o

Na

K

Mg

Ca

27.0
20.4
20.4
9.6
8.6
1.0

6.4
6.3
4.6
4.0
3.2
3.5

26.6
25.2
23.5
18.2
16.2
4.9

40.0
48.1
51.5
68.2
72.0
90.6

1

Average CI content during the summer of 1944, calculated as NaCl. (g/1).
* Inundated with fresh water for a short period.

As in sea water inundations, column effects play a prominent part, as appears
from the distribution of the exchangeable cations over the soil profile: near the soil
surface the changes in ionic composition are much larger than in deeper layers
(fig. 31). •
<! e P t h • <0» 4. .

A. Samplingspot OT2,polderOudeTonge;salinityCof flood water ± 22g/l

H 20

B. Samplingspot NS 1,polder NieuweStad;salinityCof flood water ± 3g/I

B

FIG. 31. Ionic composition of soils after inundation with
brackish water

4.4. BEHAVIOUR OF CL AND NA IONS DURING ANINUNDATION

In addition to the general aspects of the exchange processes described in the
foregoing section,thebehaviour of theCland Na ionswillbetreated in moredetail.
Both ions are virtually absent in normal soils. Moreover their adsorptive behaviour
iswell known, Cl being not adsorbed bythe soilparticles, Na obeyingthe empirical
adsorption equation (3.23) mentioned in section 3.7.
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TheCIions may serve as an indicator for the column processes during the penetration of the inundating water. If all thiswater could rapidly penetrate into the soil
and subsequently mixwiththesoilmoisture already present, uniform distribution of
the CIions would be set up.If, on the other hand the penetrating water mixed with
the soil moisture during its downward movement, the CIcontent of the soil would
decrease with depth. Observations indicate the predominance of the second process.
Therefore, asappearsfromfig.32,the distribution ofthe CIionsfound immediately
after aninundationmaybefairly welldescribed bythetheoryofcolumn performance
treated in section 2.31(equation2.60).
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A: Sampling spot St 22, polderDen Bommel (lightsoil)
B: Sampling spot St 5, polder Grijpland (heavysoil)

FIG. 32. Observed and calculated salinity-depth curves immediately after an inundation of short
duration (1953)
A direct application of the column theory to the penetration processes meets with difficulties
as the moisture content of the soil varies greatly during the inundation. If the inundation takes
place in winter the initial moisture content of the soil will not be far from field capacity. During
the inundation, however, the soil will be near to saturation with water. After drainage of the
flooded soil field capacity is usually reached again within a few days, provided that the drainage
system has remained intact. These changes in moisture content - and consequently also in the
liquid-filled pore-space a - will prevent a direct application of the theory. Nevertheless good
results are obtained by supposing the entire process to proceed at field capacity (fig. 32, A).
From theavailable observations - mostofwhichweregathered after inundations ofshort duration
in 1953- t h e theoretical plate thickness of the soils, calculated from equation (2.68), was found
to be of the order of 10-15 cm. This value is 2-3 times higher than that found from the desalinization of a saline soil under the influence of rainfall (VANDER MOLEN, 1956); undoubtedly
this divergence iscaused bystreaming irregularities during the rapid penetration of the inundating
water. Moreover, especially in heavy soils, the CIcontent of deeper layers, found after the inundation, is higher than may be expected from the column theory (fig. 32B). This effect must be
ascribed to rapid passage of part of the penetrating water through existing fissures.

TheNa ions will accompany the CIions in their penetration into the soil. In sea
water- and in brackish water as well- the numbers of both ions are approximately
equal, the equivalent ratio Na/Cl being about 0.9-1.0. In the soil,however, manyof
the invading Na ions will readily enter into exchange reactions. Consequently the
2"Na
ratio <5 = -jrz^r found in the topsoil after an inundation should be higher than in
theinundating water. Forreasonsofbalancethereverseshouldbetrueinthesubsoil
(table 30).
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TABLE 30. Amounts of Na and CIpresent in soils immediately after a short inundation with sea
water (1943).
Sampling
spot
Sea water
WP9

1

WP291

mval/100gof soil

Depth
cm

27Na«

—

*

27CP

—

^Na
27C1

—

0.9-1.0

0- 5
5-20
20-50
50-80

10.9
7.3
5.1
3.5

8.0
5.8
5.0
3.9

1.4
1.3
1.0
0.9

0- 5
5-20
20-50
50-80

8.8
6.6
3.4
2.4

8.4
6.7
3.9
2.9

1.1
1.0
0.9
0.8

1

Light soils.
* 27Na and 27CI denote the total amounts (exchangeable + water-soluble) of both ions present
in the soil (mval/100 g).

Apartfrom thisdistinct, butslightshift intheNa/Clratios,thebehaviour ofboth
ions appears to be rather similar: due to column effects both Na and CI strongly
decreasewithdepth.Thissimilarityisnot assurprising atit looksatfirstsight:upon
closer examination it appears that in these soils the majority of the Na ions present
- roughly 2/3of thetotal- existin solution,hencetheinfluence of theadsorbed ions
isrelatively small.
The distribution of the total amount of Na ions - 27Na - over the soil solution and the
exchange seats, already touched upon, is rather complicated. It may be investigated by using the
Na adsorption isotherms expressed by the empirical equation (3.23).According to this equation:
ft = 0.22 v» log 27c

(4.01)

in which the n and v refer to the fractions of Na ions among the adsorbed ions and the ions in
solution respectively. Consequently
"Na

27c

(4.02)
solution

whereas, if the sum of the exchangeable metal cations S is expressed as mval per 100 g of dry
matter (S,), theamount of exchangeable Na,^expressed asmval per 100gof dry matter (Na s ), may
be derived from:
Na, = n . S, = 0.22 S.. v*. log 27c
(4.03)
If the moisture content of the soil is A ml per 100 g of dry matter, the amount of Na ions in
solution per 100g of dry matter will obviously be equal to:
Na 8 oi =

C
1000ii"[ NaNa],
J»»i

A . v . 27c
1000

(4.04)

The total amount of Na, present per 100 g of dry matter will be:
27Na = Na, + Na,»i = 0.22 S, v* log 27c +

A . v . 27c
1000

(4.0S)
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Thefraction of theNaionspresentintheadsorbedstate,9>Na,maybe expressed
by:
^Na

Na8
INa

1

(4.06)

Ec
220S 8 .v* log Zc

This equation will determinethe distributionof the ions between theadsorber
and the solution.In a soilprofile 9?Na may either increaseor decreasewith depth,
depending on thevariationsof thequantitiesA, S8)vand 2c. Thefraction qpNawil
be increasedbyan increasein S8and vand decreasedbyan increasein Aand L c
(atleastforthevaluesof Zc normallyoccurringinsoilsafterfloodingwithseawater).
.Sometestsofequation (4.06)havebeenreproducedintable31,whichshows that
thecalculatedvaluesof gsNaareincloseagreementwiththevaluesdirectly observed.
The data from table 31clearlyillustratethe mutualrelationsbetweenthe different
factors governingthe Na distributionbetweenthe exchangerand the soilsolution,
although theyonly provethat theequation(4.01) iscloselyobeyedin thiscase.
i

TABLE 31. Calculatedand observedvaluesfor y N a , immediatelyafter inundationwith seawater
(1943).
Sampling
spot

Depth
cm

A
S„
ml/100g mval/l00g

WP9

0- 5
5-20
20-50
50-80

23.8
22.8
21.9
23.9

15.8
16.0
13.4
10.3

0.651
0.591
0.536
0.456

WP29

0- 5
5-20
20-50
50-80

22.8
21.9
22.2
24.5

12.7
12.6
10.7
9.6

0.618
0.562
0.482
0.421

V

2c
mval/l

9>Na
calculated

observed

460
336
277
210

0.36
0.41
0.39
0.32

0.35
0.39
0.36
0.34

448
382
219
151

0.31
0.33
0.35
0.34

0.28
0.29
0.32
0.33

The soils mentioned in table 31 are light-textured new-land soils, but they may be taken as
representative of the creek-ridge soils as well. As in nearly all creek-ridge and new-land soils in
the area, their clay- and humus-contents decrease with depth. Consequently their amounts of
exchangeable metal cations S 8 , which in these calcareous soils are approximately equal to their
adsorptive capacity Us, will also decrease with depth. On the other hand, the moisture contents
A are rather uniform throughout the profile: although at greater depth the lighter soil texture
tends to reduce the moisture capacity, this effect is counterbalanced by the increasing proximity
of the ground-water table.
During the penetration of the sea water into the soil part of its N a ions have been exchanged
against Ca ions. Therefore a gradual decrease in the fraction of N a amongst the ions in solution,
v, is found at greater depths. Finally also the total ionic concentration of the soil moisture, X1c,
will fall as the penetrating water has mixed with the non-saline soil moisture initially present.
The decrease of S*and v will tend to decrease the value of y N a , but this effect appears to be
roughly compensated by the simultaneous decrease in 27c. Hence, in the profiles examined,
?>Na is rather uniformly distributed; only in W P 29 a slight increase with depth was observed.
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4.5. RELATIONSBETWEENEXCHANGEABLENA ANDSALINITY

Hitherto the distributions of the Na and CIions have been mainly examined on
their own merits. In this section, the mutual relations between adsorbed Na and
CIwillbe morecloselystudied.
In the topsoil a correlation has been found between the CIconcentration in the
soilmoisture and the amounts of exchangeable Na immediately after an inundation
(VAN DENBERG& WESTERHOF, 1954). Thiscorrelationisofgreatpracticalimportance
asmeasurementsof Cl-ionconcentrations maybeeasilyand rapidly madebymeans
ofelectrometricmethods (VERHOEVEN, 1953),whereasdetermination ofexchangeable
Na infloodedsoils,evenwithmodern equipment,requiresmuchmoreeffort. Moreover, after an inundation large numbers of soil samples use to be analysed for CI
concentration to choose suitable crops.Thanks to the correlation mentionedabove,
thesesalinitydata maybeused for estimatingthecontent ofexchangeableNa, from
which the gypsum requirement of the soils in question may be calculated (section
6.63).
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I: observed average
H I V : calculated from eq. {4.11)and (4.07)
II: light soil with A - 25; S . - 65; q - 19;
6 -1.2
III: heavy soil with A - 40; S. - 65; q - 48;
6-1.2
IV: like III, but with 6 - 1.4.

FIG. 33. Relation between salinity C and
exchangeable Na (mval per 100 g
of active matter) in the topsoils of
flooded soils immediately after their
drainage. Soils flooded in 19S3,
0-20 cm depth

For the inundations of 1944-'45 only a few data are available, but after the inundations of
1953 the correlation between salinity and exchangeable Na has been extensively investigated.
In fig. 33 an example is given of the correlation between salinity and Na content for the topsoils
inthenorthern part of the area flooded in 1953,and for the subsoils the same correlation is represented in fig. 34.
mval Naa
15

FIG. 34. Relation between salinity C and exchangeable Na (mval per 100 g of active matter)
in the subsoils of flooded soils immediately
after drainage. Soils flooded in 1953,40-60
cm depth. Soils flooded earlier in this
century and pool soils with permanently
saline subsoils not included
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In these figures the salinity is, in the usual way, denoted as CI concentration in the soil
moisture, expressed as g/l of NaCl (C-figures). The Na content of the soil is expressed as mval
of exchangeable Na per 100 g of active matter (Na»). For C < 10 both quantities are approximately equal; above this value the exchangeable Na content lags behind the salinity-figure.

Remarkably enough nearly the same relation as found in the topsoil, appears to
bevalid for the subsoil (fig. 34),so that, in a given soil profile there exists a striking
parallelism between the salinity-depth and Naa-depth curves (fig. 35, A, B). An
exception to this rule is found in soils which have beenfloodedtwice; in such soils
part of the exchangeable Na left behind by thefirstinundation may still be present
in the subsoil at the moment of the second inundation (fig. 35,C, D).Finally, many
old-land poolsoils havepermanently salinesubsoils;in thesecaseshigh Na contents
may be present in deeper layers, which are not caused by any inundation, but by
permanent salinity. In these cases, however, also a certain parallelism between salt
content and Naa may be observed (fig. 35,E).
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A, B: normal soils
C, D : soils, also subjected to inundation in 1944-'45
E: old pool soil with permanently saline subsoil

FIG. 35. Relations of salinity C and exchangeable Na with depth immediately after the floods
of 1953

As follows from the preceding sections the correlations mentioned above cannot
becaused bya simpleand directly working mechanism, asthe adsorption of Naions
is dependent upon several factors. But the combined effects of these factors in the
soilsinvestigated are such that a useful relation is obtained.
Theoretically the Na adsorption isotherms, given by equation (4.03) should be obeyed. In
order to obtain the amount of exchangeable Na in mval per 100g of active matter (Na a ) the sum
of metal cations adsorbed should be also expressed in the same unit (S»).
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FIG. 36. Relation between salinity C and
total ionic concentration of the soil
moisture Z c in flooded soils

Hence: Na»= 0.22S,. v».log Z c
(4.07)
In this equation S a is approximately 65 for
the topsoil of calcareous profiles, becoming
slightly higher at greater depth (section 3.4). In
flooded soils the value of the total ionicconcentration of the soil solution - Zc - ishighlycorrelated with soil salinity C, as appears fromfig.36.
This narrow relation is caused by the predominant position of the CI ion among the anions of
the solution, the former usually making up more
than 75 per cent of the total.
The only quantity still unknown is v, the
fraction of Na ions among the cations in the
soil solution l. However, this quantity may be
derived by using equation {4.05),which may be
regarded as a quadratic in v.

0.22S..loga . H + ^ j - S .

27Na = 0
(4.08)

Of the quantities occurring in this equation Z c is known from its correlation with C whereas
Ss may beestimated from the active matter percentage of the soil - q - and the adsorptive capacity
of the active matter S«:

s.=

q

100

Sa

Finally .TNa may be evaluated from:
AC
58.5
in which, according to table 30, <5 is approximately 1.2 for the topsoil and 0.8 for the subsoil.
Hence, equation (4.08) may be written as:
27Na = 8. 27C1 = 8

0.0022 q . Sa.log Z c .v* + ^ ^

v-

6KC

(4.10)

= -0
(4.11)
58.5
from which v- and consequently, by means of equation (4.07), also Na a - may be calculated.
Of course many uncertainties are involved in estimating different constants and especially the
ratio 8, for which only a few reliable observations are available.
Using the equations (4.11) and (4.07) the relation between Na a and C has been calculated
for the following topsoils:
1. A light topsoil with A = 25 and q = 19%.
2. A heavy topsoil with A = 40 and q = 48%.
In both cases Sa was estimated at 65 mval, 8at 1.2. The relations obtained in both cases have
been indicated in fig. 33 by curves II and III. Both appear to be in general accordance with the
observations, though the curve for the heavy soil is somewhat low.
The difference between light and heavy soils suggested by the calculated curves II and III
in fig. 33 is not found in practice: upon closer examination of the data represented in fig. 33 no
systematic variations of the Na a -C relation with soil texture appear to exist. This divergence
between theory and observations may be easily accounted for by assuming that the value of the
ratio 8 will be higher for the topsoil of heavy soils. If, for instance, the value of 8 for the heavy
soil is raised from 1.2 to 1.4 curve IV is obtained, which nearly coincides with the curve for the
light soil with 8 = 1.2. Though no reliable values for 8 are available for heavy soils, it may be
reasonably supposed that this quantity, which isdiffering from unity through exchange processes,
will be larger for the topsoils of heavy profiles, where these processes will be more pronounced
than in the light soils mentioned in table 30.
1

Direct observation of v is possible by analysis of the expressed fluid. After the inundations of
1953, however, all samples were analyzed by the alcohol method.
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The same theory may be used for calculating the values of Na a in a profile with known
salinity C, moisture content Aand content of active matter q. In thiscase,however, the systematic
changes in S» and 6 with depth should be taken into consideration. As both are not determined
in the ordinary analyses on exchangeable Na and salinity *estimation of these quantities will
be necessary. As a matter of fact this estimation of S»and 8at various depths will introduce new
errors, which will increase the uncertainty of the results.
A few results of such calculation are shown in table 32.
TABLE 32. Calculated and observed values for Na a , immediately after inundation with sea water
(1953).

Sampling
spot

Depth
cm

mval/1

Samvalper
100gof
active
matter

8

V

obs.

est. 1

est.

est.

calc. a

calc '

obs.

Salinity
C
K/t

Active
matter
q

obs.

obs.

A
ml/100g

V.

Na s mvalper
100gof
activematter

St 5

0-20
20-40
40-60
60-80

35.1
32.9
32.5
35.1

12.0
8.3
4.7
3.6

36.5
35.0
28.8
24.8

265
190
115
95

65
67
70
75

1.2
1.1
0.9
0.8

0.54
0.45
0.34
0.30

10.3
6.7
3.7
3.0

10.6
7.9
4.2
3.3

St 14

0- 5
5-20
20-40
40-60
60-80

38.4
40.9
33.1
31.1
32.0

10.0
4.9
2.3
1.0
0.5

31.8
32.5
21.1
16.7
17.3

225
120
65
40
35

65
65
67
70
75

1.3
1.2
1.0
0.9
0.8

0.58
0.45
0.33
0.22
0.13

11.3
5.9
2.8
1.2
0.4

10.3
7.4
4.1
2.3
1.0

\
~1

Estimated from therelationgiveninfig.36.
* Calculatedbyequation (4.11).
' Calculatedbyequation(4.07).

As is apparent from table 32 the values for Na» rapidly decrease with depth. Although the
calculated values are slightly too low in general, they predict the order of magnitude of the
exchangeable Na contents. Moreover the calculations give a qualitative if not quantitative explanation of the^remarkable parallelism between Na a and C mentioned earlier in this section (c.f.
fig. 35).

Thus,theionicdistributions occurringimmediatelyafter aninundation,havebeen
treated both from an experimental and from a theoretical point of view. Although
a rigid theoreticaltreatment oftheprocessesinvolved appeared impossible,therules,
established from the observations, could qualitatively at least be explained by the
theory. The ionic distributions occurring after different types of inundations with
waters of different salinity havebeen investigated (fig. 30,table 29);the distributions
of the CI and Na ions and their mutual relationships have been treated in more
detail. Especially the correlation between the amounts of exchangeable Na- Naa and salinity Cin the topsoil isof practical importance (fig. 33).
After drainage offloodedsoils changes in the ionic distributions occur, resulting
in a slow natural recovery. These changes will be treated in the next chapter.

1

Recently determination of the adsorptive capacity of the soil,Sa,has been introduced as routine
analysis, replacing the former determinations of active matter content.

5. NATURAL R E G E N E R A T I O N
After thedrainageofafloodedpolderthesalinesoils,whichpossesslargeamounts
of soluble salts and high percentages of exchangeable Na, K and Mg, will become
exposed to climatic influences. In the moist Dutch climate annual precipitation
averages about 700 mm, of which some 200 mm will actually pass through welldrained soils, almost exclusively during the winter months (VERHOEVEN, 1952).
Under theseconditions thesolublesaltsarereadily washed out bythe percolating
water. But the excess amounts of exchangeable Na, K and Mg are only slowly
removed. Of theseions Na especially may beregarded asresponsible for the breakdown of soil structure which occurs after removal of the bulk of the soluble salts.
Inthefirstobservationsonthebehaviouroffloodedsoils,mentionedinsection1.1,
it was already noticed that bad soil structure may persist for many years. Nevertheless, natural recovery, though slow, does take place, as slow changes in ionic
composition of the soil occur after drainage. Such changes have been extensively
investigated after the inundations of 1939-40, 1943, 1944-'45 and 1953. Similar
changes in ionic composition were found by KELLEY (1951) after leaching a black
alkali soil with irrigation water.
In the following sections sometheoretical aspects of thisregeneration - including
the different reactions involved- will be treated first. These theoretical aspects will
be followed by a general and qualitative review of the observed changes in ionic
composition, after which the regeneration processes will betreated more thoroughly
and from a more quantitative point ofview.
5.1. THEORETICALCONSIDERATIONS

Thechangesinioniccomposition, occurringafter drainage,maybecaused bythe
following processes:
1. Concentration-changes in the soil solution.
2. Hydrolysis.
3. Reaction with water containing carbon dioxide.
4. Reaction with dissolved calcium carbonate.
5. Reaction with dissolved gypsum.
6. Reaction with other dissolving Ca compounds.
7. Uptake of ions byplant roots.
Contrarytonewlyembankedsliksoils,gypsumisnonaturalconstituentof flooded
polder soils1.Therefore thediscussion ofprocess 5willbepostponed until chapter 6,
where it will be treated in more detail.
1

An exception is formed by soils which are covered by young mud during the inundation. After
drainage oxidation of this mud will result in gypsum-formation.
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Aswillbeshowninsection 5.3,process 4isthemaincauseofnatural regeneration
ofcalcareousfloodedsoils.
On closer examination of the reactions mentioned above it becomes clear that
theywillonlyleadto slight shifts intheioniccomposition ofthesoilunlessdischarge
of the reaction products is possible (c.f. section 5.3). In other words, none of these
processes is able to bring about noticeable results by local action alone; only in
combination with water passage are further changes possible.
It stands to reason that under these circumstances column effects will play a
prominent part. Application of the column theory will be more satisfactory than in
the caseof a sudden inundation with sea water treated inchapter 4,as theflowrate
during theregeneration period will be much lower- at most of the order of 2 cu.cm
per sq.cm per 24 hrs. or 20 cu.cm per sq.cm annually. Consequently streaming
irregularities will belesspronounced 1.
Application of the column theory to the removal of CI ions from saline soils has shown that
it gives a fair description of the phenomena observed (VAN DER MOLEN, 1956). The theoretical
plate thickness- 2 k - was found to be of the order of 5 cm, a value about twice as low as that
found for the penetration of sea water during an inundation (section 4.4). This lower value for
2 k indicates a better column performance during the regeneration-period.
In heavysoilsthe presence offissuresacts asa disturbing factor. Aspart of the water is rapidly
passing through thesefissureswithout reaching equilibrium with the bypassed layers,the efficiency
of the leaching process is reduced.

During the regeneration-period the Na, Kand Mgionsarereplaced bythe more
strongly adsorbed Ca ions. Hence the adsorption isotherms of the former-and
especially those for Na- will be concave. As has been pointed out in section 2.31
this will result in a rear boundary of constant shape, travelling through the column
at arate,proportional to the streamingvelocity (c.f. equations 2.75 and 2.78, section
2.31).
Due to the self-sharpening tendency of these rear boundaries the latter will
become sharper than those for ions possessing a linear isotherm- e.g. the CI ions.
Someevidenceofthisfundamental difference inshapebetween Naand CIboundaries
has been found in thefield(fig. 42, section 5.2).
Inthesoilprofile aseparation ofdifferent kindsofionsoccurswhichisanalogous
to the separation in an exchange column. Ions which are not adsorbed - e.g. CI. will be readily washed out, whereas ions held by adsorption may be expected to
leavethecolumnintheorder oftheir adsorption affinity, whenthecolumn isleached
with a dilute solution of foreign ions.
Such separations may be easily demonstrated by laboratory experiments. As an example the
following model experiment was carried out: The lower half of a percolation tube was filled with
a Ca-saturated clay, and the upper half with a flooded clay soil containing high amounts of
exchangeable Na, K and Mg, but from which the soluble salts had been washed out with alcohol.
To promote water passage both clays were mixed with quartz sand, in a ratio of 1 : 7.
The column, thus prepared, was percolated with a dilute solution of CaCl, (0.02 n); the
effluent was collected in 10 ml aliquots, which were analyzed for Na and K by means of a flame
1

The existence of such irregularities has been demonstrated by VERHOEVEN (1953). Their effects
may be largely eliminated byan adequate technique of sampling,including thecomposition of soil
samples from many (usually 16)separate borings.
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photometer. The analytical methods for
Mg are much less sensitive than those for
Na and K, but semi-quantitative estimation of Mg with eriochrome black - after
precipitation of Ca as oxalate - allowed
Ca-saturated soil+
discrimination oftheclasses:absent, trace,
quartz sand
distinct and maximal. Assuming the Mgratios in these classes to beas0 : 1 : 2 :3
otsof
and bearing in mind that thetotal amount
.effluent
of Mgfound intheeffluent should beequal
^effluent volume
to the amount of exchangeable Mg originallypresent in thefloodedsoil,these data
could be transformed into semi-quantitaFIG. 37. Ionic separation in a soil column
tive results.
The break-through curves of Na, K
and Mg found in this way are shown in fig. 37. The maxima of these curves appear in the
order Na-K-Mg, and the separation of Na from Mg is virtually complete.
mval/100g of
Hooded soil in alic

CaCl2 0.02n.
.•,
L_ flooded soil+
quartz sand

Somesuchionicseparationshavebeen observedin thefield,though full development of ionic boundaries in the topsoil is prevented by tillage operations, and the
period of observation has not beenlong enough to establish such boundaries in the
subsoil. Moreover, in the subsoil the usual decrease of clay content with depth will
actasadisturbingfactor.Sothepossibilitiesfortestingthetheoryofcolumnoperation
by comparison with field data are only limited. Nevertheless this theory, and
especiallyequations(2.77)and(2.78), section2.31,mayserveasameansofestimating
thevelocityofthedifferent processesoccurringduringtheregenerationperiod.Before
discussingthis quantitative aspect of theseprocesses,the general aspects of regeneration asobservedin thefield,willbeshortlyreviewed.

5.2. GENERAL ASPECTS

After thefloodingsof 1943, 1944-'45and 1953fixedsampling spots and plotsof
gypsum trial fields have been periodically sampled for analysis on exchangeable
cations. Someof thesespots- especiallythecontrols ofgypsumtrialfields- did not
receive any special treatment for improving soil structure, and for this reason they
are particularly suited for studying natural regeneration.
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FIG. 38. Relative decrements of CI and exchangeable
Na, K and Mg in the upper 20 cm of a heavy
soil. Sampling spot OB 13, polder Oost
Beveland. Initial amounts put at 100
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II: CI 60-80 cm
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VI: N a 40-80 cm

FIG. 39. Relative decrements of CI and exchangeable
Na at different depths. Sampling spot OB 13,
polder Oost Beveland.
Average initial CI content and average initial
Na percentage put at 100

Ashadalreadybeenstatedinsection5.1,thisnaturalregenerationischaracterized
by a rapid decrease in soluble salts, a slow decrease in exchangeable Na and a still
slower reduction of exchangeable K and Mg. In the soil profile all these processes
proceed from top to bottom. Asan example ofthesechangestherelative decrements
ofCIandofexchangeableNa,Kand Mgionson
010 0.;0 030 040 050
0.0
the sampling spot OB 13have been represented
fraction Na
infigs.38,39,and40.
on exchanger
•

X

/

^

u

The sampling spot OB 13, lying in the polder Oost
Beveland,had beensubjected to natural percolation with
sea water for about 16 months. Consequently, during
.i
this period, salinity and ionic composition of the soil
have become uniformly distributed over the soil profile
(c.f. fig. 30D, section 4.3). Therefore this spot isespeciT\
10
allysuited for studying thechangesin ionic composition
cm depth
during the regeneration period.
Its only drawback isthat it received asmall dressing
I: 1946, immediately after drainage
of gypsum- 3t/ha of CaSO,.2H 2 0- in 1947andalarge
II: 1950
dressing - 8 t/ha of CaSO, . 2 HaO - in 1951. NeverFIG. 40. Relation between exchantheless the data for OB 13may be assumed to be fairly
geable Na fraction fi and
representative for natural regeneration - at least qualidepth. Sampling spot OB
tatively-up to 1951.In fig. 38 the relative decrements
13, Polder Oost Beveland
of CI and exchangeable Na, K and Mg in the upper
20 cm of the soil are given; the initial amounts of these
ions in this layer have been put at 100.Tn fig. 39, representing the changes in.CI concentration
and exchangeable Na percentage in the different layers sampled, the mean initial CI concentrations
and Na percentages, averaged over the entire soilprofile, have beenput at 100.Finally,infig.40,
therelationships between exchangeable Na fraction fi and depth, have been given for the period
immediately after the inundation, and also four years later.

Asappearsfrom thesefigures thedifferent ionsdecreasein the order CI > Na >
K > Mg.Thechangesin Kand Mgareveryslight, evenin thetopsoil,andthey are
quite imperceptible in the subsoil. On the other hand exchangeable Na has been
substantially reduced in the topsoil, and in the course of four years its reduction
extended to a depth of about 40cm (fig. 40,II).
On soils which received no gypsum at all- e.g. on the controls of gypsum trial
fields - the changes in ionic composition may be expected to be still less. As an
example the relative changes in exchangeable Na, K and Mg on the control of trial
fieldGT 18 have been reproduced in table 33. Within the limits of observational
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errors, no decrease in exchangeable K and Mg could be detected in the course of
about six years. On the other hand the amounts of exchangeable Na have been
greatlyreduced during this period.
TABLE 33. Relative natural decrements in exchangeable Na, K and Mg in the'topsoil of a heavy
new-land soil'.
Control of gypsum trial field GT 18, polder Johanna Maria, Tholen; 0-20 cm depth.

1

Years after
drainage

1

H

2

21

3

3J

Na
K
Mg

100
100
100

101
104
102

88
102
104

81
100
105

83
108
97

71
115
105

4J
61
96
97

6J

n

49
121
106

36
104
94

Active matter content 42%.

Thereductionsinexchangeable Na, Kand Mgarecompensated byacorrespondingincrease in exchangeable Ca. Hence, during theregeneration process, the sumof
exchangeable metal cations, Sa, will remain constant, at least within the range of
experimental errors (table 34).Thisruleisvalid not onlyfor soilscontainingcalcium
carbonate,likethenew-land andcreek-ridge soils,but probably alsofor non-calcareous and acid pool soils, though for the latter the evidence is too scarce to draw a
definite conclusion.
TABLE 34. Ionic composition of soils during the regeneration period.
Sampling
spot

Depth

Active
matter

°/

CaC0 3
/o

Years
after
drainage

mval per 100gof active matter
Na»

K»

Mga

Ca„

S»

i

12.9
2.0

3.6
2.1

17.7
17.5

33.8
45.7

68.0
67.3

4.2

1
6*

10.9
4.2

2.8
3.1

12.6
12.6

32.8
43.2

59.1
63.1

0.0

1
3i

6.9
2.9

1.6
1.6

8.1
7.6

13.4
15.9

30.0
28.0

0.0

1
61

5.6
1.6

2.6
1.7

13.3
13.0

20.8
27.3

42.3
43.6

/o

AG31

0-20

20.1

4.1
4

GT181

0-20

PP1*

0-10

Schl »

0-20

1
8

41.2
±62
41.2

Controls of gypsum trial fields on new-land soils.
Fixed sampling spots on old pool soils; no gypsum applied.

Asmay beseenfrom table 34,the sum of exchangeable metal cations Saismuch
lowerintheacidpoolsoilsPP1 andSch1 thaninthecalcareoussoilsAG3andGT18
(c.f. fig. 12,section 3.4). Butin each case this sum remained approximately constant
during the regeneration period. So in all soils observed, the regeneration mainly
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consists of a replacement of exchangeable Na by Ca and, to a much less extent,
of K and Mgby Ca.
Theoretically such an exchange should lead to the development of a fairly sharp
rearboundaryofNaions,whichinanycaseshouldbesharperthantherear boundary
of theCIions(section 5.1)(c.f.fig.40,II).In thetopsoil suchboundaries willalready
beset up soon after drainage.Thusfig.41givesthe distribution of exchangeable Na
in the topsoil of the sampling spot VB4.
10

0

~-»-^
5
10
15

:omval
Na a

,

•*
\.
\

•
\

20

•
IS

cm depth

1: Hypothetical Na content in summer 1945
II: Na content in February 1946

FIG. 41. Natural decrease of exchangeable Na in the
topsoil.
Sampling spot VB 4, polder Vierbannen, Duiveland. Unfilled soil; no gypsum applied

Since its drainage this field had been neither cropped nor tilled, and no gypsum had been
applied. At the moment of drainage-in summer 1945-the exchangeable Na ions were most
probably evenly distributed over the soil profile (fig. 41,1). At the moment of sampling, however,
about half a year later, a marked decrease in exchangeable Na has already taken place near the
soil surface, whereas at a depth of about 15 cm the initial Na content has still been preserved.

From these and similar observations it becomes clear that the regenerative processes proceed only slowly downward through the soil profile. If therefore, by
ploughing,thesoilisturnedup,layerswithahigherNacontentwillbebroughttothe
surface. For practical reasons,it is hardly possible to reduce the depth of ploughing
to lessthan 8-10 cm; so even in caseswhere the soil has been very cautiously tilled,
the Na boundaries will be subject to periodic disturbance.
Therefore itisnot easyto compare theshape ofthe Na boundaries withthoseof
the much faster running CIions. Moreover, for such a comparison, data should be
available for the CIboundaries in the initial stages of desalinization, as well as data
about theexchangeable Namanyyearslater. Amongtheobservationsmadeevidence
ofthiskindisextremelyscarce;oneofthefewexamplesavailablehasbeenreproduced
in fig. 42. These data indeed suggest the presence of a self-sharpening tendency in
the Na boundaries; but without theoretical support, the existence of such effects
would be doubtful.
The theoretical plate thickness - 2 k - may be derived from the shape of the CI boundary by
employing equation (2.68), section 2.31.By applying this equation to the boundary represented
in fig. 42 I, the value for 2 k was found to be about 8 cm. By introducing the value k = 4 into
equation (2.75), section 2.31,theoretical values for exchangeable Na could be calculated, which
are represented in fig. 42, III. It may be observed that this theoretical Na boundary possesses
a still steeper gradient with depth than the observed one, and especially in the topsoil large
deviations occur.
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I: CI boundary 9-10-1946
II: Na boundary 23-3-1949
III: Theoretical Na boundary for 2k
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***ti^w
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FIG. 42. Rear boundaries of CI and exchangeable Na.
Control of gypsum trial field AG 3, polder
Nieuw-Bommenede, Schouwen.
Initial contents put at 100

Thefact that ploughing willbringNa-rich subsoil to thesurface has considerable
practicalinterest.Onbecomingexposedtoclimaticinfluences, especiallytotheimpact
of raindrops, the structure of this Na-rich soil may easily collapse. In this way the
disadvantages of soiltillage,especially ofdeep ploughing, already emphasized in the
earliest observations on flooded soils (section 1.1), find their explanation. Therefore,
ifploughingisunavoidable,thefarmersarealwaysrecommendedtoploughasseldom,
and as shallow aspossible.
Hitherto only general and qualitative aspects of the regeneration have been
mentioned. Oneofitsmostimportant features, itsvelocity, and thedifferent circumstanceswhichmayexertaretardingorpromotingeffect, havebeenleft outofconsideration. These subjects, however, will be treated in section 5.4. But first - in the next
section- the effects of the different regenerative processes mentioned in section 5.1
willbereviewed in more detail.
5.3. REGENERATIVEPROCESSES

The regenerative processes mentioned already in section 5.1 may be considered
either with regard to their local effects (equilibria) or with regard to their effects in
combination with water passage (column performance).
Both aspectswill bedealtwith from a theoretical aswell as from anexperimental
point of view, and most stress will be laid upon the behaviour of the Na ions.
5.31. Concentration changes inthesoilmoisture
As follows from theory (section 2.1) as well as from the observations (section
3.52), dilution of the equilibrium solution will result in an increase in exchangeable
bivalent ions at the cost of the monovalent ones; concentration of the solution will
have the opposite effect. During the desalinization of flooded soils the salt concentration willfall considerably'; consequently an increase in exchangeable Ca and Mg,
accompanied by a corresponding decrease in Na and K, may be expected. During
summer, when evaporation predominates, the reverse will occur.
In nature, changes of concentration in the soil moisture seldom occur without
water movements. Dilution of thesoilsolution- e.g. byrainfall - isusually followed
by drainage, whereas evaporation isgenerally accompanied bycapillary rise. Nevertheless,for simplicity, the local effects of concentration changes will be treatedfirst.
In this discussion only the behaviour of the Na ions will be considered.
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For the calculation of these effects, the empirical Na adsorption isotherms may
be used, already given in section 3.7 by equation (3.23):
fi = 0.22vi log Zc

(5.01)

In local processes the total amount of any kind of ions must remain constant.
Per 100gofdrymatterthetotalamountofcationspresentinthesoilmaybeexpressed
by:
A . Zc
Total cations = Ss+ '
= constant
(5.02)
IOUO

Ofthese,theamount ofexchangeablemetalcationsSsmaybeconsidered asbeing
independent of concentration changes in the soil moisture. Hence:
A. 2c = A0 .(Zc)0

(5.03)

in which the index o refers to the initial stage.
Further theconstancy of thetotal amount of Na ionsrequires that:
r N a = (INa)„

(5.04)

2,Na=/a.S8 + v ^ ^

(5.05)

in which:

Introducing (5.07)into (5.05) and rearranging gives:
A Zc
0.22v*.S 8 .log Zc + v- ^ - T Na = 0

(5.06)

which, according to (5.03) and (5.04) may be written as:
0.22r* .S8log Zc + v^

~

- (Z Na)0 = 0

(5.07)

From this equation v- and consequently alsoft- may be calculated if the other
quantities are known. Ofthese, (27Na)0 may be evaluated from:
(Z^)o=^oSa

+ voA°l(^)°

(5.08)

Applying these equations to flooded soils it appears that the changes in ionic
composition, caused by changes in soil moisture concentration, will be usually
relatively small.
As an example the following case will be considered:
A new-land soil with 24% clay ( < 2ft) and 31%of active matter, possessing an adsorptive
capacity Ss = 20 has been subject to inundation. After drainage its moisture content was found
to be Ao = 30, whereas its salinity was Co = 23, corresponding with a total concentration of
the soil moisture of (2"c) 0 = 500 (c.f. fig. 36, section 4.5). The exchangeable Na fraction in this
soil is assumed to be fia = 0.20. As follows from equation (5.01) the fraction of Na among the
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ions in solution will be v0 = 0.58. Hence, the initial situation in this soil is completely defined;
the total amount of Na ions present appears to be 27Na = 12.7 (table 35).
During the summer following drainage the moisture content of the topsoil is lowered to
A = 7.5. Consequently, if no capillary rise has occurred, the concentration of the soil moisture
would have risen to 27c = 2000. Supposing equation (5.01) to be still valid at these high concentrations-in fact it has been derived empirically from data in the range 10 < 27c < 500 - t h e
finalvalue of vmay becalculated byequation (5.07).It isfound that v = 0.55,corresponding with
a valuen —0.22. In this waythe final situation, represented in table 35 may be calculated. Thus,
as appears from this table, a fourfold increase in concentration only leads to an increase in
exchangeable Na of approximately 10%.
TABLE 35. Calculated changes in ionic composition, caused by a fourfold increase in soil moisture
concentration.
Total concentration
of soil moisture
27c
mval/1
Initial
situation

Adsorbed
Solution
Total

Final
situation

Adsorbed
Solution
Total

per 100gof dry matter
Moisture
A
ml

Total metal
cations
mval

Fraction of
Na ions

500

30

20
15

0.20
0.58

4.0
8.7

—

—

35

—

12.7

20
15

0.22
0.55

4.4
8.3

35

—

12.7

2000

7.5

—

—

Na
mval

In a similar way the effects of dilution may be calculated: a summary of the results found
for the soil mentioned above has been given in table 36. As appears from this table, a 200-fold
change in concentration will lead to a 50% change in exchangeable Na.
TABLE 36. Calculated changes in ionic composition, caused by changes in soil moisture concentration.
Adsorptive capacity of soil: S8 = 20 mval/100 g.

Change

Total concentration
of soil moisture
27c
mval/1

Moisture
content
A
ml/100g

Fraction Na
Salinity
C

among
adsorbed
ions

among
ionsin
solution
V

Fourfold concentration
INITIAL SITUATION

Fivefold dilution
Tenfold dilution
Twentyfold dilution
Fiftyfold dilution

2000
500
100
50
25
10

7.5
30
150
300
600
1500

92

0.22

0.55

23
4.6
2.3
1.2
0.5

0.20
0.17
0.15
0.14
0.11

0.58
0.62
0.64
0.66
0.70
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It may be concluded from these examples that changes in soil moisture concentration,assuch,willexertrelativelylittleinfluence ontheioniccompositionofthesoil
In thefield,however, substantial changes in moisture concentration are always
combined either with capillary rise or with drainage. Due to this moisture transport,
the total amounts of any kind of ions present in a givenvolume of soilwillchange.
Asinthiscasetheequations(5.03) and(5.04) arenolongervalid,onlyequation(5.06)
may be used for calculating the final Na equilibria. Thefinalvalues of A, Z c and
Z Na occurring in this equation may be derived from the nature of the processes
causing the changesin salt concentration.
Oncloserexamination oftheseprocessesandoftheireffects onioniccomposition,
it appears that capillary rise of the magnitude usually met with in Dutch soils, will
exert littleinfluence. Dilution of thesoilsolution, combined withdrainagewillcause
thechangesto beevensmallerthan inpure dilution, asthebivalent Mgand Caions,
whichshouldreplacetheexchangeableNaondilution,willalsoberemoved. Therefore
the entire process willfinallycome to a standstill for lack of complementary ions.
As an example the flooded soil mentioned earlier in this section will be supposed to reach
a fourfold increase in total salt concentration during thesummer following drainage, half of which
iscaused by capillary rise, half by desiccation.The composition of the moisture risen from deeper
layers issupposed to be equal to that of the moisture initially present in the soil. Desiccation will
reduce the moisture content from A = 30 to A = 15.
As may be seen from table 35a capillary rise of 30 ml will add 8.7 mval of Na to the amount
already present, thus increasing 27Na from 12.7 to 21.4. Using equation (5.06) with Sa = 20,
27c = 2000, A = 15, 27Na = 21.4 it is found that v = 0.56. This value corresponds with
H= 0.23,which only slightly differs from that found after afourfold increase insalt concentration
without capillary rise (ji —0.22).
The effects of dilution, if accompanied by drainage, may be calculated in a similar way.
As an example it may be assumed that the saline soil already used in former computations,
will beleached by rainfall. This leaching process isimagined to consist of a twofold dilution of the
soil solution, followed by drainage of the excess moisture. Hence, during this imaginary process
1
the moisture content of the soil will first be raised from A = 30 to A = 60, after which it will be
reduced again to A = 30 by drainage.
The calculated effects of a repeated action of this process have been represented in table 37.
As appears from this table the exchangeable Na fraction p will approach a limit for infinite
dilution. This limit is not far below the initial value of fi.
As in thefielddrainage willstart longbefore a twofold dilution has been reached itmay beexpected that theactual changesinexchangeable Na duringthedesalinization period willbestillless.
TABLE 37. Calculated effects of repeated twofold dilution, followed by drainage.
Adsorptive capacity of soil: Sa = 20 mval/100 g of dry matter.
Moisture content after drainage: A = 30 ml/100 g of dry matter.

Cycle

0
1
2
3
4
5
G\o

Total concentration
of soil moisture
Dilution
27c
mval/1
none
2-fold
4-fold
8-fold
16-fold
32-fold
G\3

500
250
125
62
31
16
0

Fraction Na
Salinity

c
23
12
6
3
1.5
0.7
0.0

among adsorbed
ions

among ions
in solution
V

0.200
0.188
0.178
0.172
0.167
0.164
S£ 0.160

0.580
0.595
0.623
0.655
0.710
0.794

—

Hence it may be concluded that even in combination with either capillary rise
ordrainage,concentrationchangeswillnothavelargeeffects ontheioniccomposition.
Consequently thelarge reduction in soluble salts occurring during the desalinization
offloodedsoils will make only a small contribution to the regeneration of the soil.
This conclusion is entirely confirmed by the observations made in the field.
Although during thefirstsummer after drainage thesaltconcentration inthe topsoil
may rise considerably due to capillary action and desiccation, only small variations
in exchangeable Na are observed. During the next winter the bulk of the soluble
salts will be removed from the topsoil, but this large reduction in soil moisture
concentration will be of little influence to the amounts of adsorbed Na. Anexample
of such field data, in which large variations in salt concentration are only feebly
reflected bythe adsorbed Na ions,has been given infig.43.
50
40-

I: salinity C
11:exchangeableNa percentage
1: dateof drainage
2: capillary rise and desiccation; wetsummer
3: desalinization in winter
4: capillaryriseand desiccation;drysummer
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and exchangeable
Na percentage

;
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FIG. 43. Changes in salt concentration and exchangeable Na in the topsoil.
Sampling spot OB 13, polder Oost Beveland,
1946-1947, 0-10 cm depth
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5.32. Hydrolysis andreaction withwater containing carbon dioxide
Hydrolysisof Na-claywillresultinanexchangeofadsorbed Naionsagainst H 3 0
ions originating from auto-protolysis of water:
H20 + H20 :
Na-clay + H3Q-

H 3 0- + OH'
H30-clay + Na-

The free OH ions resulting from thisprocess will increase pH considerably, even
if only a small part of the adsorbed Na ions arereleased. Consequently this process
will soon come to a standstill due to lack of free H 3 0 ions and to the presence of
free Na ionsin the equilibrium solution.
The high alkalinity resulting from hydrolysis may cause a breakdown of organic matter and
even of clay minerals into small diffusable fragments (c.f. GEDROIZ, 1927).In some of our experiments on hydrolysis of a Na-saturated, non-calcareous soil, diffusion of humates and silicates
through a cellophane membrane was indeed observed. This complication makes a study of
hydrolysis phenomena extremely difficult.

In the presence of COa the following reactions will occur:
C0 2 + H 2 0 Z*H 2 C0 3
H 2 C0 3 + H 2 0 ^ H 3 0- + HC0 3 '
Na-clay + HjO- ^ H30-clay + Na*
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Finally,ifhydrolysis and reaction withC0 8 areoccurring simultaneously, noticeable amounts ofcarbonate ions maybeformed according to:
HCCy + OH' Z*H 2 0 + c o 3 '
AsinthiscaseOHionswillberemovedfrom thesolution,thepresenceofcarbon
dioxidewillreducepH,increasetheamounts offree H 3 0 ionsand consequently also
increase thereleaseofadsorbed Naions.
In the laboratory the effects of hydrolysis on a Na-saturated, non-calcareous
DutchclaysoilhavebeenstudiedbySMEDING& HAASJES(1948).Intheseexperiments
the effects ofC0 2 andCaCOs were studied aswell.
In theexperimentsacellophane bagcontainingan amount of 12.5gofthisclay l
suspendedin50mlofsolutionwassubjected todialysisagainst450mlofsolutionby
rotating for8days.Atdifferent intervals theoutside solution was analysed for Na,
using aflame photometer.
Byhydrolysis alone about 20%ofthe exchangeable Na presentinthisclaycould
bereleasedunder theseconditions,whereasthepresenceofcarbon dioxide increased
the amounts liberated considerably (fig. 44, A).

A: noCaCO,added
B: CaCO, added to soil suspension
C: CaCO, added to outside solution

Q

o.oovol.y.co,

0.04 vol. '/. CO,

0.4 vol. % CO,

FIG. 44. Amounts of Na released from a Nasaturated clay by dialysis for8 days.
After SMEDING &
HAASJES (1948)

Addition ofcalcium carbonate tothesystem, however, resulted ina still higher
release of Na,andin the presence of carbon dioxide the exchange wasvirtually
complete(fig.44,B,C).Thispronounced effect ofCaC0 3indicatesthatincalcareous
soils reaction with this compound will greatly predominate over hydrolysis and
reaction with H 2 C0 3 .
Theconditionsinthe laboratory experiment differed greatly from thoseinactual
soils; therefore a direct comparison is impossible. Whereas intheexperimentsthe
' In these experiments Na-saturation has been achieved by repeated shaking with a normal
Na-acetate solution of pH8.2.After thesoil hassettled thesupernatant liquid wassiphoned off
and renewed; this process wascontinued until noCa ions could be detected in the supernatant
liquid. Than thesoil wasrinsed with alcohol to remove theNa-acetate solution and dried.
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soil-water ratiowas aslow as1:40,itisoftheorderof3 : 1inactualsoils.Moreover
theNa-saturationoftheclayinthehydrolysis-andC02-experimentsismuchhigher even after 8days ofreaction- than isever observedinfloodedsoils.In the field the
changesmaytherefore beexpectedto bemuchless.Aswillbeseen on closerexamination theyare quite negligible,unlessdischargeofreaction productsispossible.
After 8 days of hydrolysis the Na concentration in the outside solution had become 1.4
mval/1,and the Na-saturation of the clay had been decreased from n — 1.0toju = 0.8. Assuming
that in a flooded soil with A = 30, S8 = 20 and fi0 = 0.20 hydrolysis is able to raise the Naconcentration in the soil moisture from zero to this value of J.4 mval/1, calculation shows that
ft will be lowered from 0.200to 0.198 by local action. Under these circumstances a water passage
of 125 mm a year - being a fair average for recently flooded soils- will remove 40kg/ha of Na
annually, which is negligible against the annual Na losses of 390 kg/ha observed in untreated
calcareous flooded soils (c.f. table 46, section 5.4).
In the presence of 0.4%,of CO s the Na concentration in the outside solution had become
3.45 mval/1after 8 days of reaction, and the Na-saturation of the clay had been decreased from
/i = 1.0 to [i = 0.5. Again assuming that in a flooded soil the same Na-concentration will be
reached, local action will decrease the Na-saturation from fi0 = 0.200 to ft = 0.195. The annual
Na losses may be calculated at 100kg/ha, which is still far too low to explain the observed losses
of 390 kg/ha.

Hence it may be concluded that hydrolysis and reaction with dissolved C0 2 are
unable to produce noticeable changes by local action. In combination with water
passagesmallamounts of exchangeable Na mayberemoved, but in calcareoussoils
thereactionwithdissolvingCaC0 3 willgreatlypredominate.Thisconclusionisconfirmed bythe observationsalreadymentionedin table 34,section5.2,whichindicate
that in calcareous soils Na isreplaced by Carather than by H 3 0.
In non-calcareous soils the situation is less clear. Exchanges with H 3 0 ions may
beexpectedto playa more prominent part, but thisexpectation isnot confirmed by
the few observations available (table 34, section 5.2), possibly because the soils in
question have received lime dressings, possible also because Ca has been liberated
from other sources, e.g. from other Ca-containing minerals (section 5.34).
But, although no major changes in ionic composition areinvolved,evenaslight
degreeof hydrolysiswillhave a marked increasing effect on soilpH, due to the free
OH ions. This increased pH is one of the most marked characteristics of soils rich
in exchangeable Na.
InalkalisoilsfoundinaridregionsafaircorrelationbetweenpHandexchangeable
Na percentages has been observed (FIREMAN & WADLEIGH, 1951; CHANG, 1953).
A similar correlation may also be found in flooded soils after the removal of the
solublesalts.As-an exampletherelation between pH (measured in a 1:2.5aqueous
suspension)andexchangeableNaincalcareous,floodedsoilsafter theirdesalinization
has been represented infig.45.
Although this correlation is rather wide, soils high in exchangeable Na will
usuallyalsopossesapH of8.5 orover(fig.45).ThispHisnearlyalwaysfound ifthe
amounts ofexchangeable Na exceed 10mvalper 100gof active matter (Naa > 10),
correspondingwith an exchangeable Na percentage above 15 (JJ, > 0.15).According
to RICHARDSetal(1954)suchsoilsmaybeclassified asalkalisoils.Butalsoinmany
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cases where the amounts of exchangeable Na are lower than 15%, pH-values above
8.5 occur.

vj_

1Nda

is

20mval

FIG. 45. Relation between exchangeable Na
content and pH in calcareous flooded
soils after desalinization.
Samples from gypsum trial fields,
spring 1948, 0-20 cm.

C< 1.0; CaCO,> 0.5 %

In the old pool soils,where considerable amounts of exchangeable H 3 0 ions are
present,pHismuchlower.EveninthepresenceofmuchexchangeableNa,pH-values
below6.0arecommon. Byanalogyit maybeexpected that alsointhesesoilspH has
been increased by theinundation and subsequent desalinization, but proof islacking
for want of data.
Thus hydrolysis, though not of much importance to the regeneration of flooded
soils, may be regarded as responsible for the alkaline shift found in flooded soils
after their desalinization.
5.33. Reaction with dissolvedcalcium carbonate
Calcium carbonate is slightly soluble in water:
CaCOs i t C a - + C0 3 "
Inthepresenceofevenslightamountsofcarbondioxide,thissolubilityisincreased
due to bicarbonate formation:
CaC0 3 + H 2 0 + C0 2 ^ C a - + 2 HC0 3 '
The free Ca ions will react with exchangeable Na according to:
Na2-clay + Ca-• ^ Ca-clay + 2 NaAlthough dissolution of CaCOs into the soil moisture only gives rise to low Ca
concentrations, the process mentioned above appears to be the principal cause of
the natural regeneration in calcareousfloodedsoils.
Theimportanceofthisprocessisalreadyobviousfrom thelaboratory experiments
of SMEDING & HAASJES (c.f. fig. 44, B, C), where, at least in the presence of C0 2 ,
virtually complete replacement of the exchangeable Na could be achieved by adding
calciumcarbonate tothesystem.Inthefield,the importance of this process isshown
bythepredominant replacement ofexchangeable Na byCa(c.f. table 34,section5.2).
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To get more quantitative information about this process we must know the
solubility of calcium carbonate in the soil moisture.
Such knowledge, however, is rather scarce, although approximate values may be derived in
different ways, viz.:
1. From the well-known solubility of calcite in water containing carbon dioxide (table 38).
In normal soils the C02-concentration in the soil air is of the order of a few volume per cent
(SCHUFFELEN et al., 1954);consequently the solubility of calcium carbonate may be expected
to be of the order of 5mval/1.This solubility, however, issomewhat higher at lower temperatures and moreover it is increased by the presence of Na and K salts. Therefore the Ca
concentration in the soil moisture may be expected to be somewhat higher than the values
listed in table 38; c C a 9S10 mval/1seems to be a fair estimate.
TABLE 38. Solubility of calcite in water in the presence of carbon dioxide (after SEIDELL).
Partial pressure
of COj atm.
0.01
0.05
0.10

Vol.per cent of
COj in soil air
1
5
10

mval/1

Temperature
centigrades

4.4
7.2
8.0

16°
25°
25°

c

Ca

2. From analyses of expressed fluid and drain water from unflooded soils.The few analyses of
expressed fluid obtained from unflooded soils show Ca concentrations of approximately
10 mval/1. The expressed fluid from a polder soil, sampled after flooding with fresh water
(sampling spot DN 1, 1945 0-20 cm), however, had a Ca concentration of 13.3 mval/1. On
the other hand the calcareous slik soils of the Noordoostpolder, after the oxidation of their
sulphides and the removal of the sulphates formed, showed Ca concentrations of approximately 6 mval/1. All values mentioned, however, were determined after drying and re-wetting
the original soil samples; therefore their reliability is doubtful.
A sample of drain water from an unflooded, young, calcareous polder soil in the S.W. of
the Netherlands, taken in autumn, showed a Ca concentration of 12.7 mval/1 (polder Zuid
Blankenburg, September 1954). Although more observations are needed, this value is in fair
agreement with those mentioned above.
3. From the rate of decalcification. As has been pointed out in section 3.3 the rate of decalcification of the topsoil in the S.W. of the Netherlands corresponds with a loss of 1% of calcium
carbonate in about 80years.Assuming the annual water passage to beof the order of 200 mm
(VERHOEVEN, 1953), this loss corresponds with a Ca concentration in the percolating water
of 3.5 mval/1.
The value mentioned under 3 appears to be considerably below the earlier estimates, made
under 1and 2. Obviously more elaborate research will be needed to explain this difference. For
our purpose, however, in which only the order of magnitude is involved this discrepancy may be
left out of further consideration.

In viewof the above considerations it seemsjustified to estimate the Ca concentration inunflooded, calcareous soils at cCa = 10 mval/1. To investigate the maximal
effects even the value cCa = 15mval/1 will beused in a few cases. Butin calcareous
floodedsoils the high pH will reduce CaCOs solubility due to its influence on the
HC03'-CCV equilibrium;in such soilscCa wasfound to beof the order of 4 mval/1
(c.f. table41).
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The changes in ionic composition, brought about by the dissolution of calcium
carbonate into the soil solution may be calculated in a similar way as those caused
by the changes in soil moisture concentration, treated in section 5.31.
Application of the empirical Na adsorption isotherms (5.01)to the conditions
prevailing in soils will again lead to the quadratic equation (5.06):
0.22v*.Ss.log 27c+ v-^-r

A 27c
27Na = 0
IUUU

(5.06)

in which in our case vand 27care unknown. .
If only Na and Caionsaretaking part intheequilibrium, the fraction of Caions
amongtheionsin solution isobviously equalto I-v.Consequently the concentration
of the Ca ions in the soil solution will be equal to:
Cc, = (!-"). Zc

(5.09)

or:

v=l - g

(5.10)

Hence, if the moisture content (A), the adsorptive capacity of the soil (Ss), the
total amount of Na present (27Na) and the solubility of CaCOs (cCa) are known,
vand Zc may be calculated from the two equations (5.06)and (5.09).This calculation may be easily accomplished by selecting some tentative values of Zc, calculating the corresponding values of v by means of equation (5.70) and determining
which of these values serves (5.06),using graphical interpolation if necessary.
In actual cases, however, not only Na and Ca, but also K and Mg are present.
If theircombined fractions among theionsin solution areassumed to bek,equation
(5.09) should read:
c c . ==(1— A—v)Zc
(5.11)
Consequently, equation (5.70) should be replaced by:
v= l - A - ^
from which,in combination with (5.06), v and 27cmay be calculated if the other
quantities are known.
For thecasethat only Na and Ca ions are taking part in theequilibrium an alternative method
of computing the equilibria might be followed by making use of the equations {3.08),(3.10) and
(3.IS) derived for the Na-Ca equilibria on a new-land soil (section 3.52). As however in flooded
soils the value of the ionic strength I will fall below the range investigated, equation (3.IS) should
be extrapolated. At I = 0.025- a value commonly found in desalinized flooded soils- when the
activity ratio

'Na

— = 1.12, the extrapolated KERR equation for the soil in question may be

Vf

Ca

represented by:
v c

Ca I

v c

C a II

(5.72)
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In this equation (c Na ), and (c Ca ), are expressed as mval per 100g of soil, whereas (c N a ) n and
(c Ca )„ are expressed as mval per litre.
Remembering that:
c -v _
c ( \
-ENa —n. S s
*cNa>i— /*• =>8;(c Na )„ =
X/Tood
(5.14)
(c Ca ), = (1—p.) .S«; (c Ca )„ = constant, depending on the solubility of CaC0 3

(5.15)

equation (5.13)may be solved.

The equations mentioned above do not lend themselves to a general discussion
about the effects of varying different quantities. Therefore some results of computations are collected in table 39.
TABLE 39. Calculated changes in ionic composition, caused by solution of calcium carbonate.

Number

1

Method of
calculation

Adsorptive
capacity
Ss
mval/100 g

Moisture
content
A
ml/100g

Solubility
ofCaCO,
c
Ca
mval/1

1
2
3
4
5

a
b
a
a
a

20
20
20
20
20

30
30
30
30
30

10
10
10
15
15

6
7
8
9
10

a
c
a
c
a

30
30
30
30
30

30
30
30
30
30

10
10
10
10
10

Fraction
K+ Mgin
solution

X

Fraction Na
among adsorbed
ions
initial

final

—
—
—

0.100
0.100
0.100
0.100
0.100

—
—
—
—

0.100
0.100
0.100
0.100
0.200

0.2

Total concentration ofsoil
moisturemval/1
initial

final

0.083
0.077
0.091
0.078
0.086

0
0
10
0
10

21.4
31.6
22.4
29.6
30.8

0.088
0.080
0.094
0.085
0.174

0
0
10
10
0

22.0
30.0
22.8
31.7
35.3

<2c).

a: calculated by meansof equations (5.06)and (5.70).
b : calculated bymeansof equations(5.06) and (5.12).
c: calculatedbymeans ofequations (5.13)and (5.14).

Hence, it may be expected theoretically, that:
1. The changes in ioniccomposition, caused by mere dissolution of CaCO„into the soil moisture
are only slight; in the most favourable case mentioned in table 39 the exchangeable Na
percentage decreases from 10.0 to 7.7. Further changes will only take place if removal of
reaction products is possible.
2. In the presence of K and Mg ions the changes are slightly larger than in cases where only Na
and Ca ions take part in the exchange (c.f. numbers 1and 2).
3. The solubility of CaC0 3 in the soil moisture is of little effect to the changes in exchangeable
Na; if this solubility is increased from 10 to 15 mval/1, these changes are becoming only
slightly larger (c.f. numbers 1and 4, 3 and 5).
4. The initial concentration of the soil moisture has a marked effect on the changes in ionic
composition. If initially the solution contains soluble salts, these changes are much smaller
than in casesthat theinitial ionicconcentration islow (c.f. numbers 1and 3,4and 5,6and 8).
This implies that reactions with dissolving CaC0 3 will be of some importance only at low
concentrations of the soil solution, in other words only after desalinization of a flooded soil.
5. It makes little difference whether the equilibria are calculated according to the empirical Na
. adsorption isotherms (equation 5.01)or by means of the KERR equation (5.13)(c.f. numbers 6
and 7, 8 and 9).
This is not surprising, as both equations give rather similar adsorption isotherms (c.f. fig.23,
section 3.7).
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6. The total concentration of the solution after equilibrium- 2Tc-is markedly influenced by
the solubility of CaCO s (c.f. numbers 1 and 4, 3 and 5).At the assumed solubilities it may be
expected to be of the order of 20-30 mval/1for desalinized, flooded soils. In the presence of
largeamounts ofexchangeable Naevenslightly highervaluesmay beexpected (c.f. number 10).
The results of SMEDING & HAASJES (1948), in which virtually complete replacement of Na
by Ca was observed in systems containing CaCO, seem to contradict the conclusions mentioned
above (c.f. fig. 44, B, C, section 5.32). In these experiments, however, the water: soil ratio was
approximately 120 times as high as in natural soils. Calculation of the equilibria established in
these experiments by means of equations (5.06)and (5.10)- using the values S» = 30 mval/100 g,
A = 4000 ml/100 g, /io = 1.000, (27c)0 = 0.00 mval/I, c Cll = 10 mval/1- predicts that in these
experiments the Na fraction among the adsorbed ions should fall from //o = 1.000 toft = 0.048.
Hence the nearly complete replacement of Na by Ca found under these circumstances is in full
accordance with the theory outlined above.

These theoretical considerations are confirmed by the observations made in the
field. If reaction with CaCOscould bring about noticeablechangesin ioniccomposition, a quick and easy regeneration might be expected in calcareous flooded soils.
This rapid regeneration would not be limited to the topsoil, but also proceed in
deeperlayers.Thisisobviouslynotthecase;alreadyinsection 5.2ithasbeenpointed
out that during the first years after drainage natural regeneration is almost entirely
located in the topsoil (fig. 40).As appears from these data and from those listed in
table 40,no substantial changesoccurinthesubsoil.Thechangesinthetopsoil must
be ascribed to removal of reaction products, followed by renewed dissolution of
CaC03, a process which isto be described in more detail in section 5.36.
TABLE 40. Natural regeneration in a calcareous, flooded soil.Control of gypsum trialfieldAG 17,
polder Anna Jacoba, St. Philipsland.
Depth
cm

Clay
content

%<2n

Organic
matter

CaCO,

/o

%

Fraction Na among
the adsorbed ions
12-4-*46

31-3-'48

0-10
10-20

28.1
27.8

2.0
2.0

2.8
3.1

0.207
0.218

0.093
0.155

20-40
40-60
60-80

21.8
9.7
4.4

1.4
0.5
0.3

4.7
4.4
4.2

0.221
0.208
0.207

0.208
0.210
0.226

Another indication of the inefficiency of a local reaction is given by the small
effect of lime dressing on the ionic composition of non-calcareous soils; this will be
treated in more detail in the next chapter (section 6.3).
Finally, more detailed information about the equilibria of flooded soils with
CaC0 3 may be derived from analyses of expressed fluid from calcareous, flooded
soils after their desalinization. According to the calculated data, mentioned in table
39, the total ionic concentration of such soil solutions—Z c—should be of the
order of 20-30 mval/1, at least if the solubility of CaCOs in the soil moisture is
estimated at 10 mval/1. The few available observations, represented in table 41,
however, suggest lower values for both, viz. Zc i220 mval/1 and cCa ie 4 mval/1.
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TABLE 41. Analyses of expressed fluid from from calcareous, flooded soils after their desalinization.
Polder Wilhelmina, Zuid-Beveland, May 1945.
Sampling
spot

Depth
cm

Salinity
C
g/l

Na-fraction
among
adsorbed
ions fi

Composition of expressed fluid
mval/1
c

c

Na

Ca

27c

WP55

0-10
10-20

0.0
0.5

0.035
0.104

10.3
12.0

4.4
2.2

19.5
18.3

WP72

0-10
10-20

0.6
0.4

0.072
0.091

8.0
10.4

4.3
4.1

17.5
20.6

WP61

0-10
10-20

0.6
0.6

0.172
0.179

13.9
23.3

3.7
2.3

21.5
29.5

Only on the sampling spot WP 61, where fi is higher than on the other spots, somewhat
higher values for 27c are found; this is in accordance with the theory, which predicts increasing
values for 27c at increasing n (c.f. table 39, number 10 and conclusion 6).
But as most values for c C a and 27c appear to be considerably below our earlier estimates,
the solubility of CaCOj, in the soil moisture has obviously been over-estimated. Probably this
divergence iscaused by the high pH-valuesoccurring in flooded soils,which reduces the solubility
of calcium carbonate to lower values than those occurring in normal soils. As a consequence of
this over-estimation also the changes in ionic composition, predicted by table 39 are too high.
This however, does not alter our conclusions regarding the slightness of the effects of a direct
reaction with CaCO s and the influence of different factors on the equilibria.

Thus,majorchangesinioniccompositionwilloccuronlyifremovalofthereaction
products takes place by water passage. This combination of solution of CaC0 3 and
water passage will be treated in more detail in section 5.4. Prior to this, however,
theeffects oftwootherregenerative processesofminorimportance willbedealtwith.
5.34. Dissolution ofotherCa compounds
As has been pointed out in section 5.2 and especially in table 34 (sampling spots PP 1 and
Sch 1), replacement of Na by Ca also occurs in non-calcareous soils. It is not unlikely that in
these old pool soils, which are usually strongly acid, a slow dissolution of other Ca compounds
- e.g. of Ca-containing feldspars - will occur. Moreover Ca ions may be liberated during the
decomposition of organic matter, which is abundantly present in these old pasture soils. As
appears from table 42 appreciable amounts of non-exchangeable Ca are found in these acid and
non-calcareous soils.
TABLE 42. Amounts of Ca present in a non-calcareous, acid pool soil. Sampling spot Sch 1,
polder Schakerloo, Tholen, 0-10 cm depth.
Ca (mval per 100 g of active matter)
Clay
< 2ft

Organic
matter

%

%

23.1

8.4

Active
matter
/o

CaCOj

°/

pH
(H.O)

/o
48.3

Determined by fusion with Na,C0 3 .

0.0

5.4

exchangeable

22.7

soluble in HC1
0.1 n

5%

25%

23.7

34.7

32.8

total 1

36.8
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As appears from this table decinormal HC1is able to liberate only the exchangeable Ca from
this soil, but at higher concentrations this acid is capable of extracting also part of the nonexchangeable Ca. A comparison between total and exchangeable Ca reveals that in this soil
approximately 14 mval/100 g of active matter are present in non-exchangeable form. This nonexchangeable Ca may in any case be considered as a potential source of Ca ions.
But the exact management of the fields on which the two sampling spots on old-land soils
(PP 1and Sch 1) are situated, is unknown. Consequently it is impossible to decide how far the
observed replacements of Na by Ca have been caused by mobilization of non-exchangeable Ca
or by application of lime amendments. On the other hand it will stand to reason that in calcareous
soils this mobilization of Ca from compounds other than CaCOj will only play a negligible part.
5.35. Uptake of ions by plant roots
We may expect that this process will be most important for ions which happen to occur in
small quantities and which are adsorbed in appreciable amounts by plant roots.
Consequently this process will probably exert little influence on the amounts of exchangeable
Na, Mg, and Ca ions present in flooded soils, whereas on the other hand it may cause a relatively
large reduction in exchangeable K.
As has been shown by table 29 (section 4.3) the amounts of exchangeable K are increased by
an inundation with salt water, viz. from approximately 3.5% of the adsorptive capacity to about
6.5%.
For the upper 20 cm of the soil this increase in exchangeable K of about 3%corresponds to
a supply of 32.8 S.kg/ha. Consequently a light soil with an exchange capacity S8 = 15mval/100g
will become enriched in its topsoil with approximately 500 kg/ha of K, whereas in a heavy soil
with Sg = 30 this amount will be twice as high. In soils flooded with brackish water, however,
these gains will be substantially less.
Considering the K requirements of crops (e.g. OTTEN & VEENSTRA, 1941), it appears that
under normal conditions an amount of 500 kg/ha of K will be consumed during a rotation of
3crops of small grainsand 1crop of sugar beets.Although thesefiguresmight beslightly different
for flooded soils, it may reasonably be expected that the excess amounts of K, present in light
soils after an inundation, will be exhausted by a few years of cropping. Only on heavy soils these
conditions will be somewhat more favourable.
These considerations are in accordance with manuring experiments carried out after the
inundations and with the advices given about K dressing (WESTERHOF et al, 1951). For heavy
soils flooded with salt water it was advised to omit K.manuring for some years, whereas for light
soils K dressings might be reduced. For soils flooded with brackish water, however, normal K.
dressings were recommended.
In view of natural regeneration of flooded soils it may therefore bestated that the uptake of K
by plant roots may be an important and probably even the principal factor in reducing the excess
quantities of exchangeable K.
The amounts of Na taken up by crops growing on flooded soils will on the average be of the
same order of magnitude as the amounts of K. Whereas in some crops Na may exceed K (sugar
beets, spring barley), in others (spring wheat, flax, peas, horse beans) the reverse will be true
(VAN DEN BERG, 1952). But a Na extraction by plants comparable to the extraction of K would
- even in light soils- diminish theexchangeable Na percentage in the topsoil from - say- 25to 22
only. This change issmall in comparison with the much larger decreasecaused byother processes.
5.4. REGENERATIVEPROCESSESIN COMBINATION WITHREMOVALOFREACTION PRODUCTS

If the reactions mentioned above are accompanied by removal of reaction products, they may be treated as column processes. Accordingly the changes produced, and especiallytheshapeoftheboundariesformed, willgreatlydependonthe
shape of the adsorption isotherm. The consequences for flooded soils have already
beenmentionedinsection5.2,whereitwaspointedoutthatduetothiseffect therear
boundaries of Na should be sharper than those of CI.
In this section specialreference willbemadeto thevelocityat whichthecolumn
processes proceed. In these considerations the point at which the amounts of ex-
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changeableions have beenreduced to half theirinitial valuewillberegarded as the
maincharacteristic.,
According to the GLUECKAUFtheory for a linear adsorption isotherm,treated in
section 2.31,this point will obey equation(2.64):
f
v = a x = —x
(5.16)
Co

For a quadratic isotherm the theory-and especially equation (2.77)-predicts
that theadsorbed ions willbereduced byhalf after passageofa volumev,equal to:
f
v = - ( x —0.882k)
(5.17)•
c

o

which for x^>kreduces to:
- fo
v^-x
Co

(5.18)
1

In these equations the amounts of percolating water v should be expressed as cm'/cm , the
depth either as g/cm*of overlying soil (x) or as cm (d), the initial content of exchangeable ions fo
as mval/g and the initial concentration in the soil moisture c0 as mval/cm'. Finally 2 k denoting
the thickness of the theoretical plate, is expressed in g/cm*, whereas the corresponding value 2 k'
is expressed in cm.
All these equations are only valid at depths which are substantially greater than the theoretical
plate thickness.

In desalinized soils the amounts of cations held in the pore spaces are negligible
compared with the adsorbed ions.Hence,for Na:
Mo • Ss
va .Ec
fo^f*o=^randc0=f -

(5.19)

Moreover, if Qdenotes the density of the soil in its natural position(g/cm3):
x=Q dfes1.4 d and k=Q k' SQ 1.4 k'

(5.20)

Hence, by introducing (5.19)and (5.20) into(5.17):
v=

14//0.S 8 .d(
nnMV)
„
1 —0.882-r>

(5.21)

As, however,fi0, v0and Zc are mutually related by the empirical Na adsorption
isotherm given by equation (5.01),equation (5.21) may also be written as:
v=6.56 Ss.d.VfT0

z—Vlog Ic{
k'l
^
1 —0.882-j-

(5.22)

The reduction of tne amount of exchangeable Na to half its initial value correspondswith a lossof Na equal to:
Mo

ANa=y.Ss

mval/100gof soil

(5.23)
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This loss is caused by an amount of passing water vcm3/cm2. Consequently the
loss of Na per unit volume of passing water, averaged over the entire period maybe
written as:
ANa
=

v0.Zc

-T- ^Td

1
{5 24)

v

-

1—0.882d

or, according to equation (5.22) as:

ANa
v

VJT0 Ic
i3.i2d v i o g ^ c

1
{

_

(5.25)
Q

y
d

The equations (5.21) and (5.22) obviously denote the volume approximately
needed to reduce the initial amount of exchangeable Na byhalf, whereas (5.24) and
(5.25)describe the average velocity at which the exchangeable Na will be removed
from flooded soils.
From these equations the following conclusions may be derived:
1. Thevolumesvand V neededtoreducetheinitialamountsofexchangeablecations
f
by half depend on the fraction —(equations 5.77 and 5.18). For a given soil
c
o
and agiven concentration in thesoilmoisture,thisfraction isproportional to the
gradient of the adsorption isotherm. Under the conditions prevailing inflooded
soilsthisgradientincreasesintheorderNa < K < Mg.Consequentlythereverse
order may be expected for the velocity of regeneration.
2. Thevolumesvandvneededfor reduction byhalfwillincreaseatincreasingdepth
(x of d), indicating that the process proceeds from top to bottom.
3. All changes will be larger as more water passes through the soil. Consequently
water passage will be of fundamental importance for the regeneration.
4. The volume vneeded for reduction by half will increase at increasing adsorptive
capacity Ss. Consequently such a reduction will take more passing water- or
more time- in heavy soils than in light ones (equations 5.21,5.22).But on the
other hand the average absolute losses of exchangeable Na will be independent
of the exchange capacity Ss and consequently also independent of soil texture
(equations 5.24, 5.25).
5. Thevolumevneededfor reduction byhalfwill- atleastfor theNaions- increase
at increasing Na fraction JU0 (equation 5.22).But also the absolute Na losseswill
increase at increasing values offi0 (equation 5.25)". For testing the effect offi0 a
considerationoftheabsolutelossesisto bepreferred, asinthat casetheotherwise
dominating effect of soil texture has been eliminated.
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6. Thevolumevneededforreductionbyhalfwilldecreaseatincreasingvaluesof27c,
whereas increase in 27c will likewise increase the absolute losses, as at the concentrations prevailing in flooded soils- 27c > 10 mval/1-the changes in 27c
will dominate the changes in Vlog 27c. In untreated calcareous soils 27c is
mainly dependent upon the solubility of CaC03. After addition of gypsum, 27c
may become much higher (table 55, section 6.41).
7. Insomecasesinterference ofseveraleffects mayoccur.Thusinthecaseofregeneration bydissolution ofCaC0 3thevaluesof 27cwillhave atendency to behigher
forhighvaluesof[i0(c.f. table39,number 10andtable41).Insuchcasesprediction
of the ultimate effect becomes very difficult.
The different conclusions mentioned above are confirmed by observational data,
obtained from thefield.The main features of the regeneration process- such as the
relative order for the different cations involved and the downward proceeding of the
process-have already been discussed (section 5.2). In this section especially the
importance of water passage mentioned under 3 and the other conclusions derived
above will be confronted with experimental evidence.
Thefundamental importance ofwater passageisalready obviousfrom the observation that no major changes in ionic composition occur during summer, when
percolation isnegligible. During winter,however,water passageinfloodedsoils may.
be seriously hampered by a limited topsoil permeability. Whereas in normal, welldrained new-land soils in the areas considered runoff is negligible, considerable
amounts of water may be removed over the surface of flooded soils. As has been
shown by VERHOEVEN (1953) water passage in untreated flooded soils is usually
considerably lower than in gypsum treated soils: in untreated soils the annual percolation may beestimated at about half the normal value of 200mm. Localcircumstances, however, may cause large variations.
Due to thelatter large differences may beexpected between controls of otherwise
comparable trial fields. Such differences are indeed observed; an example has been
given in table43.
V

TABLE 43. Differences in natural regeneration between two soils of similar composition.
Controls of trial fields AG 8 and AG 17, 0-20 cm depth.

Trial
field

Clay
<2M
%

Organic
matter
%

Exchangeable Na in mval per 100gof active
matter
CaC0 3
%

AG 8

24

1.6

3.2

AG 17

28

2.0

3.0

1945
Autumn
16.4

1946
Spring Autumn

1947
Spring

1948
Spring

1949
Spring
13.8

15.2

16.8

15.2

15.4

13.1

12.0

11.0

7.4
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As may be seen from table 43 the changes on AG 17are considerably greater than on AG 8,
although in other respects the soils are much slike. On AG 8, where soil structure was bad, water
passage has been extremely small. As follows from salinity measurements it amounted to only
180 mm over the entire period 1945-1949, corresponding with an annual average of less than
50mm. Although water passage on AG 17isunknown - most of itssalt had already been removed
before its first sampling - it may be readily assumed that the differences mentioned in table 43
are caused by a difference in water passage.

More direct evidence of this effect may be derived from laboratory leaching
experiments carried out in 1941. In these experiments soils flooded in 1939-40,
contained in MITSCHERLICH pots and treated with different amendments were daily
sprinkledwith tap water.In one seriesof experimentsno amendmentswereapplied.
In this control series individual differences in permeability caused large variations
inwaterpassage.Insomepotsthesoilstructurebecamesobadthatvirtuallynowater
could penetrate,whereasin others normal water passageremained possible.Asmay
be seen from the example given in table 44 the decrease in exchangeable Na in the
upper 10cmiscloselyrelated to the amount of water which passed through thesoil
during theperiod of observation.
TABLE 44. Differences in natural regeneration caused by differences in water passage.
Leaching experiments 1941,0-10 cm depth.

Exp.
number

2
3
1

Clay
<2/i
0/
/o

12
13

Organic
matter
o/
/o

1.6
1.8

CaCO s
%

2.7
0.3

Water
passage l
mm
18
250

Exchangeable Na
mval/100gof active
matter
initial

final

7.2
6.8

6.1
3.3

in about 45 days.

Theseeffects givea satisfactory explanation for the old observation that in cases
of total collapse of soil structure the recovery will beextremely slow (PONSE, 1808).
In such cases the low topsoil permeability will seriously hamper water passage,and
the lack of percolating water will in turn retard the process of regeneration. The
controloftrialfieldAG 8,mentionedin table43,isanexampleofsuchanextremely
unfavourable case.
Thedifferences inwaterpassagebetweentheindividualtrialfieldsmakeit difficult
to prove the other effects (4 to 7 inc.) from field data. Nevertheless the available
data suggest their existence. Thus, the effect of the adsorptive capacity of the
soil Ss mentioned under 4 may be illustrated by the data listed in table 45. On
the light soils AG 7 and AG 3 the exchangeable Na is reduced by half in
about 2\ years, but the same reduction has required 5 years in the heavy soil
GT 18.
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TABLE 45. Differences in natural regeneration, caused by differences in soil texture.
Controls of gypsum trial fields, 0-20 cm depth.

Trial
field

AG 7
AG 3
AG 13
GT 18
1

Active
matter
o/
/o

20
20
30
42

Sum of
exchangeable
metal cations l
mval/lOOg
13
13
20
27

Exchangeable Na (mval per. 100 g of active matter)
Winters after lay-out of trialfield
0

1

2

3

4.

6

13.3
14.4
12.4
11.3

11.6
15.2
11.8
12.2

7.3
11.3
9.5
9.8

5.6
5.0
9.2
8.3

2.0
6.9
7.2

5.4

Estimated from active matter content.

The absolute Na losses from untreatedfloodedsoils are listed in table 46,which
coversallavailabletrialfields.Asappearsfrom thesedata,thereisatendencyforthese
losses to increase as active matter content increases, especially above 30%,and with
increasing initial Na fraction //„. Thefirsteffect is not in accordance with the theory
outlinedabove(conclusion4),buttheincreasingeffect offi0confirms ourconclusion5.
Upon closer examination of the data it appears that the increase in Na losses with active
matter content is due to a few trialfieldslaid out in spring 1946on rather young, heavy new land
soils, normally possessing an excellent soil structure. These trialfieldsshow a high rate of natural
regeneration, which is probably caused by a high waterpassage after flooding.
TABLE 46. Average annual Na losses (in kg/ha) from untreated flooded soils.
Controls of 36 trial fields, 0-20 cm depth.
\ ^ ^
Initial
^ ^ \ ^ _ N a fraction
^"^^
/'o
Activematter% ^ ~ \ ^

0.07-0.14

0.14-0.20

0.20-0.25

0.25-0.32

Average
0.19

< 20
20-30
< 30

270
270
350

370
370
530

430
320
510

370
480

360
330
470

Average

290

420

420

430

390

From this table, based upon a large observational material, the average annual
Nalossesfrom untreated soilsappeartobe390kg/haatanaverageinitialNa fraction
of0.19.
In untreated soils, Z c is mainly dependent upon the solubility of CaCOa, which
may be regarded as rather constant. All efforts to raise this solubility- and consequently to promote regeneration- by adding large amounts of farmyard manure or
other organic materials to the soil have not met with much succes (c.f. section 6.2).
Therefore the influence of Ec cannot be derived from the observations made on
untreatedfloodedsoils.
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Hitherto only the qualitative aspects of the regeneration have been considered.
To get more quantitative information the values of v and v can be calculated by
estimatingtheotherentitiesoccurring intheequations mentioned above. In order to
estimate regeneration velocities, however, these values for v should be transformed
into a time-scale.
Forthisconversionweassumethatduringthefirstyearsafter drainagebadtopsoil
structure willrestrict water passageinuntreated soilsto 100mmannually,except for
the,first year when the still saline soil may permit the passage of slightly higher
amounts. After some years, however, soil structure willimprove, so that the annual
water passage will gradually approach the normal value of 200 mm. Hence, as a
tentative approach, the relation, given by table 47will be used for transforming the
calculated valuesfor V or V into atime-scale.
TABLE 47. Assumed relation between time and water passage in untreated flooded soils.
Water passage
cm'/cm'

Years
after
drainage

annual

1
2
3
4
5

15
10
10
15
20

Water passage
cm'/cm'

total

Years
after
drainage

annual

total

15
25
35
50
70

6
7
8
9
10

20
20
20
20
20

90
110
130
150
170

As an example a calcareous flooded soil will be considered, in which S«= 20 mval/100 g,
A = 30ml/100 gand fia = 0.20. After desalinization the total ionicconcentration willbe assumed
to be £c = 20 mval/1. We further assume that the Na ionswill follow the quadratic adsorption
isotherm given by equation (5.01), and we suppose K and Mg to obey linear isotherms with
slopes of 0.5 and 1.0 respectively (c.f. figs. 25 and 26, section 3.7).
As only the order of magnitude isinvolved the simple equations (5.16)and (5.18)willbeused,
evenfor depths asshallow asd = 10cm. Moreover theamounts of ions present in thesoil solution
are negligible compared with the amounts of adsorbed ions, with the exception of CI. With these
data and by using the conversion-table 47 the times needed to reduce the amounts of CI and
exchangeable Na, K and Mg to half their initial values may be calculated. These calculated times
are recorded in table 48; as a matter of fact these values are only a rough approximation.
TABLE 48. Times needed to reduce the excess amounts of CI, Na, K, and Mg in an untreated
calcareous flooded soil to half their initial values.
Calculated for a soil with S>= 20; A = 30; £c = 20;/i0 = 0.20.
Depth
cm
10
20
30
50
70

Time (years)
CI

Na

K

Mg

i
i

3
5
7
10
13

5
8
12
18
26

8
15
22
35
50

I
2

2i
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As appears from table 48, CIwill be readily removed from the soil, whereas the
reductionoftheexchangeable Nawillproceedatamuchlowerrate.Inthesubsoilthe
excess amounts of exchangeable Mg will even persist for decades. Therefore it may
be expected that former inundations can be easily recognized by the occurrence of
high amounts of exchangeable Mg in the subsoil for periods up to half a century.
Thisconclusion isconfirmed bytheobservations:nearly 50yearsafter an inundation
appreciableamountsofexchangeableMgcanstillbeobservedinthesubsoil(table49).
TABLE 49. Ionic composition of a soil flooded half a century ago in comparison with an unflooded soil.
Sampling
spot

Polder

Year of
sampling

WP 17 a

Wilhelmina

1943

StB 1

Bath

1952

Years
after
inundation
unflooded
46

Depth
cm

Exchangeable cations
0/

/o
Na

K

Mg

Ca

0-20
50-80

0.4
0.5

2,9
1.0

2.2
3.9

94.5
94,6

0-20
60-80

0.9
1.5

3.2
1.2

9.8
19.1

86.1
78.2

For the Na ions more accurate estimates are possible, as the Na adsorption
isotherms are much better known than those of K and Mg. Experimentally it has
been found from observations of 36controls of trialfieldsthat the annual Na losses
from theupper 20cmaveraged 390kg/ha at anaverageinitial Na fraction p0 = 0.19
(table46).
Theoretically theseNalossesmaybecalculated byusingequation (5.25). Inserting
the values/<„= 0.19, d = 10cm, assuming 27c to be 20 mval/1 and 2 k' = 5cm,
and supposing that during thefirstfew yearsafter drainage theannual waterpassage
averages 125mm,itmaybecalculatedthattheannualNalossesfrom theupper20cm
should be approximately 600 kg/ha. Although this theoretical value is of the same
order of magnitude as the experimental value of 390 kg/ha, it is obviously far too
high.This difference betweentheoryandexperimentisprobablyduetothedisturbing
effects ofsoiltillage.Anotherpossibilityisthattheassumedvalueof 27c = 20mval/1
is still too high. With the value 27c = 15mval/1 an annual Na loss of 470kg/ha is
found, but in view of the data listed in table 41, section 5.33 this assumption seems
hardly justified.
Therefore it may be concluded that the theory of column operation, though
givinga good explanation of the phenomena observed,isunable to predict the exact
value of the rate of regeneration infloodedsoils.
5.5. REDUCTIONIN C A C 0 3 CONTENTDURING THE REGENERATIONPERIOD
As natural regeneration in flooded soils is mainly caused by dissolution of CaCOj and subsequent ionic exchange reactions, it will be accompanied by a decrease in CaCOa content of the
soil. As has been shown in table 46 (section 5.4) the average annual Na losses from flooded soils
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amount to 390 kg/ha, which isequivalent to 850kg/ha of CaCOj. For the upper 20cm of the soil
these losses correspond with a decrease in CaCO, content of 1%in 33years, which is about twice
as high as in normal soils (section 3.3). But during the relatively short period of regeneration the
CaCO„ losses will be rather small and of the order of 0.1%. Thus, on the controls of 11 trial
fields, observed for a period of 5-7 years, the average total CaCO s losses amounted to 0.11 ±
0.09%. No wonder that such small losses could not be reliably estimated from a comparison
between the CaCO s contents shortly after drainage and those found a few years later.
5.6. EFFECTSOFSOIL TILLAGE

Intheforegoingsectionsthedisturbingeffectsofsoiltillagehavealreadybeenmentioned.Ploughingwillseriouslyinterferewiththeprocessofregeneration:soilalready
improved will be buried by soil still possessing an unfavourable ionic composition.
Although a thorough theoretical treatment is not yet possible for ions adsorbed
withacurvilinearadsorptionisotherm,itwillbeclearthatregenerationofthetopsoil
will be delayed by ploughing, as the excessNa brought to the surface mustfirstbe
removedbefore further progresscan bemade.Ontheother hand itmaybeexpected
thattheregenerationofthelayersunderlyingtheploughedsoilwillbeslightlyaccelerated, as these layers will receive soil moisture from the original topsoil, which is
relativelylowin exchangeable Na.
Thesephenomenamaybeinvestigatedtheoreticallyforionsadsorbedwithalinear
isotherm,asinthatcasetheprincipleofsuperpositionmaybeused.Inthiswayboth
the retarded regeneration of the ploughed layer and the accelerated recovery of the
layerimmediatelyunderneathmaybedemonstrated.Anexampleofthesephenomena
is given byfig.46.
I: Initial boundary, untitled soil
II: Final boundary, untitled soil
III: Initial boundary, ploughed soil
IV: Final boundary, ploughed soil
A: Untitled soil
B: Ploughed soil

0

100

50

I

^/~~
^*

j

ploughed
layer

/ ^
30

CN \\
^

40

cm depth

HJ 11

B

FIG. 46. Theoretical rear boundaries in an untitled soil in comparison with a soil in
which the layers 0-10 and 10-20 cm
have been reversed by ploughing.
Calculated for a linear adsorption
isotherm

In practicalcasesthe turning up of Na-rich soil byploughing may even cause a
renewed breakdown of soil structure. This emphasizes the importance of shallow
ploughing,as already recommended by PONSE (1808).
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As the advice of shallow ploughing was nearly always put into practice by the farmers concerned, ploughing depths on the trial fields were also usually limited to 10-12 cm. As in most
cases these fields were sampled in layers of 10 cm thickness, the effects of soil tillage could not
be derived from the data obtained in this way. Only on one trial field, which had been flooded
with brackish water, a reversal of the normal course of the Na boundary was observed; this
reversal was caused by ploughing to a depth of about 20 cm. As the soil in question was low in
exchangeable Na this deep tillage had no detrimental effects on soil structure. As appears from
table 50 the Na boundary, after being reversed in autumn 1947, had regained its normal course
after one winter. During this period the decrease in exchangeable Na has been low in the layer
10-20 cm - the former topsoil-and remarkably high in the underlying unploughed subsoil,
in accordance with the views developed above.
TABLE 50. Effect of soil tillage on the regeneration of a flooded soil. Control of trial field AG 10,
polder Dirksland, Overflakkee *.
Exchangeable Na (Na a )
mval per 100 g of active matter

Depth

0-10
10-20
20-40

Decrease in winter
1947-1948

12-4-1947

7-10-1947

17-3-1948

2.8
4.3
5.5

3.9
3.4
6.1

1.4
2.2
4.2

2.5
1.2
1.9

Active matter content 26%.

Thus it has been shown in the foregoing sections that natural regeneration of
calcareous, flooded soils is chiefly caused by dissolution of CaC0 3 and subsequent
reaction with the exchangeable cations. This reaction, however, will proceed to a
measurable extent only if the reaction products are removed by passing water, but
even then it israther slow. From the theory of column operation an estimate of the
velocityoftheprocesscanbemade.Thisestimateisofthesameorderastheobserved
rate of regeneration. Soiltillage has a retarding effect.

6. M E T H O D S O F P R O M O T I N G R E G E N E R A T I O N
Although in the course of time natural regeneration will restore normal soil
conditions, its rate, especially in heavy soils, is so slow that agriculture is badly
hampered for many years. Therefore promotion of the regeneration-process is of
greatpracticalimportance.Already PONSE(1808)hasproposed severaltreatments for
thispurpose;amongotherthingsheadvised thegrowingofperennial cropslikegrass
and clovers. In a later paper (PONSE, 1825) he suggested application of slaked lime
on a trial scale. Moreover he noticed that organic manuring had only little effect.
As has been mentioned in the first chapter, MAYER (1879b) observed some improvement after application of sulphuric acid, and in the Netherlands the use of
gypsum wasintroduced by HISSINK in 1918.
Most of these treatments, together with some others, have been tested byfield
trials after the inundations of 1939-'40 and 1944-'45. From these experiments it
appeared that growing perennial crops, organic manuring and application of slaked
lime wereof little practical use,but dressings with more soluble calcium compounds
like calcium chloride or gypsum proved quite successful. Moreover excellent results
were obtained by adding sulphur to calcareousfloodedsoils.
Inthischaptertheeffects ofthesedifferent treatmentswillbediscussed.Asgypsum
is most commonly used, it willreceive most attention. Thisdiscussion on the effects
of gypsum, however, will be preceded by a short review of the effects of perennial
crops, organic manuring and liming, and be followed by a discussion on the effects
of other chemicals. Finally the practical aspects of gypsum application will be
reviewed; this discussion will mainly concern the technique of application and the
amounts to be used.
6.1. EFFECTSOF PERENNIALCROPS

The use of perennial crops for promoting natural regeneration of flooded soils
has been studied on a series of G.V.-trialfields,a diagram of one of which is represented infig.2,section 1.2. Onthesefieldstheeffects ofgrowinggrass1,redclover
(Trifolium pratenseL.) and lucerne (Medicago sativa L.) were compared; part of
thesefieldsalso received a gypsum dressing.
A comparison of the exchangeable Na contents of the plots not treated with
gypsum,revealsthat in most cases natural regeneration has been highest under grass
and lowest under lucerne (table 51). Moreover it appeared from field observations
that soil structure wasusually much better under grassthan under clover or lucerne,
which was probably due to the preservation of soil structure by the shallow root
system of the grasses. In many cases the clover and lucerne crops sown too late in
autumn 1945 were a failure and had to be resown the next spring; probably this
complication has contributed to the differences observed.
1

The grass plots had been sown with a mixture of Loliumperenne(28%),Phleumpratense (13%),
Poa pratensis (19%),Agrostis stolonifera (9%),Festucarubra (17%) and Trifolium repens (14%).
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TABLE 51. Effects of different perennial crops on the exchangeable Na content of flooded soils.
Controls of G.V. trial fields, 0-10 cm depth.
Exchangeable Na
Trialfield

GV 2
GV 5
GV 8
GV 9
GV 11
GV 14
GV 19
GV20

Time of lay-out

L*

Sequence of
Naa-figures
in spring
1947

3.4
6.0
11.4
5.6
6.4
2.4
2.3
0.9

G < L< R
G<R< L
G<R< L
R< G< L
G< R< L
G< R< L
G< R= L
L<G< R

iNa*»

in spring 1947
R«
G*

autumn 1945
autumn 1945
autumn 1945
autumn 1945
autumn 1945
autumn 1945
summer 1946
summer 1946

2.7
4.9
9.9
5.1
4.5
0.9
2.1
1.0

3.8
5.6
10.5
4.0
6.1
1.8
2.3
4.5

1

mval per 100 g of active matter.
* G = grass; R = red clover; L = lucerne

The differences in exchangeable Na content mentioned in table 51 may either
result from or be the cause of differences in soil structure. Measurements of soil
salinity ontrialfieldG.V.I1 however,suggest that theobserved differences in natural
regeneration haveprimarily beencausedbydifferences duringthefirstwinterinwater
passage;thesehavein turn arisen from differences in soilstructure. Asappears from
table 52 salt content (B) and salt concentration (C) were markedly lower on the
grass-grown plots than on those carrying clover or lucerne.
TABLE 52. Differences in soil salinity under different perennial crops.
Controls of trial field G.V. 11, Herenpolder, Overflakkee; 1-10-1946.
Depth
cm

A1
ml/100 g

B»
g/100g

C
g/1

Grass

0-10
10-20

21.6
23.3

0.01
0.04

0.9
1.7

Red clover

0-10
10-20

23.1
22.8

0.02
0.07

1.1
3.1

Lucerne

0-10
10-20

22.8
22.1

0.02
0.06

1.1
2.9

Crop

1
Moisture content of soil.
* CI content of soil, expressed as NaCl.
* CI concentration in the soil moisture, expressed as NaCl.

A direct comparison between the effects of perennial crops on the one hand and
annuals on the other is not possible as no annual crops were included in the G.V.
trials. Therefore suchinquiry must becarried out bycomparing therates of regeneration between the untreated plots of the G.V.fieldsand the controls of other trial
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fields. With theexception of G.V.I1,however, theperiod ofobservation of the fields
from the G.V.-series has been too short to make a reliable estimate of the regeneration rate under perennialcrops.
On the trialfieldG.V.I1,which has been observed forfiveyears, the decreasein
exchangeable Na caused by natural regeneration is equivalent to an annual loss of
Nafrom theupper 20cmof520kg/ha.Asappearsfromfig.47themutual differences
between grass, clover and lucerne chiefly originated during the first winter after
drainage. The nearly parallel course of thelinesinfig.47proves that afterwards the
water passage under these crops has been virtually the same.
The losses of exchangeable Na on G.V.I1 are of the same order of magnitude as
theaverage Na lossesfrom thecontrolsofother seriesoftrialfields,which amounted
to 390 kg/ha (c.f. table 46, section 5.4). The slightly larger rate of regeneration on
G.V.ll might be due to the absence of the disturbing effects of soil tillage on this
field or to a somewhat higher water passage.
I: grass
II: clover &lucerne

mval Na;
10

time after
•drainage
s years

FIG. 47. Effects of different perennial crops on
the natural regeneration of a flooded
soil.
Trial field GV 11, Heerenpolder. No
gypsum added

From theforegoing itisconcluded that under perennial cropstherate ofregeneration may be expected to be slightly higher, though the difference is by no means a
spectacular one. Therefore it may be stated that PONSE'S advice is notjustified by a
substantial promotion of regeneration, but that its main advantage lies in avoiding
the troubles attached to soil tillage for a couple of years. In the meantime natural
regeneration will be able to bring about a considerable improvement in soil conditions.
After the 1945inundations perennial crops, especially lucerne, were grown on a
fairly large scale. But, as in the G.V. experiments, the results were disappointing,
especially in comparison with the much better results of gypsum. Thus, after the
floodingsof 1953, this method of treating flooded soils was no longer applied on
any scale.
6.2. EFFECTS OFORGANICMANURING

Application of organic matter to flooded soils, even in excessive quantities, has
never met with much succes (PONSE, 1808; RAPPORT, 1945; HARMSEN).
After the floodings of 1939-'40 and 1944-'45 field experiments were laid out,
including heavy dressings with farmyard manure or crop residues. Although these
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experiments have been elaborately discussed elsewhere (RAPPORT, 1945; HARMSEN)
a short review of the results will be given here.
Ashasbeen observedby HARMSENaddition oforganicsubstancestofloodedsoils
resulted in a marked increase in C0 2 production. It might be expected that this
increasewouldpromotethesolutionofCaC03,resultinginamorerapidregeneration.
From thefieldexperiments,however, it appeared that organic manuring could only
bringaboutminorimprovementsinsoilstructure,whichwerequitenegligibleagainst
those observed after gypsumor sulphur dressings.Although no determinationswere
madeof the exchangeable Na contents on thesetrialfields,therelation between soil
structure and ionic composition is close enough to draw the same conclusion with
respect to exchangeable Na.
In soils with good and even moderate structure the gaseous exchange between the soil air
and the atmosphere isobviously efficient enough to prevent high COa concentrations, even at high
production levels. In soils with collapsed structure, gaseous exchange will be impeded - as is
reveiled by signs of reduction in such soils- but at the same time water passage also will be
-badly hampered, so that the increased Ca concentration in the soil moisture will have little effect.
Moreover, as appears from table 38, section 5.33, a tenfold increase in CO s concentration - viz.
from 1to 10%- willonly result in a twofold increase in CaCO s solubility. Finally C0 2 production
will be low in winter, when water passage is maximal'.

6.3. EFFECTSOFMARLANDSLAKED LIME

Slaked lime, Ca(OH)2, will readily change into the carbonate if applied to soils
of highpH. Although thefinerdivision ofthe CaCOs precipitated in thiswaymight
be an advantage, its effects in these soils may be expected to be similar to thoseof
marl,CaC03.Thereforeitstandstoreasonthatapplicationoftheselimeamendments
isoflittleusefor soilsalreadycontainingnatural CaC03. Consequentlymostexperimentswith lime amendments havebeencarried out on non-calcareous soils,though
slakedlimehasalsobeenincludedin afewtrialsoncalcareoussoils(c.f. section6.5).
Onnon-calcareoussoils the Nareducingeffects ofslakedlimeand marl,although
unmistakable, are onlyslight and in any case muchlesspronounced than the effects
of a comparable weight of gypsum (table53).
This difference is the more striking as a given weight of pure slaked lime will
contain more than twice as much Ca as an equal amount of pure gypsum. On the
trialfields,where crude products were used, the difference in purity- with gypsum
possessing the lowest grade- accentuates the difference.
Asamatter offact addition oflimeraisespHvaluesincasesthat thetreated soils
weredistinctly acid (table 54).1

In India good results are reported from green manuring followed by rice (JOACHIM, 1941).
Under these conditions the organic matter will decay under anaerobic conditions and the carbon
dioxide liberated cannot escape into the atmosphere. In combination with some water passage,
regeneration may proceed at noticeable speed.
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TABLE 53. Effects of slaked lime, marl and gypsum on the amounts of exchangeable Na in noncalcareous flooded soils.
G.T. and S.M. trial fields, 0-20 cm depth.
Trial
field

Time of
sampling

Winters
after
lay-out

GT 15

spring 1947

2

GT30

SM 4

spring 1948

3

spring 1948

2

Amendment
used
none
slaked lime
gypsum
none
slaked lime
gypsum
gypsum
none
slaked lime
marl
gypsum
gypsum

Amount
t/ha

Exchangeable
Na
Na* 1

Remarks

6.5
5.0
3.8

Arable land
on creek
ridge*

6.0
5.6
3.4
2.5

Arable land
on creek
ridge*

5.4
5.2
5.1
4.3
4.1

Pasture on
slightly
acid pool
soil*

8

6i
8
4
10
6
8
41
9

1

mval per 100 g of active matter.
• Non-calcareous; pH between 6.5 and 7.0.
* C.f. table 54.
TABLE 54. Effects of slaked lime, marl and gypsum on pH of a slightly acid pool soil,two years
after their application.
Trial field SM 4, polder Walcheren, spring 1948,0-10 cm depth.
Amendment

none

marl

tons/ha

—

41

9

4

8

3

6

pH

5.6

5.6

5.2

6.9

7.0

6.9

7.3

gypsum

slaked lime

On calcareous soilsthe Na-reducing effects of slaked lime were almost imperceptible (c.f. table 63,section6.5).
The low efficiency of lime dressings for reducing the amounts of exchangeable
Na in flooded soils is in accordance with the observations on soil structure on the
trialfieldsmentioned. Application of lime amendments never resulted in any noteworthy improvement in soilstructure(WESTERHOF).
6.4. EFFECTSOF GYPSUM

From a practical point of viewgypsum application is of outstandingimportance
as a means of promoting the regeneration of flooded soils. Gypsum may occur
naturallyin newlydrained sliksoils (ZUUR, 1952),it may beformed in the soil after
addition ofelementary sulphur, or it may beadded assuch.
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In thediscussion of the effects ofgypsum distinction will bemade between local
reactionsandreactionsoccurringincombination withwaterpassage.Aswillbeshown
in thenext sections it makes agreat difference whether gypsum isapplied asatopdressing- like after the treatment of flooded soils- or whether it is formed in the
soil itself, like in newly drained slik soils. Moreover it is of importance whether
gypsumispresentinexcessquantitiesornot.Thoughfrom atheoreticalpoint ofview
theformer case,inwhich asaturated solution isformed, isthemost interestingone,
theamountsusuallyappliedtofloodedsoilsareinsufficient tomaintain thiscondition
for morethan 1-2years.Theyaregenerallyeventoosmalltoreplaceallexchangeable
Na from the upper 20cmof thesoil. Under these conditions, it is of considerable
practical importance to know the efficiency with which the added gypsum replaces
these Naions.
The subjects mentioned above will be treated in more detail in the following
sections. A review of the practical sides of gypsum application will be postponed
until section6.7.
6.41. Localeffects
In soilscontaining anexcessofsolid gypsum thesolubility ofthiscompound will
determinetheCaconcentration inthesoilmoistureandultimatelytherateofchanges
in ionic composition. To calculate these changes the same equations maybe used
asfor thereaction ofafloodedsoil with dissolving CaC03, viz.equations (5.06)to
(5.72)forthelocaleffects and(5.16)to(5.25) forcolumn processes.
For drawing quantitative conclusions it isnecessary to estimate thesolubilityof
gypsum in the soil moisture of flooded soils. Asfor CaC03, different methods of
approach are available.
The solubility of gypsum may be estimated in the following ways:
1. From the well-known solubility of CaS0 4 in the presence of CaCOa in water containing
carbon dioxide. This solubility will give rise to a Ca concentration of 35.0 mval/1at a partial
pressure of CO a of 0.121 atm. and at 25° C (SEIDELL).

2. From the maximal Ca concentrations in the expressed fluid of calcareous, newly embanked
slik.soils. In such soils gypsum will usually be formed in such abundance that its crystals
appear in the soil. From analysis of such soils the maximal Ca concentrations in the soil
moisture were found to be approximately 40 mval/1 (table 55). Furthermore, S0 4 concentrations are still considerably higher, as exchange reactions result in the formation of the
highly soluble salts NajSO, and MgS0 4 .
TABLE 55. Maximal Ca concentrations, simultaneously observed S0 4 , and total ionic concentrations in theexpressed fluid of a newly drained slik soil.
Sampling spot M21,Noordoostpolder, drained1941.
Depth
cm

mval/1

mval/1

so4

27c
mval/1

0- 5
5-10
10-20
20-50
50-80

39.7
33.8
36.3
32.3
40.2

71.5
54.8
63.4
50.0
88.6

129.6
82.2
90.9
62.0
114.2

Camax

Time at which Cams*
was observed
spring 1943
spring 1943
spring1943
spring1946
spring 1946
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3. From the maximal Ca concentrations observed in the expressed fluid of flooded soils treated
with heavy gypsum or sulphur dressings. In such soilsthe maximal Ca concentration observed
amounted to 39.0 mval/1(trial field De Koeyer, polder Nieuw Olzende, summer 1942).

Thus, the concentration of Ca ionsin soils containing solid gypsum may beestimated at approximately 40mval/1.
As an example the local effects of gypsum will be calculated for a calcareous
floodedsoil after its desalinization. Prior to the gypsum dressing such a soil willbe
in equilibrium with CaC0 3 . After addition of gypsum a new equilibrium will be
set up,which maybecalculated according to equations (5.06) and (J.12). Theresults
of such a computation, starting from an observed equilibrium, are given in table56.
A difficulty in these calculations is the value of the fraction K + Mg in the soil solution, A.
As a first approximation A is assumed to remain constant. There is some experimental evidence
in favour of this supposition, rather than for the alternative assumption that the absolute amounts
of K and Mg in solution would remain the same.
#
TABLE 56. Calculated changes in ionic composition, caused by local action of gypsum.
Initial state: Sampling spot W.P.61,polder Wilhelmina, May 1945 *.

Depth

State

Adsorptive
capacity

s,
mval/lOOg

Moisture
content
A
ml/100g

c

c.

mval/1

Fraction
K+ Mgin
solution

A

Fraction Na
amongtheions
adsorbed

Totalconcentrationof soil
solution

insolution
V

mval/1

0-10

Initial'
Final*

14.1
14.1

26.3
26.3

3.7
40.0

0.177
0.177'

0.172
0.099

0.646
0.468

21.5
113.-

10-20

Initial *
Final*

13.7
13.7

23.6
23.6

2.3
40.0

0.129
0.129'

0.179
0.119

0.790
0.514

29.5
112.-

' C.f.table41, section 5.33.
Beforeaddition of gypsum;observed.
* After additionof gypsum;calculated.
4
Estimated.
s

As appears from table 56 application of gypsum may be expected to result in a
marked decrease in exchangeable Na. Naturally the local effects of gypsum will be
more pronounced than those of the less soluble CaC03. But on the other hand the
bulk of theexchangeable Na still remains; these ions may only beremoved in combination with water passage.
Another consequence of the addition of gypsum is a large increase in total ionic
concentration of the soil solution, viz. from approximately 25 to over 100. These
calculated values for E c are in accordance with those observed in soils containing
solid gypsum (c.f. table 57).
In the field addition or formation of gypsum in excess quantities appears to
produce only minor changes in ionic composition. The best examples of these local
effects of gypsum are found in newly drained, calcareous slik soils, where large
amounts ofgypsum areformed. An example ofthechangescaused bythis oxidation
process is to befound in table 57.
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TABLE 57. Changes in ionic composition caused by formation of gypsum in a newly drained
slik soil.
Trial field Kraggenburg, Noordoostpolder, summer 1939, 10-20 cm depth 1 .
Group of
analyses
Salinity

'
Expressed fluid

'

Analyses
A'ml/100 g
B • g/100 g
C'g/1

46.4
0.08
1.7

Na mval/l
K mval/I
Mg mval/l
Ca mval/l
2 c mval/l

29.3
1.1
11.8
10.2
52.4

Sulphates

in soil moisture g/100 g
soluble in excess H 2 0 g/100 g

Exchangeable
cations

Na
K
Mg
Ca

/o

11-4-1939

16-8-1939
36.6
0.08
2.2
53.5
3.7
43.2
44,4
144.8

0.04
0.06
11.1
7.2
42.6
39.1

0.16
0.30
9.7
6.7
35.6
48.0

1
Drained in autumn 1938.
* Moisture content of soil.
* CI content of soil, expressed as NaCl.
CIconcentration of soil moisture, expressed as NaCl.

As appears from the salinity data, especially from the constancy of the amount of CI ions
present in the soil- B-, neither water passage nor capillary rise was important between the two
dates of sampling. But on the other hand the composition of the soil moisture was fundamentally
changed. In thespring of 1939the soil- whichwasdrained inautumn 1938- was still in a reduced
state. During the summer of 1939 oxidation of ferrous sulphides resulted in the formation of
large amounts of gypsum. Consequently large increases in the ionicconcentrations were observed.
Initially only minute quantities of S0 4 were present in the soil. At the second sampling date,
however, the soil contained 0.30% of water-soluble sulphates, of which only half was actually
in solution. Consequently the soil solution must have been saturated with gypsum.
But the effects of the considerable changes in the composition of the soil moisture on the
ionic composition of the soil, though unmistakable, were not very large. Remarkably enough,
the changes did not only include an exchange of Na against Ca, but also a marked replacement
of K and Mg ions by Ca.

In the treatment of flooded soils the gypsum is usually applied as a surfacedressing; in fact it proved to be highly undesirable to work it into the soil. Such a
dressingdoesnot exert great influence on theioniccomposition ofthe soil,unlessin
combination with water passage. This is confirmed by observations on AG trial
fields, from whichitappearedthat springapplication ofgypsumdid notmuchchange
the ionic composition of the upper 10cm during the next summer. Some examples
of theseobservations have been given in table 58.As appears from thesedata spring
application ofgypsum caused somedecrease in exchangeable Na during the summer
of 1946,butithadvirtuallynoeffect duringthesummerof 1947.Thisdifference must
be ascribed to a slight water passage in the wet summer of 1946,whereas in the dry
summer of 1947no water passage occurred.
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TABLE 58. Effects of spring gypsum dressings on the amounts of exchangeable Na observed next
autumn.
A.G. trial fields. 0-10 cm depth.
Difference in Na a ' found in autumn between control and
spring application of 12t/ha of gypsum

Trialfield

1946
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

AG 3
AG 7
AG 8
AG 10
AG 12
AG 13
AG 14
1

3.4
2.0
2.5
0.9
2.3
4.1
2.0

1947
—0.3
+ 0.5
—0.2
—0.3
+ 0.3
+ 0.3
—0.2

mval per 100 g of active matter.

These conclusions about the inefficiency of spring gypsum dressings for reducing exchangeable
Na during the next summer are at first sight in contradiction with the great practical importance
of such dressings for preventing structural breakdown of the seed-bed during showers. But for
this purpose an improvement of the upper few cm only will be sufficient. For improving soil
conditions in deeper layers, however, water passage is indispensable.

6.42. Effectsofexcess amounts ofgypsum incombination withwaterpassage
Exceptfor theirhigherratetheprocessescausedbygypsumapplicationincombination with water passage resemble those observed during natural regeneration
(section 5.4).Thus theimprovements willproceed downward through the soil profile
(fig. 48),and theirvelocity willdepend on factors likewater passage and soil texture.
0

s-

MI m v

5

V

I: control
II: 4 t/ha of crude gypsum,applied inautumn 1933

Na

»
15
20

cm depth

i)

FIG. 48. Effects of gypsum application to the relation between exchangeable Na and depth.
Trial field GT 58, polder Middelland,
Tholen, spring 1954

Thesameequations(5.76)to(5.25), derivedfor naturalregeneration, maybeemployed for calculating the effects of gypsum in combination with water passage, at least
as long as excess solid gypsum is present.
In evaluating these effects distinction should be drawn between soils containing
excess solid gypsum throughout and soils which had received a top-dressing. In the
presence of solid gypsum the total ionic concentration of the soil moisture will be
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•of the order of 100 mval/1 (c.f. table 57, section 6.41), whereas a top dressing will
cause the soil to be leached with a saturated solution, containing approximately
40mval/1 ofions.
In gypsum-dressed soils runoff is minimal; consequently water passage will be
considerably higher than in untreated soils: for well drained, gypsum-treated soils
it may beestimated at 200mm annually.Therefore gypsum does not only accelerate
the regeneration by removing the Na, K and Mg ions from their adsorption seats,
but also by improving water passage.
Asan example oftherate ofregeneration in agypsum-saturated soil the changes
inioniccomposition inthetrialfieldKraggenburg willbecalculated according tothe
principles mentioned above, after which these calculated changes will be compared
with the actually observed ones.
In this example the following values will be used:
S8 = 16.8 mval/100 g; A = 35 ml/100 g; 2 c = 100 mval/1, which values are based upon experimental data. A difficulty is that the moisture content A in this newly drained soil is considerably
decreasing during the regeneration period; the value chosen must be considered as a fair average.
Also Zc is subject to considerable changes; the assumed value is a first approximation.
For Na, equation (5.22) has been used with n„= 0.10, 2 k' = 5 cm, whereas K and Mg
were supposed to possess linear adsorption isotherms with a slope of 1.5 (c.f. fig. 25 and 26,
section 3.7). As only the order of magnitude is involved in these calculations, the simple equation
(5.16)has been employed for K and Mg. Water passage was assumed to amount to 200 mm annually.In this way theoretical valuesfor vand t wereobtained. In table 59thesevalues are compared
to the observed times of halving, found from curves in which the amounts of exchangeable cations
had been plotted against time (fig. 49).
I: Na 0—20cm
II: Na 20—50cm
III: Na 50—80cm

IV: Mg 0—20cm
V: Mg 20—50cm
VI: Mg 50—80cm

VII: K 0—20cm
VIII: K 20—50cm
XI: K 50—80cm

FIG. 49. Relative decrements of exchangeable Na, K and Mg
in a newly drained slik soil.
TrialfieldKraggenburg,Noordoostpolder, 1938-1949.
'•-..•••....;•timeafter drainage
Initial contents put at 100
i i i 4 5 * 7 » 9 wyears
TABLE 59. Volumes of passing water and times needed to reduce the amounts of exchangeable Na,
K, and Mg in a newly drained slik soil to half their initial values. Calculated and
observed for trial field Kraggenburg, Noordoostpolder, with S8 = 16.8; A = 35;
Z c = 100;/*„ = 0.10; 2 k' = 5.

Depth
cm

0-20
20-50
50-80

v (cm)

t (years)

Average
depth
d
cm

Na

K

Mg

calc.

calc.

calc.

calc.

obs.

calc.

obs.

calc.

obs.

10
35
65

3.8
16.2
31.0

35
125
230

35
125
230

0.2
0.8
1.5

0.7
1.3
2.0

1.8
6
11

6
7.5
11

1.8
6
11

2
3
8

K

Na

Mg

As appears from table 59the changes in ionic composition were extremely rapid
incomparison to those occurringin untreatedfloodedsoils(c.f. table 48, section 5.4).
The calculated values are of the right order of magnitude, but they do not predict
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the observed difference between K and Mg.The reduction in exchangeable Mgwas
larger than in K, so that under these circumstances the sequence of the adsorption
affinities was obviously Na < Mg < K. Probably the difference with natural regeneration of flooded soils, in which this sequence is as Na < K < Mg, iscaused
bythevalencyeffect. According to thiseffect thebivalent Mgionwillbelessstrongly
adsorbed inequilibria withmoreconcentrated solutions.
Ashasalready been mentioned, theionicconcentrations 27cwillbeconsiderably
lower insoilswhich hadreceived aheavytop-dressing withgypsum.It may therefore
be expected that top-dressing, even in excessive amounts, will not cause such rapid
changesinioniccomposition asthoseobservedinsoilscontainingexcesssolidgypsum
throughout. On the trialfieldsonfloodedsoils,however, thegypsum dressingsgiven
were usually far from excessive and in most cases not even sufficient to replace all
exchangeable Napresentintheupper20cm.Onlyinafewcasesonlightsoilsgypsum
has been given in excess.The following example will refer to such a case,viz.to the
trialfieldAG 3,treated with 12t/ha of crude gypsum.
In this example the following values will be used: S, = 14.5; A = 23.4; 2 c = 40 mval/1;
fio = 0.20; 2 k' = 5 cm; d = 10 cm. Hence v may be calculated according to equation (5.22).
In table 60 the calculated value of t as derived from v has been compared with the observed
time of halving, obtained by plotting exchangeable Na content against time (fig. 50).
I: control
II: 12t/ha of crudegypsum

time after •lay-out
4years

FIG. 50. Relative decrements of exchangeable Na in
a calcareous flooded soil dressed with
excess gypsum.
Trial field AG 3, polder Nieuw Bommenede, Schouwen, 0-20 cm depth.
Initial content put at 100

TABLE 60. Volume of passing water and time needed to reduce exchangeable Na in a gypsumtreated flooded soil to half itsinitial value.Calculated and observed for trialfieldAG 3,
polder Nieuw-Bommenede, Schouwen. Treated with 12 t/ha of crude gypsum '.

Depth

0-20
1

Average depth
d
cm

v (cm)
Na
calc.

calc.

obs.

10

10.5

0.5

1.3

Containing approximately 6.5 t/ha of CaS0 4 .2 H a O.

t (years)
Na
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Itisclearthatinthiscasethechangeshavebeenlessrapidthaninanewlydrained
slik soil(c.f. table 59,although thecasesare not quitecomparable). Nevertheless the
changesinioniccomposition havebeen much accelerated bythetreatment employed
(fig.50).
The difference between the calculated and the observed values for t is possibly
duetoirregularities inthedistribution ofgypsum,through whichcompletesaturation
of thepercolating water wasnotreached alwaysor everywhere.
6.43. Effectsofsmaller amounts ofgypsum
As a rule the gypsum dressings applied on the trial fields and in practice were
much smaller than those treated in theforegoing section. Usually the amountsgiven
wereinsufficient toreplaceallexchangeable Napresentintheupper20cmofthesoil.
Consequently, in such cases the gypsum given is only able to cause a partial
regeneration. Usually application of relatively small amounts of gypsum is followed
by a rapid decrease in exchangeable Na, but after 1-2 winters the effects of gypsum
will cease, so that further progress is rather slow (fig. 51;c.f. also fig. 53, section
6.61).
mval Na a

^

mv

20

is

>t
i*

10

»*

^ *

"»»

~--»time
s V\ +""--•-* •
° V ^ *-*-*——•after
^ -iv-o o. lay-out
1
s years

s years

I: control
I: control
11: 6i t/ha of crude gypsum
II: 5 t/ha of crude gypsum
111:13 t/ha of crude gypsum
111: 10t/ha of crude gypsum
IV: 19} t/ha of crude gypsum
IV: IS t/ha of crude gypsum
A: Trial field CT 18, polder Joanna Maria, Tholen, 0-20 cm depth
B: Trial field OT 46, polder Walcheren, 0-20 cm depth.

FIG. 51. Effects of gypsum dressings upon the regeneration of a calcareous flooded soil

Moreover it appears from the observations that the excessamountsofexchangeable K and Mgare only slightly affected by the usual gypsum dressings, even in the
topsoil (c.f. table 64, section 6.5). The same conclusion may be drawn with regard
to the amounts of exchangeable Na below 20 cm depth during the first years after
gypsum application. The latter will only be notably reduced after the bulk of the
exchangeable Na has disappeared from the topsoil.
Besides the effects on ionic composition, and especially on the exchangeable Na
content ofthetopsoil,gypsumusuallylowerssoilpH.Ashasalreadybeenmentioned
in section 5.32 there exists a correlation between pH and exchangeable Na. For
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individual trialfieldsthis relation is usually much closer than the widely scattered
generalcorrelation showninfig.45,section 5.32.Anexampleoftheeffects ofgypsum
on exchangeable Na content and pH of a calcareousfloodedsoil has been given in
table 61,and for a non-calcareous soil a similar pH-reducing effect may be seen in
table 54,section 6.3.
TABLE 61. Effects of gypsum dressings on the amounts of exchangeable Na and on soil pH in a
calcareous flooded soil.
Trial field G.T. 11, polder Oude Kijkuit, Tholen, spring 1948.
Amounts of gypsum
applied '
t/ha

Depth
cm

Exchangeable
Na
Na»*

PH'

5.9
11.1

8.6
9.0

0

0-10
10-20 "

9

0-10
10-20

2.4
6.1

8.4
8.9

18

0-10
10-20

1.7
4.4

8.3
8.7

27

0-10
10-20

0.8
3.1

8.2
8.7

1

Applied in autumn 1945.
* mval per 100 g of active matter.
* pH of 1: 2.5 aqueous suspension.

6.44. Efficiency ofgypsum dressings
For practical purposes, especially for a calculation of the amounts of gypsum
needed in particular cases,it isnecessary to know the efficiency of gypsum dressings
for reducing the amounts of exchangeable Na in the topsoil. This efficiency may be
calculated from the difference in exchangeable Na content between the controls and
the gypsum-treated plots of gypsum trialfields.As may be seen from fig. 51A this
difference sometimes reaches a maximum a few years after gypsum application. In
other cases- especially if the gypsum is only able to replace a relatively small part
of the excess Na ions-a more constant difference is observed (c.f. fig. 51 B).
The efficiency of gypsum dressings may be calculated by comparing the gypsum
equivalents of the differences in exchangeable Na with the amounts of gypsum
actually given.
Putting, for the upper 20cmof the soil:
A Na a : difference in exchangeable Na between treated and untreated plots (mval
per 100gof active matter)
q:
active matter percentage of soil
G:
gypsum equivalent of A Naa
it isfound that
G = 0.024. A Naa .q
t/ha of CaSQ4.2 H 2 0
(6.01)
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Ca concentration in the soil moisture. This increase will occur most rapidly after
application ofthehighlysoluble Cachloride;after heavygypsum dressings it willbe
restricted by thelimited solubility of this compound (c.f. section 6.61).
For sulphur an increase in Ca concentration is only possible after its oxidation
and after the subsequent reaction of the sulphuric acid formed with CaC0 3 . The
oxidation of sulphur, however, isa microbiological process,which therefore requires
time, especially if the vital conditions for the bacteria involved are unfavourable.
Therefore itistobeexpected that Cachloridewillactmore quicklythan gypsum,
and the effects of sulphur will only become perceptible after a certain lapse of time.
Theseexpectations agree with the observations (fig. 52).
I: control, humus & slaked lime
II: gypsum, IS t/ha
III: Ca chloride, 6 t/ha
IV: sulphur, 3 t/ha

i

2

i

4

ter lav-out
syears

FIG. 52. Effects of different chemicals on the
amounts of exchangeable Na in calcareous
flooded soils.
Trial fields SM1+SM2, Walcheren, 0-20
cm depth

The time-lag after sulphur dressings on SM 1 and SM 2 (fig. 52) is accentuated by the fact
that the dressings were given in autumn. Due to the low temperatures in winter the oxidation of
sulphur probably did not occur before the next summer. As however the local effects of the
gypsum formed are negligible, a decrease in exchangeable Na was not observed before the second
winter after application.
If, therefore, the use of sulphur is contemplated, early application is necessary.

The efficiency of the different chemicals for reducing exchangeable Na in the
topsoilmaybecalculatedinthesamewayastheefficiency ofgypsumdressings.Asan
example the efficiencies observed on one of the S.M. trial fields calculated at the
moment of their maximum are listed in table65.
This tableillustrates the negligibleeffects of slaked lime,whereas theefficiency of
gypsum is quite near the average value of 52%, mentioned in section 6.44. On equivalentbase,theeffects ofCachlorideareapproximatelythesameasthoseofgypsum;
the slightly higher efficiency suggested by the data of table 65 is not confirmed by
observations onothertrialfields.Ontheother hand 3t/ha ofsulphur had arelatively
slight effect on the exchangeable Na content of the topsoil. This is probably due to
the relatively high amount used, which has also caused a marked reduction in exchangeable K and Mgin the upper 20cm (c.f. table 64) and of exchangeable Na in
deeper layers.
Forpractical purposes only gypsum is attractive as a means of improving soil
conditions. Under Dutch circumstances the price of sulphur is prohibitive, whereas
theuseofCachlorideispreventedbyitspronounced hygroscopicity.Thecomparisons
made above are therefore mainly of academic interest.

'
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TABLE 65. Efficiency of different chemicals for reducing the amounts of exchangeable Na in the
topsoil of a calcareous flooded soil.
Trial field SM 1, polder Walcheren, spring 1949 \ 0-20 cm depth.
Pure gypsum
equivalent
of amount
applied
t/ha

Pure gypsum
equivalent
of
improvement
t/ha

10.4

0.44

4

5
10
15

3.5
7.0
10.5

1.87
3.76
5.37

53
54
53

Ca chloride
Ca chloride
Ca chloride

2
4
6

2.3
4.7
7.0

1.43
3.30
3.82

62
70
55

Sulphur

3

15.8

5.68

36

Amendment

Slaked lime
Gypsum
Gypsum
Gypsum

1

Amount of
crude
substance
applied
t/ha

5i

Efficiency
of
dressings
%

3 years after application; maximal efficiency.

6.6. GYPSUMAPPLICATIONINPRACTICE

In practice severalquestionsariseregardingthe technique ofgypsumapplication
and the amounts to beused.
6.61. Technique ofgypsum application
Regardingthetechniqueofdressing,different problemshadtobesolvedconcerningtimeand waysofapplication.Thus,itwasbelievedatfirstthatitwasdesirableto
postponegypsumdressinguntilthesoilshadlostmostoftheirsolublesalts,asinthat
casetheefficiency ofgypsumwasexpected to behigher. Fortheinvestigationof this
problem a series of AG trialfieldswere laid out after the inundations of 1944-'45,
on which varying amounts of gypsum applied in different seasons were compared.
Contrarytotheinitialexpectations,itsoonappearedfrom thesetrialsthatgypsum
shouldinanycasebeappliedbeforethefirstwinterafter drainage,inordertoprevent
a collapseoftopsoil structure. Moreover noreliabledifferences inultimate efficiency
couldbedetectedbetweendifferent seasonsofapplication,evenifthegypsumdressing
wascarried out in the salinestage.
As an example a synopsis of the results obtained on one of the A.G. trial fields
isrepresented infig.53,from which it isclear that whenever gypsum was given,the
finalresult was the same. But of course early dressings are to be preferred from a
practical point ofview.
Theseobservations may beexplained in thefollowing way: Aslongasthesoilissaline gypsum
will certainly cause less improvement than in desalinized soils. But if gypsum - as usual- is given
as a top-dressing itwill not dissolve until water passage occurs.Thiswater-passage willat the same
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time reduce the salinity of the topmost layers, so that the gypsum will only act on layers which
have already lost most of their soluble salts. Moreover the large difference in downward velocity
between the fastly running CI boundary and the slowly proceeding rear boundary of Na will add
to the difference.

1 val Na a
m

mval Na a
15:
10:
5;

*t

t. I

1945|l946|1947|l948|l949|l950
I: control
II: autumn 1945
HI: spring 1946

B
"N^"^\

1

^s^---

194S|l946|1947|1948|l949|l950
IV: spring 1947
V: spring 1948
-f momentsof gypsumapplication

«:

io:

c
\\jjTv.

5:

is^Nv "••

1945|l946|l947|1948|l949|l9S0
A: 3 t/ha of crude gypsum
B: 6 t/ha of crude gypsum
C: 12 t/ha of crude gypsum

FIG. 53. Effects of gypsum, applied at different moments and in different quantities.
Trial field AG 13,polder Oude Tonge, Flakkee, 0-20 cm depth

Thus, in order to prevent acollapseof soil structure gypsum should beadded as
soon as possible. Usually soils flooded in winter can be drained in late winter or
earlyspring,and itisoften possibletogrowsalt-tolerant crops- likebarleyorsugar
beet- in thesameyear.Inthat caseasmallgypsumdressing- e.g. 1 t/ha- shouldbe
given immediately after sowing to prevent a collapse of the seed-bed. As, however,
very little water-passage may be expected in summer, this small amount will suffice.
During the next winter, however, much higher amounts willbe needed.
It is unnecessary and even harmful to givethese high amounts in the first spring
after drainage.This gypsum would remain largely undissolved and would be buried
by ploughing in autumn, thus exposing fresh, Na-rich soil to the impact of the
winterrains.Therefore,after thesmallspring-dressingmentionedapplicationofmore
gypsumshouldbepostponeduntilafter ploughing,sothatitmayprotectthestructure
of the topmost layers during winter (VAN BEEKOM c.s., 1953) K
Concerning the method of application it has been found in practice that the best
protection of soil structure is obtained by top-dressing. In this case the gypsumwill
readily regenerate the upper few cm of the soil, making them much less sensitive to
the impact of raindrops. If, on the other hand, gypsum is mixed with the topsoil or
worked under- e.g. by subsequent harrowing or ploughing- the topsoil structure is
apt to break down, resulting in the formation of a compact crust (VAN BEEKOM c.s.
1953; WESTERHOF).Asallspotswhicharenotcoveredbygypsumwillremainsensitive
to collapse,the dressing should becarried out as evenly aspossible.
Another problem, which is closely connected with those already mentioned is
1
If sulphur is to be used as an amendment, it should already be applied in spring as only during
summer its oxidation is proceeding at a noticeable rate (c.f. section 6.5).
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whetherheavygypsumdressings should beapplied allat onceorin divided portions.
On the trialfieldslaid out after the inundations of 1944-'45 this problem was not
investigated, but after the floods of 1953 some comparisons were made between
application made at one time and applications spread over two subsequent years.
The latter method of dressing was in concordance with current practice, as- due
the large amounts of gypsum needed- it was impossible to deliver all gypsum as
early as autumn 1953.Therefore, supplementary amounts were put at the disposal
offarmers for application inautumn 1954,andinsomecasesathird gypsumdressing
was applied in autumn 1955.
Although the trials mentioned above have not given definite conclusions, the
observations made on soil structure are slightly in favour of application in two
different portions.
This practice of divided application of gypsum seems also entirelyjustified from
a theoretical point of view. Early gypsum dressing, as recommended above, will
result in a rapid regeneration of the topsoil the first winter after drainage. But this
regeneration willbemainly located near thesoil surface (c.f.fig.48,section 6.42). If,
therefore, thesoilisturned upagainbyploughingnextautumn,layersstillcontaining
considerable amounts of exchangeable Nawill be brought to the surface,and layers
alreadyconsiderablyimprovedwillbeburied.After thistillage,therefore, anadditionalgypsumdressingwould again reduce therisk ofcrust-formation duringthe winter.
As a matter of fact this additional dressing will be the more urgent as the depth of
ploughing is greater.
A second justification of divided application is the limited solubility of gypsum,
which prevents complete solution of large dressings during one winter. Estimating
the solubility of gypsum at 40 mval/1 and the water passage at 200 mm, the latter
willonlybeabletodissolveapproximately 7t/haofCaS04 .2H 2 0.Gypsumdressings
in excess of this quantity will therefore remain undissolved on the soil surface and
willbeturned under nextautumn. Thislimited solution wasclearlydemonstrated on
anumberoftrialfieldslaidoutafter thefloodingsof 1953,whichhadreceivedgypsum
in the autumn of that year. In the spring of 1954undissolved gypsum might beseen
lyingon thesurface ofplotswhichhadreceivedover 10t/haofcrudegypsum( ± 90%
purity). Analytically the presence of undissolved gypsum was demonstrated bythe
high values for water-soluble sulphates found in samples from such plots (table66).
TABLE 66. Amounts of water-soluble sulphates found in spring 1954in soils dressed with gypsum
in autumn 1953.
Trial field GT 54, Molen-polder, Hoekse Waard.
Amount of gypsum
(applied autumn 1953)

,t/ha

14

21

28

Water-soluble sulphates, spring 1954, 0-10 cm,% l

0.01

0.43

0.49

2.24

2.51

l

0.02

0.15

0.19

0.65

0.58

Water-soluble sulphates, spring 1954, 10-20 cm,%
1

g of SO, per 100 g of dry matter.
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Due to sampling errors it is impossible to derive quantitative conclusions from
thesedata, butit isclear thatespecially ontheplots treated with21and 28t/ha large
amounts of water-soluble sulphates in the form of undissolved gypsum were found,
especially in the upper 10cm of the soil.
Thus for soils drained late in winter or in early spring it is desirable to give a
smallgypsumdressingover theseed bedin thefirst spring,and moregypsum should
begivennextautumafter soiltillage;togetfull profit it shouldbeleft onthe surface.
It is desirable to divide gypsum application over more than one year, and in any
case gypsum dressings should not exceed 7t/ha of CaS0 4 . 2 H 2 0 per annum.
6.62. Amountsofgypsum requiredbyfloodedsoils
All observations indicate that onformer meadows, even if broken up after the
inundation, gypsum requirements are nil, as a collapse of structure has never been
observed on such soils.
For estimatingthegypsumrequirements ofarablelandtwodifferent methodsmay
be followed. The first and most simple one is to review the observations made on
gypsum trial fields with regard to soil structure and crop response. In this way
the amounts of gypsum required for securing normal yields and a reasonable soil
structure may be evaluated for each trialfield.Then, it may be attempted tocollect
these separate results into oneempirical relation. In this way DOMINGO(1944),using
the observations made after theinundations of 1939-'40and 1943,made recommendationsfortheamountsofgypsumtobeusedonsoilsfloodedwithsaltwater(table67).
TABLE 67. Recommended amounts of gypsum for application on arable land flooded with salt
. water.
After DOMINGO (1944).
Clay content ( < 2fi)
Active matter content 1
Amounts of CaSO, .2 H 2 0
1

%
%
t/ha

<5

5-12

12-17

17-25

> 25

£ 10

£ 15

£20

£30

£40

0

2.5

5.7

8.9

10.0

Approximate values.

From extensive material, WESTERHOF (1953) derived the following empirical
equation:
R = 2.2[Na,(0.1o)—1] t/ha
(6.02)
in which R denotes gypsum requirement—in t/ha of pure CaS0 4 . 2 H 2 0- and
Na,(o_io) the exchangeable Na content-in mval per 100g of dry matter-in the
upper 10cm of the soil immediately after drainage.
As:
q
Nas^io) = Naa(0_io)• 7QQ~
(6.03)
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equation (6.02)may be also written as:
R = 2 . 2 Naa(o_,0)• :JQQ— 1

t/ha

(6.04)

inwhichqdenotestheactivematterpercentage(clay< 2fi+ 3x humus)andNa,(0_10)
the amount of exchangeable Na - in mval per 100g of active matter - observed
shortly after drainagein theupper 10cm ofthesoil.
After the 1953 floods, however, these values proved to be too low. Therefore,
after studying theresults of trialfieldslaid out in 1953,equation (6.04) waschanged
by WESTERHOF (1956)into:
R= 2.25

Naa (0-10)•

100

—0.25

t/ha

(6.05)

A second method for estimating the required amounts of gypsum consists of the
following steps:
1. Formulating the standards for permissible Na contents of thesoil.In practice no
serious collapse of soil structure occurs if in the upper 20 cm Naa falls below
5 within two years after drainage.
2. Estimating thevelocity ofnatural regeneration. Asappears from table46,section
5.4the annual lossofexchangeable Na from theupper 20cmofacalcareous soil
amounts to 390kg/ha, which isequivalent to 1.45t/ha of CaS0 4 . 2 HaO.
3. Estimating the efficiency of gypsum dressings in reducing exchangeable Na. This
efficiency, however, is dependent upon the amounts applied. Therefore it should
be calculated for amounts satisfying condition 1. At such dressings the average
efficiency was found to be approximately 52% (section 6.44).
Assuming the density of the soil in its natural position to be Q= 1.4 these considerations will lead to the following equation for gypsum requirement:
R = 0.046.q.Naa(0_20)—0.23 q—5.6 t/ha
(6.06)
u so%

t/ha &> v

*» s o *

t/ha 20 a

q: active matter percentage
Na, (0-10): exchangeable Na. 0-10 cm depth (mval per 100 g of active matter)
Na» (0-20): ibidem. 0-20 cm depth
R: gypsum requirement, t/ha of CaSO<.2 H t O
A: equation (6.04)
B: equation (6.05)
C: equation (6.06)

FIG. 54. Theoretical gypsum requirements of flooded soils

30

• * ?

t/ha 20 u- to
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Nomogramsfor the equations {6.04), (6.05),and (6.06) have been reproduced in
fig. 54. A comparison between these equations becomes possible if the relation
between Naa(0_io)and Naa(0_20)isknown.
After inundationsofshortduration,likemostof those occuring in 1953,Naa(0_i0)
isusually somewhat higher than Naa(0_2o>(c.f.fig.35,section 4.5).Buttheequations
(6.04)and (6.06)have both been derived from data obtained after the much more
prolonged military inundations of 1944-'45, for which it may be assumed that:
(6.07)

Na a ( 0 _ I 0 ) i3 Na a(0 _20)

Therefore a direct comparison between equations (6.04)and (6.06)is possible.
Thiscomparison isrepresented in table68.
TABLE 68. Comparison between gypsum requirements in t/ha, calculated according to equations
(6.04) and (6.06).

1

N a

a (0-10)

Na

a(0-20)

Method of
calculation*

Active matter percentage q
10

20

30

40

50%

5

1
2

0
0

0
0

1.1
0

2.2
0

3.3
0

10

1
2

0
0

2.2
0

4.4
1.3

6.6
3.6

8.8
5.9

15

1
2

1.1
0

4.4
3.6

7.7
8.2

11.0
12.8

14.3
17.4

20

1
2

2.2
1.3

6.6
8.2

11.0
15.1

15.4
22.0

19.8
28.9

1: according to equation (6.04)).
2: according to equation (6.06).

As appears from table 68,equation (6.04) predicts higher requirements for light
soilsand for soilsfloodedwithbrackishwater,in which Naa islow.For heavysoils,
especiallyifinundated withwater of high salinitythereverseistrue.In the majority
of cases, however, Naa did not exceed 15mval/100 g, whereas in the areas flooded
in 1944-'45 q is usually below 40%. In this range the results of both methods of
calculation agree well enough for practical purposes. Moreover the figures listed
for Naa = 15 agree fairly well with DOMINGO'S earlier estimates for soilsflooded
with salt water (c.f. table67).
In practice the Na»values of flooded soils have usually not been directly determined. Instead
use has been made of the correlation between salinity C and exchangeable Na - Na»- observed
shortly after the inundation (fig. 33,section 4.5).Neither werethe gypsum requirements calculated
for each separate field, but usually for entire polders and in some cases for parts of them. The
active matter content of the arable land in these polders was estimated from their clay content,
which was either known from former soil analyses, or estimated. For practical reasons soil
salinity and soil texture were grouped into classes, after which the gypsum requirements were
determined for each class (c.f. table 70).
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6.63. Amounts ofgypsum appliedinpractice
Since 1940it has become a rule that damage caused by military inundations or
bystormfloods ofextraordinary magnitudeisrepaired at government expense.Under
this scheme, gypsum is supplied free to the farmers.
Initially little was known about the amounts to be applied. After the 1939-'40
inundations 3-4 t/ha of crude gypsum were delivered to the farmers (VAN VLIET,
1945). This gypsum was a residual product of the super-phosphate industries; its
content of pure CaS0 4 . 2 HaO was rather low (approximately 65%) and its high
moisture content hampered its application. Though these dressings met with good
results, the general opinion was that the quantities applied had been too low. This
was in accordance with the observations made on a few trial fields.
After theextensivemilitaryinundations of 1944-'45largeamountsofgypsumhad
to be applied. Due to transport difficulties shortly after World War II most of this
gypsum could not be delivered before 1946 and 1947. The amounts needed for
regeneration had already been estimated by DOMINGO(table 67).The delay in distributing gypsum enabled the amountsfinallysupplied to becorrelated- if necessary with the results of trialfieldslaid out immediately after drainage. Thus the amounts
actually supplied show some discrepancies from those listed in table 67 (table 69).
TABLE 69. Amounts of crude gypsum ' applied on arable land after the inundations of 1944-45.

1

Clay content

Salinity of
flooding water
C
g/1

CaC0 3 content of
soil

°//o

< 16ju: <10
< 2ft: < 7

10-20
7-24

20-30
14-20

30-40
20-27

>40%
>27%

<15

<2.0
>2.0

0
0

4
3

6
5

8
7

10
8

>15

<2.0
>2.0

0
0

4
3

6
5

10
10

12
12

With 70% CaS0 4 .
* Approximately.

2H20.

Asthevariationsinsalinityofthefloodwaterwerenotsufficiently allowedfor,the
amountsofgypsumadministered provedtoolowinverysalinesoils,suchasoccurred
in the island of Walcheren, but they were probably too high in soils flooded with
brackish water.
In general,however, these dressings have secured a fairly good soilstructure and
reduced damage to arable crops considerably. Unfortunately they were applied late
- in many cases not before autumn 1946- which was a serious drawback, as in the
winter of 1945-'46 deterioration of soil structure occurred in many areas.
After thefloodsof 1953it was decided to supply immediately 1t/ha of gypsum
for all soilsfloodedwith salt or brackish water, in order to prevent a breakdown of
seed-bed structure during thefirst year of cultivation.
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The total quantities to be given were derived from the observations made after
the 1944-'45 inundations. Though different methods of approach gave different
results, their mutual accordance was fair enough to estimate the amounts needed.
Theseweresolarge- in total more than 500,000tons- that deliveryin oneyearwas
quiteimpossible.Therefore itwasdecidedtodistribute about onehalf oftheamounts
needed in 1953, part of the remainder in 1954 and-if necessary-an additional
amount in 1955.In the meantime theresultsobtained from newlylaid-out trial fields
couldbeusedforguidance.Thetotalamountsultimatelygivenafter the1953 floodings
have been listed in table70.
TABLE 70. Amounts of crude gypsum * applied on arable land after the inundations of 1953.
Salinity of
topsoil
immediately
after drainage
C
g/1

Clay content
<16// :0-10
< 2fi':07

11-20
7-14

21-30
14-20

31-40
20-27

41-50
27-34

51-60
34-40

> 60%
> 40%

0
0
0
0
0

0
1
1
4
5

0
2
4
7
9

0
4
6
10
12

0
5
8
12
14

0
5
9
15
18

0
6
II
17
20

< 3
3- 6
6-10
10-15
>15
With 90% CaS0 4 . 2 H , 0 .
Approximately.

Asfar asmaybejudged at thepresent moment, these amounts,ifapplied intime
and if combined with a careful treatment of the flooded soils, have been sufficient
to secure a fair soil structure and to prevent much reduction in crop yields.
Afinalcomparison between theamountsgivenafter different inundations and the
theoretically calculated requirements is given in table71.
Thedivergencebetween theoreticallycalculated requirementsand theamounts givenin practice
resultsfrom twocauses.Firstly,themanipulation ofdata involveserrorsingroupingand roundingoff. Apart from these accidental deviations, it appears from table 71 that in general the amounts
applied in 1945were too high for soils flooded with brackish water and too low for soils inundated
with water of high salinity. On the whole the amounts given in 1953 were considerably higher,
except for soils flooded with brackish water. Nevertheless, for these soils, they were still higher
than those required by theory.
The main reason for these high gifts after brackish-water floodings is that in such cases it was
possible to grow valuable, fine-seeded crops- likeflax- already in the first year after drainage.
To avoid all risks with these sensitive crops some excess gypsum has been given.
For very saline, heavy soils the amounts distributed in 1953 might be still too low. This
combination, frequently met with in Walcheren in 1945 and also occurring in the polder Oost
Beveland in 1946, was only seldom found after the 1953 floods.

As a matter of fact no gypsum was supplied for old pastures.
Thus, by adding adequate amounts of sulphur, gypsum or other highly soluble
Ca compounds the natural regeneration offloodedarable land may bepromoted to
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such an extent that serious troubles with soil structure are avoided. Under Dutch
circumstances only gypsum- preferably applied as a top dressing and in an early
stage- is attractive from a practical point of view.
Some effects of gypsum on soil structure and on crop growth are illustrated by
figs. 55-58.Theseeffects willbeextensively dealtwithin anotherpaperin thisseries,
to bepublished by WESTERHOF.
TABLE71. Comparison between theoretical gypsum requirements andamounts of gypsumapplied
after different inundations.
Amounts of gypsum, expressed as t/ha CaS0 4 . 2 H,0.
Salinity of soil
after drainage
C
g/1

14

20

25-30'

1

Equation (6.04)
» Equation (6.05)
* Equation (6.06)

Exchangeable
Na-content
Na»
mval

Clay- and active matter content
Method
or
period

<\6(t: 15
< 2fi: 10
q: 16

24
16
22

36
24
31

45%
30%
39%

Westerhof»
Westerhof*
v.d. Molen '
1945 «
1953 «

0.0
1.2
0.0
2.1
0.9

0.2
1.9
0.0
3.5
1.8

1.2
2.9
0.0
4.9
3.6

2.1
3.8
0.0
5.6
4.5

Westerhof'
Westerhof •
v.d. Molen *
1945*
1953'

0.6
2.3
0.0
2.1
0.9

1.7
3.4
0.0
3.5
3.6

3.3
5.0
0.0
4.9
5.4

4.6
6.5
0.0
5.6
7.2

Westerhofl
Westerhof*
v.d. Molen *
1945*
1953*

2.0
3.8
0.0
2.1
3.6

3.6
5.4
1.5
3.5
6.3

6.0
7.8
4.4
4.9
9.0

15

Domingo *
Westerhof*
Westerhof*
v.d. Molen;
1945*
1953 '

2.5
3.1
4.8
1.7
2.1
4.5

5.7
5.1
6.9
4.5
3.5
8.1

8.9
8.0
9.9
8.6
7.0
10.8

10.0
10.6
12.6
10.3
8.4
12.6

20

Westerhof•
Westerhof*
v.d. Molen »
1945*
1953'

4.8
6.6
5.4
2.1
4.5

7.5
9.3
9.6
3.5
8.1

11.4
13.4
15.8
7.0
10.8

15.0
17.0
21.2
8.4
12.6

12

* Table 69; CaCO, > 2%
» Table 70

8.1
10.0

6.9
5.6
10.8

• Table 67
' Inundations of long duration
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FIG. 55. Effect of gypsum on the structure of a light soil flooded in 1953.
Trial field GS 3, Polder Nieuwe Hei, W.-Brabant, 26-2-1954
Left:
no gypsum, soil covered with pools
Middle: 1J t/ha, structure rather bad
Right: 6 t/ha, structure rather good

FIG. 56. Effect of gypsum on the structure ofa heavy soil flooded in1953.
Trial field GT 54, Molenpolder, Hoekse Waard, 26-2-1954
Top:
no gypsum, soil impermeable
Bottom: 28 t/ha; normal structure with undissolved gypsum on the surface
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FIG. 57. Effect of gypsum on the structure of a heavy soil flooded in 1953.
Trial field GT 54, Molenpolder, Hoekse Waard, 17-3-1954
Top:
no gypsum; water still on the surface
Bottom: 28 t/ha; normal structure with undissolved gypsum on the surface

FIG. 58. Effect of gypsum on the germination of spring barley.
Trial field GT 54, Molenpolder, Hoekse Waard, 4-6-1956.
On the control soil structure was so bad that the crop failed to germinate. In the surroundings,wheredifferent amounts of gypsum were applied, growth was near to normal

SUMMARY
1. In the first chapter an introduction is given into the problems of flooded soils in
general and especially into those arising after the extensive inundations in the
S.W. of the Netherlands during the period 1939-1953. The general problems of
flooded soils, mainly concerning the harmful effects of salinity and unfavourable soil
structure, have been regarded from a historical point of view. Although the phenomena were already known for a long time and their first elaborate description was
published asearly as about 1800,their explanation was not given before the beginning
of the 20th century. Gypsum application was introduced on a trial scale by HISSINK
in 1918.
In the period 1939-1953 large areas in the S.W. of the Netherlands were flooded
with salt or brackish water. A review of these inundations has been given in fig. 1.
Especially after the military inundations of 1944—'45 extensive investigations were
carried out, including the lay-out of numerous gypsum trial fields and their investigation for exchangeable cations, soil structure and crop response (fig. 2, tables 1and
2). In these investigations most attention was given to the exchangeable Na ions,
which may be regarded as the main cause of bad structure in flooded soils.
2.

The treatment of the subject-matter has been mainly deductive in nature.
Therefore a rather elaborate review of the theoretical principles involved in ion
exchange precedes a more detailed account of the phenomena occurring in flooded
soils. These theoretical considerations involve ion exchange equilibria, exchange
kinetics and column effects. The former may be either based on the DONNAN equilibrium (fig. 3) or on model considerations (fig. 5).
For homovalent ion exchange all theoretically derived equations become identical
with those proposed by KERR (eq. 2.27 and 2.29). But the STERN theory of the electric
double layer (fig. 5) predicts that specific differences in the adsorption of ions of
equal valency will become less at increasing dilution of the equilibrium solution
(STERN effect). This implies that the exchange constant K occurring in the equations
may be expected to approach unity at infinite dilution.
For heterovalent exchange different equations have been proposed, i.a. by KERR
(2.28), VANSELOW (2.38), KRISNAMOORTHY & OVERSTREET (2.42) and GAPON (2.46).
All of these predict an increased adsorption of the ions possessing the highest
valency at increasing dilution of the equilibrium solution (valency effect).
In many cases, however, these equations are inadequate. Therefore empirical
relations are often to be preferred. Of these, the relations proposed by ROTHMUND &
KORNFELD (2.48, 2.49) are frequently employed.
In soil profiles the exchange processes bear complete analogy to the reactions
occurring in an ion exchange column (figs. 6, 7,8).The theory of the latter is therefore
of fundamental importance for the understanding of the exchange processes in soils.
This theory predicts diffuse rear boundaries for ions adsorbed with a convex or linear
adsorption isotherm and much sharper rear boundaries for ions possessing a concave
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isotherm. For front boundaries the reverse will be true. Diffusion and streaming
irregularities will have disturbing effects, but these may be comprised into one single
entity, the theoretical plate thickness. If this thickness is known, the behaviour of the
column,especially with regard to thevelocity of the elution process, may be predicted,
except for the case that the ions leaving the column possess a convex adsorption
isotherm.
3. After these general theoretical considerations the properties of the soils occurring in the investigated area have been more closely examined. A review has
been given about their genesis and morphology, followed by a short description of
their texture (table 4).One of the most marked processes in these soilsistheir gradual
decalcification under the influence of the humid Dutch climate. By this process the
topsoil is deprived of its CaC0 3 , so that the difference in CaC0 3 content between
topsoil and subsoil increases at increasing age. From these data the annual CaCO s
losses from the upper 20 cm of the soils in the S.W. of the Netherlands may be
estimated at approximately 350 kg/ha, corresponding with a loss of 1% of soil weight
in 80years. This implies that these soils will be percolated with a solution containing
about 3.5 mval/1 of Ca ions.
The adsorptive properties of the soils are closely related with their content of
active matter (figs. 9, 10). This active matter is defined as the sum of clay content
( < 2fi) and three times humus content (eq. 3.01). At pH 8.0 the adsorptive capacity
of the active matter for Ca ions is approximately 70 mval per 100 g in the topsoil
(fig. 11) and slightly higher in the subsoil (table 5). In calcareous soils the available
adsorption seats are almost entirely occupied by the metal cations Na, K, Mg and Ca
(table 6, fig. 11). Butin non-calcareous soils the total of theseionsmay be considerably lower than the adsorptive capacity due to the presence of H 3 0-ions. Therefore
a narrow correlation exists between the sum of exchangeable metal cations and soil
pH (fig. 12).
The behaviour of the soils against binary salt solutions has been studied by
percolating two typical soils from the area (table 7) with mixed solutions of NaCl +
KC1, NaCl + CaCljjand MgCl2 + CaCl2. The results of these experiments have been
represented as adsorption isotherms (figs. 13, 15, 17), whereas the different laws
proposed for ion exchange have been tested (figs. 14, 16, 18). For the homovalent
exchanges Na-K and Mg-Ca the specific differences between the ions involved
appeared to decrease at increasing dilution of the equilibrium solution (figs. 13, 17),
in accordance with the STERN theory. For theseexchanges onlytheempirical equations
of ROTHMUND & KORNFELD were able to give an adequate description of the phenomena observed, though the constants K and p occurring in these equations varied
considerably with the ionic concentration of the solution (tables 11, 17).
For the heterovalent Na-Ca exchange the valency effect caused an increased
adsorption of Ca at increasing dilution (fig. 15). Of the exchange equations to be
tested only that of GAPON was obviously inadequate, whereas those of KERR, KRISNAMOORTHY & OVERSTREET and VANSELOW all gave an excellent description of the
experimental evidence (fig. 16), at least within the limits set by experimental errors.
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Butalsointheseequationsthevalueoftheexchangeconstant Kvaried withtheionic
concentration of the equilibrium solution (table 14).
In the equilibria occurring in flooded soils four major ionic species are taking
part instead of two. Due to mutual interference of these ions extension of the laws
derived for binaryequilibria becomesimpossible,except for groupsofequilibriawith
solutions of kindred ionic composition. Thus an extension of KERR'S equation gives
afair account oftheequilibria with excessamountsofdiluted seawaterand brackish
water (table 21).In more complicated cases,like equilibria with limited amounts of
sea water, this extended KERR equation fails completely (fig. 21).
The equilibria with sea water at different dilutions, obtained by percolating soils
with excessliquid, reveal that atincreasing dilution theamounts ofexchangeable Mg
and Ca will increase at the cost of Na and K (figs. 19, 20). This phenomenon is
obviouslycaused bythevalencyeffect. In equilibria withbrackishwatermoreCawill
beadsorbed thaninequilibriawithdilutedseawaterofequalsalinity,which difference
iscaused bytherelatively higher Ca content of brackish water (fig. 20).Ashas been
mentioned before, an extended KERR equation appearstogiveasatisfactory explanation of the observations (table 21).But on the other hand the ionic ratios observed
in thesefour-ion equilibria do not agreewiththosecalculated from theequations for
binary exchange (table 23), as the counter ions obviously interfere with them.
This mutual interference of different ionic species is still more obvious from the
experiments on equilibria with limited amounts of sea water, for which calculation
according to the extended KERR equation mentioned above appears to beimpossible
(fig. 21). Therefore equilibria of this kind-which are common in flooded soilsmay only be described by means of empirical rules, e.g. by empirical adsorption
isotherms (figs. 22-27). For Na these empirical isotherms may be represented by a
rather simple,quadraticequation (3.23). Theresultsofthisempiricalequation appear
to be nearly identical with those obtained from the equations for the binary Na-Ca
equilibrium (fig. 23, C). Especially for K and Mg the kind of complementary ions
exerts great influence on the adsorption isotherms (figs. 25, 26): the adsorption of
theseionsismuchstronger incasesthat Na isthepredominating complementary ion
than in cases that Ca dominates.
Finally the ionic composition of unflooded soils has been shortly reviewed. In
these soilsCaisalwaystheleadingmetalcation,whereasNaisonlypresentinminute
quantities.Theamounts ofexchangeable Mgappear toincreasewithage(fig.28).
4. During inundations with sea watertheioniccomposition ofthesoilwillundergo
considerable changes due to exchange reactions. Usually the amounts of water
penetrating into the soil are limited, so that complete equilibrium with theflooding
water is not reached by far. An exception is formed by soils subjected to natural
percolation, which may be due to alternated flooding at high tide and drainage at
low tide. In such cases the ionic composition of the soil will approach the complete
equilibrium with sea water found in laboratory percolation experiments (fig. 29).
Usually, however, the changes are much less,especially in the subsoil (fig. 30).
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Complete equilibria with brackish water were not reached in the flooded areas,
but they may bestudied by analysis of estuary bottom soils.Thesesoils will contain
moreexchangeable Ca and in somecasesalsomore Mgasthesalinity ofthewateris
lower (table 28), which is in accordance with laboratory percolation experiments
(c.f. fig. 20). After brackish water inundations, however, such complete equilibria
were not reached by far (table 29).Thus the typical increase in exchangeable Mg at
decreasingsalinitywasnever observed after brackish-water inundations, whereasalso
the amounts of exchangeable Na and K remained far below the values observed in
laboratory percolation experiments. Due to column effects the changes in ionic
composition werelargein the topsoil and much smallerin the subsoil (fig.31).
The column effects may be studied by observing the distribution of CI ions
shortly after an inundation: after inundations of short duration the concentration
of these ions is strongly decreasing with depth. This distribution may be explained
from the theory of column operation. For light soils the agreement between theory
and observations isexcellent, but for heavy soils percolation offloodwater through
existing cracks results in higher salt concentrations in the subsoil than expected
(fig. 32). In recently flooded soils a fair correlation was observed between CI concentration and exchangeable Na, not only for the topsoils (fig. 33), but also for the
subsoils (fig. 34). As a consequence a close parallelism existed between the distributions of CIand of exchangeable Na throughout the soil profile (fig.. 35,A, B),at
least for soils which were not flooded twice within a short period or for soils with
permanently saline subsoils.
Starting from the empirical Na adsorption isotherms it was possible to give a
qualitative if not quantitative explanation of the relations between CIand exchangeableNa mentioned above (fig. 33,table32).
5. After the drainage of flooded soils a slow but distinct natural regeneration
occurs. The soluble salts are readily leached by percolating rain water, i.a.
causing a rapid decrease of CI content. But also the amounts of exchangeable Na
- and toa muchlessextent alsotheexcessamountsofexchangeable Mgand K- will
decrease in thecourse of time (fig.38).
From model experiments (fig. 37) as well as from field observations (fig. 38) it
appears that the cations leave the soil in the order Na > K > Mg and that the
changes proceed from top to bottom through the soil profile (fig. 39, 40, 41). In
accordance with the theory of column operation the boundary of the Na ions has
asteepergradientthan theboundaryofCI(fig.42).Fromfieldobservationsitappears
that the main process during the regeneration is a replacement of exchangeable Na
by Ca (table34).
Considering the different regeneration processes it appears that concentrationchanges inthesoilmoisture willresult in a shift in theequilibrium between dissolved
cationsandcations in solution. Theoretically thisshift cannot result in largechanges
in composition of the adsorbed cations (table 37), a conclusion which is confirmed
byfieldobservations (fig.43).
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Hydrolysis andreaction withwatercontaining carbon dioxidewill result in a replacement of exchangeable Na ions by H 3 0 ions and in an increase in pH due to
free OH ions in the soil solution. The high pH of soils rich in exchangeable Na is
well-known; it was observed that a high content of exchangeable Na is usually
combined with a high pH (fig. 45). For the removal of exchangeable Na, however,
theseprocessesareoflittleimportance, atleastincalcareoussoils,wherereplacement
of exchangeable Naby Ca ionsliberated from dissolving calcium carbonate strongly
predominates over hydrolysis. In non-calcareous soils hydrolysis may be of more
importance,butthenumber ofobservations onthesesoilshasbeentoo smalltodraw
a definite conclusion.
Dissolutionof Cafrom dissolvingCaC03 and subsequent replacement of exchangeable Na by Ca is the principal natural regeneration process in calcareous
flooded soils. Theoretical considerations show that the process soon comes to a
standstill(table 39)unlesstheNaionsliberated from exchangepositionsareremoved
by leaching. Therefore the leaching of these Na ions will act as the limiting factor
in natural regeneration.
In non-calcareous soils dissolution of Cafrom otherCa-containing minerals- e.g.
from feldspars - may be of some importance. Finally, uptake by plant roots may
contribute to the reduction of the excess exchangeable K ions; for Na and Mg this
process is of little importance.
It has been mentioned that in the regeneration of calcareous flooded soils the
replacement of exchangeable Na- and to a much less extent of K and Mg- by Ca
is the principal process. The limiting factor in this process is the removal of these
replaced ions by leaching.
As a consequence the velocity of regeneration is strongly dependent on waterpassage (table 43,44). Moreover it appears to be faster in light soils than in heavy
ones (table45).
TheaverageannualNa lossesfromfloodedsoilsduringtheir natural regeneration
amount to 390kg/ha, thisfigurebeing slightly higher for soils rich in exchangeable
Na (table46).
From thetheory ofcolumn operation estimatescanbemadeabout thevelocityof
the regeneration processes, using the empirical adsorption isotherms as a base. It is
found that CI is readily washed out, that Na is slowly removed and that K and
especially Mg are remaining in excessfor a longtime,especially in the subsoil (table
48). As a consequence soils flooded long ago are still characterized by high Mg
contents in thesubsoil (table49).From thetheory theaverage annual Na lossesmay
beestimatedat600kg/ha,avalueobviouslyhigherthantheobservedlosses(390kg/ha).
Thisdifference maybecausedbythedisturbancescausedbysoiltillage(fig.46),which
have a retarding effect.
6. In the course of time natural regeneration will restore normal conditions in
floodedsoils, but its velocity is so low that agriculture will be hampered for
many years. Different treatments, however, may accelerate the recovery.
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Growingperennial crops is an old method. In a series offieldtrials grass proved
to be more effective than clover or lucerne (table 51). Under perennial crops the
unfavourable effects of soil tillage are avoided, so that the rate of regeneration will
probably besomewhat higher than under annuals.But thisdifference isbyno means
spectacular.
Organic manuring, even if applied in excessive quantities, is ineffective.
Of the different chemicals tested marl,slaked lime, and a humus preparation
appeared to be of little use. On the other hand favourable effects were obtained by
application of gypsum, calciumchlorideand sulphur(tables 53,63,64).Of these,
calcium chloride acted most rapidly, followed by gypsum. Sulphur, which has first
to be oxidized to sulphuric acid before being able to react with the exchangeable
cations, was very effective, but only after a certain lapse of time (fig. 52). Calcium
chloride, however, wastoo cumbersome to handle, whereasthe price of sulphur was
prohibitive. So only gypsum has been used on a large scale.
The most rapid regeneration by gypsum was observed in soils in which this
compound waspresent inexcessthroughout thesoilprofile. Thisisthecaseinnewly
drained sea-bottom soils, where this compound is formed by natural processes,viz.
by oxidation of ferrous sulphides to sulphuric acid and subsequent reaction of this
acidwithcalciumcarbonate.Butevenin suchcasesthedirect reaction ofthegypsum
with the exchangeable cations only resulted in a fairly slightshift in theequilibrium
(table 57).Only in combination with water passage- whichwill remove the Na, K
and Mg ions liberated from the exchange positions- rapid changes are possible
(fig. 49,table59).
In flooded soils gypsum was given as a top-dressing and usually the quantities
applied wereinsufficient to replace allexchangeable Na from the top-layers.In such
casestheregenerationwaslessfast(fig.50,table60)andusuallyonlyapartialregeneration was obtained (fig. 51). Moreover the usual gypsum dressings only removed
part of the exchangeable Na, but left the exchangeable K and Mg practically unchanged (table 64).Nevertheless such dressingswerevaluable from a practical point
of view: exchangeable Na and pH were lowered (table 61),soil structure improved
(fig. 54-57)and crop growth promoted (fig.58).
Theefficiency of gypsum for removingexchangeable Na washighest for low gifts
(table 62).For practical gifts approximately 50% of the gypsum added wasable to
replace exchangeable Na ions from the upper 20cm of the soil. In practice the best
resultswereobservedafter earlyapplication ofgypsum.Ifthesoilisdrainedinwinter
a low gift in spring is to be recommended in order to avoid collapse of seed-bed
structure during showers. Application of large quantities in spring, however, is of
little use,aspractically no water passage occursduring summerand consequently no
regeneration wiltake place.
In autumn, after ploughing, larger quantities of gypsum must be given to avoid
collapse of the ploughed layer during winter. To give full protection, the gypsum
should be left on the surface.
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It isoflittleuse,however,to apply morethan about 7t/ha, astheexcessquantity
willremain undissolved and willbeploughed under nextyear.Iflargerquantities are
needed it isbetter to apply the remainder in the next autumn, again after ploughing.
The amounts of gypsum required by flooded arable soils increase at increasing
clay content and at increasing initial salinity of the soils. They have been calculated
intwoways,viz.from directobservation ofalargenumber oftrialfields(eq.6.05)and
by means of a calculation involving the velocity of natural regeneration and the
efficiency of gypsum dressing (eq. 6.06).The results of these calculations have been
reproduced as nomograms (fig. 54). A comparison between the amounts calculated
byboth methodsandtheamountsactuallygiveninpracticehasbeenlistedintable71.
Onformer meadowsnogypsumisneeded:onthesesoilsadeclineofsoilstructure
was never observed.
In anappendixtheanalyticalmethodsusedareshortlydescribed.Intheestimation
of exchangeable cations two methods have been employed: the expressed fluid
method and the alcohol method. Within the limits of experimental errors both
methods appear to yield the same results (table 72,figs.59-62).

SAMENVATTING
UITWISSELBARE KATIONEN IN GRONDEN NA OVERSTROMING
DOOR ZEEWATER

1. Het eerstehoofdstuk omvat eenalgemeen overzicht van het gedragvan gronden,
diemetzeewateroverstroomdzijn geweest.Demoeilijkheden metdergelijkegronden worden deelsveroorzaakt door een hoog zoutgehalte, deelsdoor een ongunstige
bodemstructuur.
Ofschoon deze moeilijkheden reedsin de middeleeuwen bekend waren en zijomstreeks1800uitvoerigwerdenbeschreven,duurdehettochtothetbeginvandetwintigste eeuw,voordat een bevredigende verklaring van deverschijnselen kon worden gegeven.ProevenmetgipsbemestingopoverstroomdegrondenwerdeninNederland het
eerstdoor HISSINKin 1918genomen.
In deperiode 1939-1953werden grote gebieden in het zuidwesten van Nederland
met zout of brak water overstroomd, ten deledoor militaireinundaties gedurendede
TweedeWereldoorlog,tendeledoornatuurlijke oorzaken(dijkvallen,stormvloedvan
1februari 1953).Eenoverzichtvandeoverstroomdegebiedenisweergegeven infig.1.
Vooralnademilitaireinundatiesvan 1944-'45werdenuitvoerigeonderzoekingenverricht;dezeomvatten o.a.deaanlegendewaarnemingvantalrijkegipsproefvelden. Op
dezeproefvelden werdenhetgehaltevandegrondaanuitwisselbarekationen,debodemstructuur endereactievanhetgewasnagegaan (fig.2,tabel 1 en2).Bijdezeonderzoekingenwerdvooralaandachtbesteedaanhetgehalteaanuitwisselbaarnatrium,omdat
hetnatrium beschouwd magwordenalsdevoornaamstefactor bijhetontstaanvande
slechtestructuur vanoverstroomde gronden.
2. Bij de behandeling van deprocessen welkein overstroomde gronden optreden is
voornamelijk dedeductievemethodegevolgd;daaromiseersteenoverzichtgegeven van de theoretische grondslagen van de ionen-uitwisseling. Dit omvat beschouwingen over uitwisselings-evenwichten, over de snelheid,waarmede deze evenwichten tot stand komen en over de analogievan de bodem met een kolom van een
ionen-uitwisselendestof.Bijdebeschouwingen over deuitwisselings-evenwichten kan
menhetzijuitgaanvanhetDoNNAN-evenwicht(fig.3),hetzijvanmodel-beschouwingen
(fig. 5).
Voor uitwisseling van ionen met gelijke waardigheid leiden beide beschouwingen
totdevergelijkingvan KERR(vergelijking 2.27en2.29). Detheorievan STERNoverde
elektrischedubbellaag (fig. 5)leidtechtertot degevolgtrekking,dat despecifieke verschillen in adsorptie van verschillende gelijkwaardige ionen moeten verminderen bij
toenemendeverdunningvandeevenwichtsvloeistof(STERNeffect). Dithoudtin,datde
uitwisselingsconstante Kindevergelijking van KERRbijtoenemdeverdunningtoteen
zalmoeten naderen.
Voor uitwisseling van ionen met ongelijke waardigheid zijn vergelijkingen opgesteld door KERR (2.28). VANSELOW(2.38), KRISNAMOORTHY&OVERSTREET(2.42) en
GAPON (2.46).Al deze vergelijkingen voorspellen een toenemende adsorptie van het
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ionmetdehoogstewaardigheidbijtoenemendeverdunningvandeevenwichtsvloeistof
(valentie-effect).
Invelegevallenblijken degenoemdevergelijkingen echterniettevoldoen.Daarom
verdient het dikwijls devoorkeur gebruik temakenvan empirischebetrekkingen. In
velegevallen voldoet de empirische betrekking van ROTHMUND & KORNFELD(2.48,
2.49) zeer goed.
In een bcdemproflel zijn de optredende uitwisselingsprocessen analoog met de
readies in een kolom van een ionen-uitwisselaar (fig. 6, 7, 8). Daardoor kan ook de
theorie van deionen-uitwisselingin kolommenworden toegepast opdeuitwisselingsprocessen indebodem.Dezetheorievoorspelt,datdebegrenzingvandeionen,diede
kolom verlaten, diffuus zal zijn alsdeze ionen een lineaire of convexe adsorptie-isotherm bezitten, maar dat voor ionen met een concave adsorptie-isotherm deze begrenzing veel scherpsr zal zijn. Voor de voorste begrenzing van de intredende ionen
geldt het omgekeerde.
VolgensGLUECKAUFkunnen storendeinvloeden alsdiffusie enonregelmatigheden
in de stroming door de kolom worden samengevat in een grootheid:de dikte van de
theoretische uitwisselirigs-eenheid. Als deze dikte bekend is, kan het gedrag van de
kolomkwantitatief wordenvoorspeld,behalvevoorhetgevaldatdeuittredendeionen
een convexe adsorptie-isotherm bezitten.
3. Na deze algemene theoretische beschouwingen worden deeigenschappsn van de
betreffende gronden nader uiteengezet. Na een kort overzicht van de wordingsgeschiedenis van het gebied volgteen korte beschrijving van de korrelgrootte-verdelingen degehalten aan koolzure kalk en organische stof van de gronden in de overstroomde gebieden (tabel4). Eenvan demeestopvallende processen in dezegronden
iseen langzame ontkalking onder invloed van het vochtige klimaat. Hierdoor wordt
het gehalte aan koolzure kalk in debovengrond steedsgeringer,zodat het verschilin
kalkgehalte tussen onder-en bovengrond toeneemt met deouderdom van dezegronden. Uit detoenemingvan dit verschil metdeouderdom vandeinpolderingvaltafte
leiden,dat degronden in Zuidwest-Nederland uit hun bovenste 20cmjaarlijks ongeveer 350kg/ha kalk verliezen, hetgeen overeenkomt met een teruggang in het gehalte
aan koolzurekalkvan 1 %in 80jaar.Dithoudt tevensin,datdeconcentratieaancalcium-ionen in het bodemvochtomstreeks3,5mval/1zalbedragen endat degronden
voortdurend met een oplossing van deze sterkte zullen worden gepercoleerd.
Deadsorptieve eigenschappen van degronden hangen zeer nauw samen met hun
gehalte aan actief materiaal (fig. 9, 10), waaronder wordt verstaan de som van het
lutumgehalte (deeltjes < 2/J)en drie maal het gehalte aan organische stof (3.01).Bij
pH 8,0 isdeadsorptiecapaciteit van dit actieve materiaal in de bovengrond ongeveer
70mvalper 100g(fig. 11) ennogenigszinshogerin deondergrond (tabel 5).In kalkhoudende gronden worden deze beschikbare adsorptieplekken vrijwel geheel ingenomen door deionen Na, K, MgenCa(tabel 6,fig.11).Slechtsin gronden,diegeen
koolzurekalkbevatten ishet totaalvan dezemetaal-kationen somsaanmerkelijklager
dandeadsorptie-capaciteit,doordat ookH30-ionenzijngeadsorbeerd.Indezegronden
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bestaaterdan ook eenduidelijk verband tussen dcsomvan demetaal-kationen ende
pH vandegrond (tig.12).
Voordestudievanbinaireuitwisselings-evenwichtenwerdentweetypischegronden
(tabel7)gepercoleerd meteenovermaat aangemengdeoplossingen vanNaCl -fKCl,
NaCl+CaCl a en MgCl 4 +CaCl 2 . Deuitkomstenvandezeproefnemingen zijnweergegeven alsadsorptie-isothermen (fig. 13, 15, 17),terwijl deverschillende theoretische
betrekkingenvoordezeevenwichten aandewaarnemingen werdengetoetst(fig. 14, 16,
18). Vandehomovalenteevenwichten Na-KenMg-Cablekendespecifieke verschillen
inadsorptietussendeionenaftenemenbijteonemendeverdunningvandeevenwichtsvloeistof (fig. 13,17),hetgeen inovereenstemmingismetdetheorievan STERN.Slechts
de empirischevergelijkingen van ROTHMUND en KORNFELD bleken een bsvredigende
beschrijving van deevenwichten tegeven, hoewelook in dezevergelijkingen de parameters Ken p afhankelijk bleken tezijn van deconcentratie van de oplossing (tabel
11,17).
Voor het heterovalente evenwicht Na-Ca bleek de adsorptie van calcium toe te
nemen bij verdunning,inovereenstemming methetvalentie-effect (fig. 15). DevergelijkingvanGAPONbleeknietbruikbaartezijnvooreenbeschrijvingvanhetevenwicht,
maar devergelijkingen van KERR, KRISNAMOORTHY &OVERSTREETen VANSELOWgaven goede uitkomsten, althans binnen de grenzen van de waarnemingsfouten. Toch
was ook in deze vergelijkingen de waarde van de uitwisselingsconstante K nog afhankelijk van deconcentratie van deevenwichtsoplossing (tabel 14).
In overstroomde gronden treden echter evenwichten op tussen vier soorten van
ionen in plaatsvan twee.Doordat dezeionen elkaar onderling beinvloeden, stuiteen
uitbreidingvandewettenvoorbinaireevenwichtenopmoeilijkheden.Slechtsvooreen
groepvan evenwichten metoplossingen van verwante samenstellingen zoueendergelijke uitbreiding kans van slagen bieden. Zo geeft een uitbreiding van de vergelijking
van KERRtotviersoortenioneneenbevredigendebeschrijvingvandeevenwichtenvan
detweetypischegronden meteenovermaat zeewater,verdund zeewaterenbrakwater
(tabel 21). In meer ingewikkelde gevallen, zoals evenwichten met beperkte hoeveelheden zeewater,isook dezeuitgebreidevergelijking niet meerbruikbaar (fig.21).
Uitdewaargenomen evenwichten metverdund zeewater- diewerdenbereiktdoor
percolatie van degrond met een overmaat vloeistof- blijkt, dat bij toenemende verdunning de hoeveelheden uitwisselbaar Mgen Ca toenemen ten kostevan Na enK
(fig. 19, 20).Ditverschijnsel wordtveroorzaakt door hetvalentie-effect. Voortswordt
bijevenwichtenmetbrakwatermeerCageadsorbeerddanbijevenwichtenmetverdund
zeewatervanhetzelfdezoutgehalte,omdatbrakwaternaarverhoudingrijkerisaanCa
dan zeewater(fig.20).Zoalsreedsisvermeldblijkt eenuitbreidingvandevergelijking
van KERR totvierioneneenredelijke beschrijving tegevenvandewaargenomenevenwichten (tabel 21).Maar anderzijds wijken deonderlinge verhoudingen van degeadsorbeerde ionen somssterk af van deverhoudingen, die zouden volgen uit devergelijkingenvan eenbinairevenwicht(tabel23).Hieruitblijktduidelijkdatdeverschillende
soorten van ionen elkander onderling sterk beinvloeden. Door deze storingen iseen
algemenebeschrijving vanevenwichtenmetvierionen voorshands nog niet mogelijk.
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Evenwichten van dezeaard komenechterin overstroomdegronden zeeralgemeen.
voor; daarom isgetracht deze evenwichten te beschrijven met empirische adsorptieisothermen (fig.22-27).Voor Na kunnen dezeempirische adsorptie-isothermen worden beschreven meteeneenvoudige,kwadratische vergelijking (3.23). Deuitkomsten
van deze vergelijking blijken eveneens redelijk goed overeen te komen met de uitkomstenvan devergelijkingen voor het bvnaireevenwicht Na-Ca (fig. 23,C). Vooral
voor Mg blijken de tegenionen Na en Ca grote invloed uit te oefenen op de adsorptie-isothermen (fig. 26): de adsorptie van dit ion blijkt sterk te zijn indien Na
het meest voorkomende tegenion isenzwakindien Ca overweegt.
Tenslotteisdeionenbezetting van niet-overstroomde gronden in het kort besproken.In dezegronden isCasteeds hetvoornaamstegeadsorbeerde metaal-kation, terwijlslechtssporen uitwisselbaar Naaanwezigzijn. Dehoeveelheden geadsorbeerd Mg
nementoemettoenemendeouderdom van degronden (fig.28).
4. Gedurende een overstroming met zout water zalde ionenbezetting van de grond
sterk veranderen. In de regel dringt slechts een beperkte hoeveelheid overstromingswater indebodem,zodateenvolledigevenwicht metzeewatermeestallangniet
wordtbereikt.Eenuitzonderingvormengronden,dietijdensdeoverstromingdoorhet
overstromingswater worden gepercoleerd, bijvoorbeeld door een afwisselende overstromingbijhoogwater,,gevolgddooreendroogleggingbijlaagwater.Indergelijkegevallen kan de ionenbezetting van de grond naderen tot het volledige evenwicht met
zwwater,zoalsditbijlaboratoriumproeven isgevonden(fig.29).Meestalechterzijn de
veranderingen in deionenbezetting veelkleiner,vooral in deondergrond (fig.30).
Volledigeevenwichten met brak water werden bij de bestudeerde overstromingen
niet bereikt,maar zij kunnen worden nagegaan door een analysevan debodemsvan
brakkeestuaria. Dergelijkegronden bevatten meeruitwisselbaarcalciumensomsook
meeruitwisselbaar magnesium naarmate hetzoutgehalte van het bovenstaande water
geringeris(tabel28);ditisinovereenstemmingmetlaboratoriumproeven (vgl.fig.20).
Bij de overstromingen met brak water in de periode 1939—*53 werden deze volledige
evenwichten evenwellangnietbereikt(tabel29).Zowerddekenmerkendestijgingvan
hetgehalteaanuitwisselbaarmagnesiumbijdalendzoutgehaltevanhetoverstromingswater nimmeraangetroffen bijoverstroomde gronden.Ookdegehalten aan uitwissel-.
baarNaen Kvandergelijkegrondenlagenverbeneden degehalten,dieinhetlaboratorium na percolatie met overmaat brak water werden gevonden.
Doordatdegrondtijdensdeoverstrominggewerktheeft alseenuitwisselingskolom
waren de veranderingen in de bovengrond steeds veel groter dan in de ondergrond
(fig. 31). Dit kolomeffect kan goed worden bestudeerd door de verdeling van de
Cl-ionen onmiddellijk na de overstroming te onderzoeken: na overstromingen van
geringe tijdsduur neemt de concentratie van deze ionen sterk af met de diepte.
Vergelijkt mendegevondenverdeling met detheorievan dekolomwerking,dan blijkt
voorlichtegronden deovereenstemmingzeergoedtezijn.Voorzwaregronden treden
echter afwijkingen op,dieveroorzaakt worden door de aanwezigheid van scheuren;
hierdoor wordt in de ondergrond de Cl-concentratie hoger dan volgens de theorie
van de kolomwerking te verwachtenis.
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Dadelijk naeenoverstromingbleekereenvrijgoedesamenhangtebestaantussen
deCl-concentratieinhetbodemvocht enhetgehalteaan uitwisselbaarNa,nietslechts
indebovengrond(fig.33),maarookindeondergrond (fig.34).Daarbij bleekerinhet
bodemprofiel tevenseen sterke gelijkenis te bestaan tussen deverdeling van Cl-ionen
in het bodemvocht en deverdelingvan het uitwisselbare natrium (fig. 35,A, B).Uitzonderingen hierop vormden gronden, die binnen korte tijd tweemaal werden overstroomd engronden meteenpermanentverzilte ondergrond.
Uitgaandevandeempirische Na adsorptie-isotherm bleek hetmogelijk tezijn een
semi-kwantitatieve verklaring te geven voor de gevonden betrekkingen tussen het
gehalteaanCl-ioneninhetbodemvochtenhetgehalteaanuitwisselbaar Naonmiddellijk naeenoverstroming(fig. 33,tabel32).
5. Nadat overstroomde gronden wederom zijn drooggelegd, treedt van nature een
langzaam doch onmiskenbaarnatuurlijk herstel op.Deopgeloste zouten worden
doorhetpercolerenderegenwateruitgewassen,waardooro.a.hetgehalteaanCI inhet
bodemvochtsneldaalt.MaarookhetgehalteaanuitwisselbaarNa- eninveelmindere
mateookdegehaltenaanuitwisselbaar KenMg- vertonen indeloopvanenigejaren
eendaling(fig.38).
Uitmodelproeven (fig.37)enuitveldwaarnemingen(fig.38)blijkt,datdegeadsorbeerdekationendegrondverlaten indevolgordeNa—K—Mgendatdezeveranderingen inhetbodemprofiel vanbovennaar benedenvoortschrijden (fig.39,40,41).In
overeenstemmingmetdetheorievaneenuitwisselings-kolomisdaarbij debegrenzing
van de Na-ionen scherper dan de overeenkomstige begrenzing van de Cl-ionen (fig.
42). Uit waarnemingen van proefplekken blijkt, dat na een overstroming het voornaamste uitwisselingsproces bestaat uit hetvervangen van uitwisselbaar Na door uitwisselbaar Ca(tabel34).
Het natuurlijke herstel van overstroomde gronden wordt door verschillende processen bewerkstelligd. Zo zullenveranderingen in deconcentratie van het bodemvocht
leidentot eenverschuivingindeverdelingtussenionen inoplossingen geadsorbeerde
ionen.Hetblijkt echter,datdezeverschuivingnietkanleidentot sterkeveranderingen
indeionenbezetting(tabel37),eenuitkomst,diebevestigd wordt door waarnemingen
op proefplekken (fig. 43).
Hydrolyse enreactie met koohuurhoudend water zullen leiden tot een vervanging
vangeadsorbeerdeNa-ionendoorH30-ionen en tot een stijging van depH alsgevolg
van de vrije OH-ionen, die in de oplossing achterblijven. Gronden, die rijk zijn aan
uitwisselbaar Na bezitten dan ook in het algemeen een hoge pH; er bestaat daarbij
eenzekerverband tussengehalteaanuitwisselbaar NaenpH(fig.45). VoordeverwijderingvanhetuitwisselbareNauit overstroomde,kalkhoudendegrondenisditproces
echter van weinig betekenis, omdat de reactie met H30-ionen ver achterblijft bij de
vervanging van Na door Ca,afkomstigvan dein degrond aanwezige koolzure kalk.
In gronden,diegeenkoolzurekalk bevatten,ishydrolysemogelijk van meerbetekenis;hetaantalwaarnemingen opdergelijke grondenwasechtertebeperktomhierovereenbeslissendeuitspraak tekunnen geven.
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Uitwisseling van Ca-ionenafkomstigvandeoplossing vankoohurekalkishetvoornaamste proces bij het natuurlijke herstel van kalkhoudende overstroomde gronden.
Uit theoretische beschouwingen blijkt echter dat ook dit proces spoedig tot stilstand
komt (tabcl 39), tenzij de Na-ionen, die vrijgekomen zijn door uitwisseling met Ca,
door uitspoelingwordenverwijderd. Desnelheidvanhetnatuurlijke herstelvanoverstroomde gronden wordt daarom bepaald door de uitspoeling van deze vrijgekomen
Na-ionen. Eerst als deze zijn verwijderd, kunnen wederom geabsorbeerde Na-ionen
wordenuitgewisseldtegenCaenkunnen nieuweCa-ionen uithetaanwezigecarbonaat
in oplossinggaan.
In niet-kalkhoudende gronden is mogelijk de oplossing van Ca uit andere Cahoudende mineralen van betekenis voor hetnatuurlijke herstel.Tenslotte kan ookeen
opnemingvanionendoordeplantenwortehbijdragen toteendalingvanhetuitwisselbare
K; voor Na en Mg,diein veelgrotere hoeveelheden aanwezig zijn, isdit procesvan
weinigbetekenis.
Zoalsreedsisvermeldisbijhetnatuurlijke herstelvankalkhoudende overstroomde
grondendevervangingvanuitwisselbaarNa- eninveelminderematevanuitwisselbaar
K en Mg- door Cahet belangrijkste proces.Debeperkendefactor in dit procesisde
verwijdering vandevrijgemaakte ionendooruitspoeling.Alsgevolgdaarvan isdesnelheid van herstel zeer sterk afhankelijk van de waterpassage (tabel 43, 44). Voorts
blijkt het herstel bij lichte gronden sneller te verlopen dan bij zware gronden
(tabel45).
Degemiddeldeverliezenaan uitwisselbaar Nanaeenoverstromingmetzout water
bedragen390kgperhaperjaar, een cijfer, dat nog enigszins hoger ligtvoor gronden
die veel uitwisselbaar Na bevatten (tabel 46).
Met behulp van de theorie van de uitwisseling van ionen in kolommen van een
adsorberende stof kan eenschatting worden gemaakt van desnelheid van het natuurlijke herstel. Hierbij kunnen de empirische adsorptie-isothermen als uitgangspunt
worden genomen.Opdezewijzewordtgevonden, dat CI spoedigwordt uitgewassen,
dat Nalangzaamwordtverwijderd endat Kenvooral Mgnoglangetijd in overmaat
aanwezig blijven, vooral in de ondergrond (tabel 48). Als gevolg daarvan bezitten
gronden, die tientallen jaren geleden met zout water overstroomd zijn geweest,nog
steedseenhooggehalteaan uitwisselbaar Mgindeondergrond (tabel49).Detheorie
voorspelt voordebovengrond eengemiddeld verliesaan uitwisselbaar Navan 600kg
per ha perjaar, eenwaarde diehoger ligtdan dewaargenomen verliezen (390kgper
ha en perjaar). Dit verschil wordt mogelijk veroorzaakt door verstoringen van het
profiel als gevolg van de grondbewerking (fig. 46); deze verstoringen vertragen het
herstel.
6. Hoewel het natuurlijke herstel op den duur in staat isde grond wederom in een
normaletoestandtebrengenisdesnelheidvanditherstelzolangzaam,datdelandbouwgedurendevelejaren moeilijkheden ondervindtvaneenslechtebodemstructuur.
Metbehulpvanverschillendebehandelingen kanechterhetherstelaanzienlijk worden
bespoedigd.
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Verbouwvanoverblijvendegewasseniseenoudebehandelingswijzevooroverstroomde gronden. In een reeks proefnemingen Week gras meer effectief te zijn dan rode
klaver of luzerne(tabel51).
Bijverbouwvan overblijvende gewassenvermijdt mendestorende invloed van de
grondbewerkingophetherstel.Tochisdedalingvanhetgehalteaan uitwisselbaarNa
slechtsweiniggroter dan bij verbouw van 6enjarige gewassen.
Bemesting metorganisch materiaalbleekweiniguitwerking tehebben,zelfsindien
zeer grote hoeveelheden werden toegediend.
Van verschillende chemicalien bleken kalkmergel, gebluste kalk en een humuspreparaatweinigeffect tehebben.Anderzijds werdesterkeverbeteringen bereiktmettoediening van gips,cakiumchloride ofzwavel(tabel 53,63,64).Daarbij vertoondecalciumchloride desnelstewerking,gevolgd door gips.Zwavel,dat eerst tot zwavelzuur
moetworden geoxydeerd alvorenstekunnen werken,waszeereffectief, maareerstna
verloop van tijd (fig. 52). Doordat calciumchloride zeer moeilijk te hanteren wasen
doordat deprijsvanzwaveltehooglag,kwamalleengipsinaanmerkingvoorgebruik
opgroteschaal.
Desnelsteregeneratievandegronddoorgipswerdwaargenomeningronden,waar
dezeverbindinginhetgehelebodemprofielaanwezigwas.Ditishetgevalinpasdrooggelegde zee-bodems; in dergelijke slikgronden wordt gips gevormd door natuurlijke
processen, namelijk door oxydatie van sulfiden. Maar zelfsin dezegronden leidteen
plaatselijke reactie van dit gevormde gips met de uitwisselbare kationen van het adsorptie-complexnogslechtstoteenvrijkleineverschuivingvanhetevenwicht(tabel57).
Alleen in combinatie met waterpassage - waardoor deuitgewisselde Na-, K- en Mgionen worden verwijderd - zijn snelleveranderingen mogelijk (fig.49,tabel59).
Bij oudere gronden werd na een overstroming met zout water gips toegediend
door uitstrooien op het maaiveld. Meestal waren de gegeven hoeveelheden nog niet
toereikend om alleuitwisselbare Na uit de bouwvoor teverdrijven. In deze gevallen
washet herstelminder snel(fig. 50,tabel60)enmeestalwerd slechtseengedeeltelijke
regeneratie bereikt (fig. 51).Voorts bleek, dat bij gipsbemesting weleen gedeeltevan
het uitwisselbare Na werd vervangen, maar dat het uitwisselbare K enMg nagenoeg
onveranderdbleven(tabel64).Tochwarendezegipsbemestingenvoordepraktijk van
grotebetekenis:uitwisselbaar Na enpH werden verlaagd (tabel61),destructuur van
degrondwerdaanmerkelijkverbeterd (fig.55-57)endeschadeaan degewassenwerd
aanzienlijk beperkt (fig.58).
Hetnuttigeffect vangipsvoorhetverwijderen vanuitwisselbaarNawashethoogst
voor lage giften (tabel 62). Voor giften, zoals deze in de praktijk werden verstrekt
bleek ongeveer 50%van het gebruikte gips nuttig tewerken voor het verdrijven van
uitwisselbaarNauitdebovenste20cmvandegrond.Indepraktijk bleek,datdebeste
uitkomsten wordenverkregen bijeenvroegtijdige aanwendingvangips.Wanneereen
overstroomde grond nogin dewinter ofin hetvroegevoorjaar weerdroogvaltishet
aantebevelennoginhetvoorjaar eenkleinehoeveelheidgipstoetedienenomtevoorkomen,datdestructuurvanhetzaaibedbijeenzwareregenbuiverlorengaat.Het heeft
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echter weinig zin om reeds in het voorjaar grote hoeveelheden gips aan te wenden,
omdatergedurende dezomervrijwel geenwaterpassageoptreedt enhetgipsdusook
slechtsweinigzalbijdragen tot deregeneratevande grond.
In deherfst moetennahetploegengrotehoeveelheden gipsworden toegediendom
een verval van de structuur gedurende de winter te voorkomen. Voor een zo goed
mogelijke werkingdient hetgipsopdeoppervlakteteworden achtergelaten.Hetverdient geenaanbeveling perjaar meerdan 7ton/ha aan gipstegeven;groterehoeveelheden immerszullen door debeperkte oplosbaarheid van gipsachterblijven en bijde
volgende grondbewerking worden.ondergeploegd.Indien grotere hoeveelheden nodig
zijn dan 7ton/ha ishetdan ook beterdegipsbemestingovermeerdaneenjaar teverdelen.
De hoeveelheden gips,benodigd voor het herstel vanoverstroomd bouwland,zijn
afhankelijk van de zwaarte van de grond en van het zoutgehalte onmiddellijk na de
overstroming.Dezehoeveelheden zijn optweemanieren bepaald, namelijk opdirecte
wijzedoorwaarnemingvanderesultatenvaneengrootaantalproefvelden (6.05)enop
indirectewijzedoor berekening,waarbij rekening werd gehouden methet natuurlijke
herstel en met het rendement van een gipsbemesting (6.06).De resultaten van deze
beide beschouwingswijzen zijn als nomogram weergegeven (rig. 54), terwijl tabel 71
een vergelijking geeft tussen beideberekeningswijzen endehoeveelheden gips die in
depraktijk werden aangewend.
Opoverstroomdeoudegraslanden behoeft geengipstewordengegeven,aangezien
opdezegronden nimmervervalvan structuur iswaargeriomen.
In eenaanhangsel iseen korte beschrijving gegeven van detoegepaste analytische
methoden. Voor de bepaling van de uitwisselbare kationen zijn twee werkwijzen gevolgd,namelijk deperssap-methodeendealcohol-methode.Binnendegrenzenvande
waarnemingsfouten geven deze twee methoden dezelfde uitkomsten (tabel 72, fig.
59-62).

APPENDIX
ANALYTICAL METHODS
is determined according to the pipette method (ROBINSON, 1922).
In the soil sample organic matter is destroyed by treatment with concentrated H 2 0 2 ;
iron compounds, calcium carbonate and soluble salts are dissolved by boiling with
diluted HC1 and removed by subsequent decantation. As a deflocculating agent
Na 2 C0 3 is used.
The suspension obtained is allowed to settle in cylindrical vessels; the amounts
of particles < 16/< and < 2fi are determined by pipetting a small aliquot from the
suspension at the appropriate time and depth. These samples are evaporated to dry,
dried at 105 centigrades and weighed after cooling. A correction is made for the
added Na 2 C0 3 .
CLAY CONTENT

ORGANIC MATTER is determined by elementary analysis, using the dry combustion
method of TERMEULEN & HESLINGA, as described by SPITHOST (1933). The sample

is heated in a C0 2 -free air stream; the organic compounds are vaporized and further
oxidized by a catalyst consisting of Mn0 2 and Pb0 2 , which at the same time retains
CI, S, and P. The organic matter is quantitatively transformed into C0 2 . Moreover,
in calcareous samples C 0 2 is liberated from CaCO s .
After drying the gasses by CaCl2, C 0 2 is absorbed in U-shaped tubes with sodalime covered by CaCl 2 , which are weighed before and after the experiment. After
correction for C 0 2 liberated from CaC0 3 the organic matter content of the soil is
calculated by assuming its carbon content to be 58%.
CaC0 3 CONTENT is estimated by volumetric analysis according to SCHEIBLER as described by BRUIN (1937). C 0 2 is liberated by adding HC1 (25%) to the sample; its
volume is measured in a gas burette. It must be remarked, however, that in using
this method also other carbonates - e.g. dolomite and siderite - will be destroyed;
these compounds are therefore also calculated as CaC0 3 (BRUIN, 1938).
MOISTURE CONTENT (A) is determined by drying at 105 centigrades; it is expressed
as g per 100 g dry matter.
SALT CONTENT (B) is determined by rotating the sample with a CaS0 4 -solution for
4-8 hours. After settling an aliquot of the clear supernatant liquid is pipetted and
titrated with decinormal AgN0 3 , using K 2 Cr0 4 as an indicator (titration according
to MOHR; TREADWELL, 1927). The CIcontent found is expressed as g NaCl per 100g
dry matter.

1000B
——r—. For
A
practical purposes an electrometic method is employed using an Ag-AgCl electrode
SALT CONCENTRATION (C) is calculated from A and B according to C =
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and a calomel reference electrode with KC1salt bridge. Both electrodes are brought
into contact with the field-moist sample; their potential difference appears to be
closely related to the'CI concentration in the soil moisture (VERHOEVEN, 1953).
ADSORPTIVE CAPACITY is determined with Ca ions at pH

8.0. The sample is mixed
with quartz sand in a ratio of 1 : 7 and filled into a percolation tube. The column
thus obtained is percolated with excess 0.5 normal Ca acetate of pH 8.0 to obain
complete saturation with Ca.
TQ remove excess solution the column is washed with 96% alcohol, after which
the adsorbed Ca isdriven off bypercolating with excessnormal NaCl. In the percolate
Caisdetermined according to SCHWARZENBACH bytitration with decinormal versenate
(Komplexon III), using eriochrome black as an indicator (KUANG & BRAY, 1951).
In calcareous soils, however, part of this Ca is originating from solid CaCO s
dissolved into thepercolating NaCl solution.This amount isassumed to be equivalent
with the amounts of H C 0 3 and CO s in the percolate; these amounts may be determined by titration (JARUSSOV, 1933). This titration may be carried out either directly
with decinormal HC1, using methylorange as indicator or indirectly by adding a
known excess of decinormal HC1, boiling to remove CO a and back-titration with
decinormal NaOH K The equivalent amount of Ca is subtracted from total Ca to
obtain the adsorptive capacity for Ca at pH 8.0.
EXCHANGEABLE CATIONS IN NON-SALINE SOILS may be determined by extracting the
sample with neutral salt solutions. Usually part of the sample is extracted with excess
normal NH 4 N0 3 , another part with excess normal NaCl. In the first extract the
cations Na and K are determined, in the second the cations Mg and Ca, the sum of
H C 0 3 and C0 3 , and S0 4 . It may be assumed that the ions Na, K, and Mg are entirely
originating from exchange positions, but part of the Ca may originate from CaC0 3 ,
dissolving into the NaCl solution. By assuming this dissolved Ca to be equivalent
with the amount of H C 0 3 / C 0 3 in the NaCl extract, the amount of exchangeable Ca
can be found by difference (JARUSSOV, 1933). If CaS0 4 is present another part of the
Ca in the NaCl extract will originate from this compound. Correction is possible by
assuming this Ca to be equivalent with S 0 4 in the extract. If gypsum is absent no
appreciable amounts of S0 4 are found in the extract.
EXCHANGEABLE CATIONS IN SALINE SOILS can

only be determined if a separation is
made between theexchangeable cations and thecations in the soilsolution. In practice
such a separation may be obtained in two ways. The first involves determination of
total cations present in the soil and subsequent correction for dissolved cations
obtained via analysis of the soil moisture.
The second method involves complete removal of the soil moisture without
altering the exchangeable cations. The first principle is followed in the "expressed
fluid method", the second in the "alcohol method" of determining exchangeable ions.
1

The indirect method has the advantage of a better defined end-point.
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In both methods the exchangeable ions are removed by extraction with neutral
saltsolutions(normal NH 4 N0 3for Na and K,normalNaClfor MgandCa).Acomplication is that solid CaCOs and CaS04 may be present; these compounds will
dissolveinto theNaCl solution, thusgivingtoo highvaluesfor Caunless appropriate
corrections are made.
Expressedfluidmethod (ZUUR, 1938; RAPPORT, 1945).
Theanalysis of saline soils according to theexpressedfluidmethod iscarried out
in three steps,viz.:
a) Determination of total cations and anions in neutral salt extracts and of the sum
of exchangeable metal cations S,
b) Correction for ions in the soil solution by analysis of expressedfluid,
c) Correction for CaC0 3 and CaS04 dissolved into the NaCl extraction fluid.
a) Total ions and sum S. Part of thefield-moistsample ispercolated with excess
normal NH 4 N0 3 ; in the extract Na, K, and CIare determined. Asecond part of the
sample is percolated with excess normal NaCl; in the extract Mg, Ca, HC0 3 /C0 3 ,
ans S0 4 are determined. The ions NH4 and N0 3 , both occurring only in minor
quantities in the soil,areusually neglected; ifdesired their estimation ismadein the
NaCl extract.
The amounts of Na, K, and Mg found in this way represent the totals of exchangeable ions and ions in solution; the amount of Ca found is the total of exchangeable Ca, Ca in solution, and Ca dissolved from CaC0 3 and CaS04. Of the
anions,CIisentirely originating from the soil solution, HC0 3 /C0 3 largely from dissolved CaC0 31and S0 4 partly from the soil solution, partly from dissolved CaS04.
These anions are accompanied by equivalent amounts of cations.
Bydiminishingthetotalmilli-equivalentsofmetalcations (Na, K, Mg,Ca)bythe
totalmilli-equivalents of anions(CI,UCOJC03, SOJ the sum of exchangeable metal
cations, S, may be found.
b) Correction forsoilsolution. Anotherpartofthefield-moistsampleissqeezed
out in a hydraulic press under a pressure of approximately 400 atmospheres. The
expressed fluid obtained is analyzed for cations (Na, K, Mg, Ca) and anions (CI,
HC0 3 /C0 3 , S04). Ionicbalance servesasacontrol on theaccuracy oftheresults.
Theexpressedfluidcomprises only part of the soil moisture. Due to the negative
adsorption of anions bytheclay-and humus-particles theanionicconcentrations in
the expressed fluid are higher than those in the entire soil moisture; as the cations
insolution arebydefinition equivalentwiththeseanions,thesamewillhold for them.
This negative adsorption is clearly demonstrated by the observation that the CI
concentration intheexpressedfluidisalwayshigherthantheaverageCIconcentration
inthesoilmoisture,calculated from total CIcontent ofthesoilandmoisture content.
1

In Dutch saline soils no appreciable amounts of alkali carbonates and bicarbonates occur.
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From such observations the negative adsorption of CI appeared to be equivalent
with an amount of salt-free moisture of 12grams per 100g of active matter.
Byassuming theratiosofcationsin solution to Cito bethe samethroughout the
entire soil moisture, the amounts of cations in solution may be calculated by multiplying their concentrations in the expressed fluid with the factor:
CIin soil
CI concentration in expressed fluid
InsoilslowinCI,thisfactor cannot beestablished withsufficient accuracy;inthat
caseitissupposed that thecationsin solution- likeCI- arepresent with..expressed
fluidconcentration" in an amount of moisture equal to the soil moisture content
minus 12 g of moisture per 100 g of active matter. Comparison of both methods
-=•in cases where it was possible- revealed that the differences were negligible (RAPPORT, 1945).
If theamounts ofdissolved cationscalculated in oneof thesewaysare subtracted
from the total amounts mentioned sub a),the amounts of exchangeable Na, K, and
Mgarefound. For Ca,further corrections arenecessary duetodissolution of CaCOs
and eventually CaS04 into the percolationfluid.
c) Correction for dissolved Ca compounds. If CaS04 is absent, a correction
for dissolved CaC0 3 maybeobtained byassuming theamount ofdissolved Ca tobe
equivalent with the amount of HC0 3 /C0 3 in the NaCl extract. If also CaS04 is
present, exchangeable Ca is usually obtained by difference, viz. by subtracting the
totalsofexchangeableNa,K,andMgfrom thesumofexchangeablemetalcations,S.1
The following analytical methods were used:
Na was determined according to KAHANE (WRIGHT, 1938); it was precipitated
as Na-Mg-uranyl-acetate and weighed.
ATwasprecipitated as K-Na-cobalto-nitrite;theprecipitateisoxidizedbyaknown
excess of KMn0 4 , the remainder of which istitrated with oxalic acid.
Ca was precipitated as the oxalate, which was titrated with KMn0 4 . In the
filtrateMg wasprecipitated as MgNH4P04 and weighed as pyrophosphate.
CI was titrated according to MOHR with AgN03, using K2Cr04 as an indicator.
HCOJCO3 was determined by titrating with HC1, using methylorange as an
indicator.
SOt was precipitated as BaS04 and weighed.
The expressed fluid method is based upon a few plausible assumptions, the
principal of which is the similarity in ionic ratios between expressed fluid and soil
moisture. Its principal drawback is the large number of analyses involved; on the
other hand, it renders information not only on the exchangeable cations, but also
on the composition of the equilibrium solution.
1

The same method may be followed if alkali carbonates and bicarbonates occur in appreciable
amounts.
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Alcoholmethod
The analysis of saline soils according to the alcohol method is carried out in
three steps,viz.:
a) Removal of soluble salts by washing with ethyl alcohol,
b) Determination of exchangeable cations by percolation with NH4NOs and NaCl
respectively,
c) Correction for CaC0 3 and CaS04 dissolved into the NaCl extraction fluid.
a) Removal of soluble salts. The field-moist sample is washed with excess
alcohol 80%toremove thesolublesaltsand dried.AsCaC0 3and CaS04 are insoluble in alcohol, these compounds will remain in the sample.
b) Determination of exchangeable cations. Part ofthealcohol-treated sample
is percolated with excess normal NH 4 N0 3 , another part with excess normal NaCl.
In thefirstextract Naand Kareestimated, inthesecondextractCa, Mg, HC0 3 /C0 3 ,
and S0 4 . The amounts of Na, K, and Mg represent exchangeable cations; for Ca a
correction for dissolved CaCOs and CaS04 is necessary.
c) Correction for dissolved Ca compounds.
Asthesolublesaltshavealreadybeenremovedbythealcoholtreatment,theamounts
of dissolved Ca must be equivalent with the amounts of HC0 3 /C0 3 and S0 4 in the
NaCl extract. Consequently a correction for dissolved Ca iseasily made.
The following analytical methods were used:
Na and K weredetermined by using aflamephotometer.
Ca was precipitated as the oxalate, which was titrated with KMn0 4 . In the
filtrate Mg was precipitated as MgNH4P04 and weighed as pyrophosphate. More
recently Mg was determined in the Ca filtrate by titration with versenate, using
eriochrome black as an indicator.
CIwas titrated according to MOHR with AgN03, using K2Cr04 as an indicator.
HCOJCO, was determined directly by titration with HC1 on methylorange or
indirectly by adding excess HC1, boiling to remove C0 2 and back-titration with
NaOH.
SOt wasprecipitated as BaS04 and weighed.
The alcohol method is based upon the following assumptions:
a) Addition of alcohol tofield-moistsamples does not give rise to precipitation of
Na, K, or Mgcompounds.
b) The equilibrium between exchangeable ions and ions in solution is not changed
during the removal of the soluble salts.
The first assumption was checked by experiments (DOMINGO, 1956); the second
one may only beverified bycomparing the results obtained with those found by the
expressedfluidmethod.
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Comparison of the results
A large number of samples has been analyzed according to both methods. As a
rule the results were in good accordance, at least within the limits of experimental
errors.Sometypicalresultsofthesecomparisons havebeenlistedintable72,whereas
in figs 59-62 all available evidence has been collected. As appears from these data
no systematic differences were observed for Na, Mg and Ca. For K, which is only
presentin small amounts,theexpressedfluidmethod seemstoyieldsomewhat higher
results than the alcohol method; this systematic difference, however, is not larger
than about 1-2 mval per 100gof active matter. The scattering of the dots must be
ascribed to analytical errors; especiallyfor Mg these errors were fairly large due to
theinaccuracy of the gravimetric method used in the analyses.
TABLE 72. Comparison of the expressed fluid method with the alcohol method of determining
exchangeable cations in saline soils.
Salinity
C
g/1

Method

27.3

Calcareous, brackish

Kind of soil

Exchangeable cations mval/100 g
of active matter
Na

K

Mg

Ca

S

e.f.
ale.

24.9
22.2

6.6
5.5

25.1
24.1

15.6
15.2

72.2
67.0

8.5

e.f.
ale.

15.3
15.4

2.8
3.0

10.7
12.7

44.1
44.6

72.9
75.7

Calcareous, non-saline

0.0

e.f.
ale.

0.3
0.2

2.2
2.0

1.3
1.6

59.0
64.2

62.8
68.0

Non-calcareous, saline

13.9

e.f.
ale.

13.2
12.9

2.1
2.6

12.7
14.8

12.2
14.4

40.2
44.7

0.0

e.f.
ale.

0.0
0.1

2.4
2.4

56.0
56.8

67.6
69.2

Calcareous, saline

With solid gypsum,
non-saline

9.29.9
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LIST OF SYMBOLS
Angstrom unit (10~8cm)
centimetre
gram
hectare (104m2)
hours
kilogram
litre
metre
minute
milli-litre
millimetre

A.U.
cm
g
ha
hrs
kg
1

m
min
ml
mm
mval

milligram-equivalent •
ton (103kg)

t

p

erfc p = 1

_2
VTC

e-p*dp
6

p

expp = e
In
log

Z

A
ai

a
a
a*

B
b

natural logarithm
decimal logarithm
sum
moisture content of soil (mlper 100gof dry matter)
activity of substancei
NERNST distribution coefficient (eq. 2.50)
constant in linear adsorption isotherm (pore space included)
constant in linear adsorption isotherm (pore space excluded)
index referring to active matter
amounts of exchangeable cations taking part in equilibrium (mval)
(section 3.63)
salt content of soil (g of CI, calculated as NaCl, per 100 g of dry
matter)
constant in quadratic adsorption isotherm (eq.2.73)
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bx . . . . b 4
C

amounts of ions in solution taking part in equilibrium (mval) (section
3.63)
salt concentration (g of CI, calculated as NaCl per 1 of water or soil
moisture)

c

concentration

ci

concentration of ion i in solution (mval/1, sometimes mval/ml)
concentration ofion iin theadsorbed state(mval per 100gof exchanger)

c0

initial value of ci

d

depth (cm)

d

depth at which the concentration of a substance in an exchange column
becomes equal to half its initial value (at large values of N)

e

base of natural logarithms

F

the Faraday

fi

activity coefficient of substance i

f±
f (ct)

mean activity coefficient of electrolyte
amount of ions i present in an exchange column in equilibrium with
a solution of concentration ci, including ions in pore space (mval per
g of exchanger)

f*(ci)

ibidem, but excluding ions in pore space (mval per g of exchanger)

f' (c)

first derivative of f (c)

f* (c)

second derivative of f (c)

f0

initial value of f (c)

G

gypsum equivalent of difference in exchangeable Na between treated
and untreated plots of trial fields (t/ha of CaS0 4 . 2H 2 0)

I

ionic strenght: I = \ £ zi2mi

!

index referring to ions

K

constant in ionic distribution equations

k

BOLZMANN'S constant (section 2.11)

k
k'
kx

k4

constant in column performance equations, denoting half the thickness
of the theoretical plates (g/cma of exchanger)
ibidem, (cm) x
constants in equation for equilibria with dilute sea water and brackish
water (section 3.62)

m

index referring to mixed solution (section 2.11)

mi

molality of substance i (mols/1000 g of solvent)
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N

number of theoretical plates above depth x

Naa

amount of exxhangeable N a (mval/100 g of active matter)

Nas

ibidem (mval/100 g of dry matter)

Na s o i

amount of N a present in soil solution (mval/100 g of dry matter)

0

index referring to initial stage

P

amount of soil taking part in equilibrium (g)(section 3.63)

p

unknown auxiliary quantity

Q

a m o u n t of sea water taking part in equilibrium (1)(section 3.63)

q

active matter percentage of soil (clay + 3 humus)

R

gas constant

R

gypsum requirement (t/haof C a S 0 4 . 2 H 2 0 )

Sa

sumof adsorbed metal cations (mval/100 g of active matter)

Ss

ibidem (mval/100 g of dry matter)

s

index referring t o single salt solution

g

index referring to soil dry matter

BOI

index referring to solution

T

absolute temperature (section 2.1)

tj

t4

total amounts ofions taking part in equilibrium (mval)(section 3.63)

Ua

exchange capacity for Ca ions at pH 8.0 (mval/100 gof active matter)

Us
vi
v
v

ibidem (mval/100gof dry matter)
partial molalvolume of substance i (section2.1)
volume of influent passed through exchange column (ml/cm2) ,
volume ofinfluent at which- at given depth and at large N- the concentration of the ions in solution is equal to half its initial value
ibidem for adsorbed ions
depth (g/cm2 of exchanger)
depth at which- at large N- the concentration of theionsin solution
has become equal to half its initial value
amounts of exchangeable cations after equilibrium (section 3.63)
valency ofion i
loss of adsorbed Na during natural regeneration (mval/100 g of soil)
(section 5.4)
difference in exchangeable Na between gypsum treated and untreated
plots of trialfields(mval per 100g of active matter) (section 6.44)

v
x
X
Xj
x4
zi
A Na
A Naa
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An
Af
Ec

osmotic pressure difference
electricpotential difference
total ionic concentration of soilsolution (mval/1)

E Na
Z CI

total amount of Na present in the soil(mval/100gof dry matter)
total amount of CIpresent in the soil(mval/100 gof dry matter)

a

pore spacefilledwith liquid (ml/gof exchanger)
£Na

\_

ratio of total Na to total CIinfloodedsoils
parameter denoting "thickness"of double layer

X

X

D O N N A N distribution

Na a
/it= ——
c

fraction N aamong the adsorbed ions

Na

fraction N aamong the ions in solution

n
Q
(p

osmotic pressure
density of soil inits natural position (g/cm s ); g ^ 1.4
STERN adsorption potential (section 2.13)
Na s

9>N» = - FNr " fraction

y>

coefficient

oftotal N apresent inthe adsorbed state

electric potential
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